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VB8TRACT

This thesis aims at showing the development or 
social consciousness and social organisation or the 
Bengalis from the days of the Guptas to those of the 
Senas. It is divided into eight chapters 
Chap. I. gives a short account of ancient geography of 

Bengal as w 1l as traditional divisions of the
Ben. ali classes and castes.

fChap. II. outline s the *!disflra legend and the proof on
the original sources how it is false.

Chap. III. narrates the factors for the growth of caste- 
systera, examining thereby how far they are 
responsible for building up of this institution 
in Bengal.

Chap. IV. describes BrShmin and non-Br^hmin classes,
their origin, centres of location and divisions 
among them.

Chap* V. treats of caste in Ben al from the Guptas to
the Senas.

Chap. VI. gives a analysis of diffe- en hinds of
marriage and of that among the royal families,
as well as their subjects belonging to the
different castes and classes



Chap. 
Chap.

J •

VII. traces the origin of Kulinism.
VIII. 3axmarises all the above chapters.
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C1UPT R I

INT2QX)UC?X0K

For the pur oses of this thesis Bengal is t ken to
mean those regions formerly known as Anga, Vanga, Gau$af
R3$ha, Puiŷ ra, 9uhmu and 3a; atata collectively or
separately. Though the modern word Bengal is derived from
Vanga, yet the latter was sometimes bigger or smaller in
area than the Bengal of pre-partition days, according to
its expansion and contraction under the authority of
different rulers. Hence the name Va."ga varies in
eor not tion find students -re apt to appl the nomenclature
Bengal to a r^giun of wi ely differing area. It should be
re»e be red that usher* we write a history of Bengal in this
way, we refer to a period be ore the name Bengal came
into existence.

Although we fin i the mention of Vanga with other* name©
?such as / uy$ra, Suhma etc, in the RSm&yafta* th; i.ahubh^rota.

3 h 5later Vedic liter ture, the VIshnupurdna. the VayumirSya.
the work of VSgabhatau etc, yet we should not pin faith
on these ccounts as evidence of the early existence of
a kingdom of Bengal be-ring in mind that the s tories of the

-vodhyfi K&nda. 3hap. X.
2. "djparyq. lOU/f: )•
3. Keith (ed): a . <2/1/1. pp.101,200.
k. v v i *
3. 99/11/35.
6. 2ii/h/i8



Epics and the PurSnas are legend, not history* We are 
here concerned with the historical period of Bengal.

The earliest definite reference to Bengal is found
in classical accounts of Alexander's inv sion, These t 11
of Alexander's hearing about a people called Gangaridae
who apparently lived in Ben al. The cla sical word has
been interpreted as equivalent to Gangflrdjha, Gangdri^hl,

7or Gangdrdshtra. Thus we nay have here the earliest 
mention of the region known as R&$hu. Diodorus gives us 
an account of what lexander heard about the Gang riuaes 
c*He (Alexander) h i obtained from Phegtus (a local Indian 
Chief), a description of the country beyond the Indus.
First came a desert, which it would take twelve days to 
traverse; beyond this was the riv.r called the Gauges, 
which had a width of thirty-two stadia and a greater depth 
than any other Indian river: beyond this again wex'e 
situated the dominions of the nation of the Bxalsii and the 
Gandaridae, whose King Xandramas had an array of 20,000 
horse, 200,0 0 infantry, 2,000 ch riots and U,000 
elephants trained and ê .uipe . for war. forus assured him 
of the corr ctness of the information, but added that 
the King of the Gandaridae was a man of quite worthless 
character, and held in no respect as he was thought to 
be the son of a barber. This imm the King's father, was 
of a comely person, and of him the Queen had become deeply

7. > C. Sircar: *City of GangS*. I];c. 19 7. PP.91-98.



enamoured. The old j*ing, having been treacherously
murdered by his wife, the succession had devolved on him who
now reigned .'

Alexander was very afraid of the stren. th of the
King of the Gangari&ae, and dro ped the idea of his

9triumphant march towards it.
lutarch repeats this sane story: *4.. For, as it was 

with the utaost difficulty they ( Alexander's soldiers) had 
beaten hi , (Porus), when the army he led amounted only to 
20,000 infantry and 2,0 0 cavalry, they now most resolutely 
o posed Alexander, when he insisted that they should cross 
the Ganges. This river, they heard, had a breadth of two- 
and thirty stadia and a depth of one hundred fathoms, 
while its farther banks were covered all over with armed 
men, h rses and elephants. Nor is this number at all 
magnified, for Androcottus (Chandragupta *laurya), who 
reigned not Ion after made Selcticus, a pre ent of five 
hundred elephants at one time, and, with an army of one 
hundred thousand men, traversed India, and conquered the 
whole:

rliny states that this place was the last part of 
the Gaigesj its people known as Mo^galingi were residing
on the sea-bound Gangetic way.^

8. Diodorus XVII* p.93*
9. ibid. XVIII. p.6.
10. Plutarch: aiexander. p.62
11. Pliny: Hist ria ,^tur Its. B& VI. Chap.21. pp.8-23*



Even today there is a grou , of people (who are on
the verge of extinction) living in southern Bengal,
comprising the district of Khu£:i Je sore, C ittagong
and Dace j, ho are nowr, as holanji. Fiom the sea they
raise saline water for the manufacture of salt with pots
known as Molangi; perhaps the term ia connected with the
Mo^galingi of Pliny's description.

From the above acco nts we can suggest th*t the
Gangaridae ?/ere a pr ople of southern Bengal. Moreover,
the river Ganges passed through these reg ons. The
Yunn§, the Padmfi, the ■ eghnS and the MadhiOmati in those day
v/ere collectively known as the Ganges.^

If the name Gangfiri&ae is believed to be drawn from
the Ganges, we can safelLJ place its location in these
places throu^i which the Ganges pass s. Furthermore,
the terras ‘Braisii'in the account of Diodorus1-** and
*Prasii, in that of Plutarch1*4 seem to denote the Sanskrit
.rgchya. This term certainly refers to the eastern

15countries of TrySvarta.

12. S. Mitra: J assore-i diuln: r 111 has I. y.171.
13. XVII. p.93.
1U. op cit. p.62.
15 dassen: Indische vller^^ ma .unde. I. p.93f. cited by 

Crfr: op cit. p. 171.



13.
Thus the evidence of the Greek and I. .tin authors

shows that the ancient people of Bengal were not unknown
to the foreigners, although the modem name Bengal and
its people the Bengalis were unrecognised by them. But,
it is doubtful whether the word G.tngarldae included the
name R3$ha. In any c ise the accounts do not give us a
complete picture of ancient Bengal.

Perhaps the early reference to Vanga is to he found
in the ahryan Br&hml inscription of MaMsthanga]ph, a

16village of Bogra district of north Ben al. This record 
mentions Pu^ranagara, the chief city of Pu£$ra or North 
Bengal. It was possibly the headquarters of a province, 
the MaMroSIrfls of which received directions from some ruler 
of the Kaxuv,an period, if not o;' the Maurya family, to 
give relief to the famine-affected people called 
damvamglyas . The term may refer to the people of Bengal
or Vanga, the prefix >ajpn implying the whole region.

- 17toahas than is situated on a river called Karo toy a '
and it has been identified by Cunningham with ancient

I |ihm£ranaJara of the inscription. The vi lages of this 
region very o ten have to face devastations due to the 
inundation of this river. K st Ben al was and is full 
of turbulent rivers with numerous rivulets and canals.
Pr m time to time the inhabitants suffered from famine,

16. E3. XXI. pp.83-35*
17* Walters: 'On Yuan Chwang II. p.81.
13. ARASI. XV. p.110.



14.
like th t by which ^amvaagiyas were affected. Here we 
have the first historical evidence of ancient Bengal.
In this inscription the word Vanga may imply a large 
urea of North and East Bengal, or it may be confined to 
North Bengal on~y.

While we c n 8row the antiquety of the words RfiLdha 
and Vanga, we find it hard to explain how thC term 
V&ngala (from which the modern name Bengal is derived) 
came into being.

The earl,: sources refer only to V nga without the 4 
Epigraphic recoras mentioning this name in its more 
modern form begin in the eleventh century. Karpadeva of
the Kalachuris of Madhya Pradesh was the father-in-law of
Vigrahap£la III (1055-70) of the Pfila dynasty of Bengal. 
His gx t at grandfather Lakshmaijarajadeva, who lived during
the second half of the tenth century, is described as

19skilled in crushing Bengal* . Mahip&la I, another P&la 
ruler, was defeated in a battle in 1031 by RAJa*-
d m  Ghola. The victor commemorates his triumph over the 
ruler of VangSla-desa.9^  In the 1th century, according 
to the Calcutta 3a hitya Parishat co per plate of 
Vi sv .rdp sen a of the Sena dynasty, some royal land, 
consisting of eleven plots, donated to a Brahmin had its 
boundary in the south touching the region VangSULa.^

19* Goharwa cp. El. XI. pp.142; IHQ. XVI. pp.226-27*
20. Tiruaalai Rock ins. El. IX. p.232..............
21 IB. III. p.146. 1.43.



Thus, from the eleventh century onwards we meet the
name Vangdl, although its exact location was not definitely
indicated by these epigraphic records.

22The CharyIpodas distinctly refer to certain people
as VShg&li or Vangftli, the inhabitants of VSngdla. The
dahalia. a cult propa a ted by some sddhakaa and reflected
in these poems had three branches Avadhuti, Chan^&li, and
the latter was .also nown as Domb , V5ng£Li or Vang&li.
Tho e whj belonged to the Dombi grou.v and constantly sang
songs fox the glorification of God were termed Vfingali.
0ne Char.yflpada verse records:

Vtji Bhdsu Bangui! bhaili
Nia gharini chan&Sli leii.*^• •

i.e. Today Bhdsu became a Bengali after his marriage with
a Chang&li.

By the time of the composition of these poems the 
word had b come so widely k ow that it was used in a 
speciUsed sense.

fter the occupation of Bengal by the Muslims, (1 06) 
the form with the 1 became usual. In a verse of the famous
22. There Is still a controversy over the date of their 

composition. It may’ belong to the ASla period since thes
pada.s mostly have a Buddhist character and under the Pfile
Buudhism flouris i in Bengal; or they may be later v/orks 
composed on the very eve of the Muslim invasion. This 
latter view seems most probable from both their linguist!
form and their content.

(P. Banerji: Rachandvali p.lOOf.)
23. ibid.' p.101.
2i+. dastri (ed): Charyapadas pp. 12,23*



Persian poet, Hafiz (1350) v;e read:-
k / / ISakar 3iKa Savanda -fiSmtutiyanei hind

• m 2*5Jin Khandai parsi kihav vangS1 mir'bad. ^
‘All the p arrots of Hind (India) take (Persian) 

sugar* tsit'n this Persian sugar (candy) the people of 
Bengal became habituated**

From the sixteenth century onwards hen the 
European travellers and adventurers came to Bengal, they 
first came in contact with eastern ana Southern Bengal and 
referred to this country as V&ngdla. '

w.V sco dQ Gama, the Portugese udve turer who cam* to 
India in September 1500, spoke of VangSLLa as Benguala:- 

* e guala has a Moorish King*.. The country exports 
quantities of wheat and very v 1 able cotton goods* Cloths 
which sell on the spot for t enty-two shillings and six ence 
fetch ninety shillings in C licut. It abounds in silver.*2' 

In 162} hughes and Parker, two English merchants, 
mentioned the region as Bengala, which is close to the
modern term Bengal. Their description runs thus:

cc mThe Portugese extended their commerce to Pctna in *

25. (tr) ahpravaî  B.3. 1326. p.106.
26. J ,3B. 1920; Numismatic Supplement. No.X XIV.

y,27. rioted in Oampoa* His:.. o Portugese in Bengal, p.25.



17.
Bihar in which connection Hu hes and Parker who hau gone 
there from Surat to found a factory write in 1610 - ‘The 
fortlngalls of late years have h id a trade here in Puttanu, 
coming up with their fri gitts from the bottom of Bengala 
wher theye "they} have two portea sic], the one called

9 OOGollye, the ther pieppullye.
Further on:

‘The are* they wrote n July 1 th 1620 ‘Some Portingalls
in Bengal a whose traflgue (traffic) I have made
enquiry.*

Thus the name Bengal went throu h some changes and 
several modificitIons from the earl, historical period to 
that of advent of the Kuropeans in Bengal. Throughout this 
time its boundary w<s not fixed and it is very difficult to 
establish its limits at a y precise period with accuracy. 
From age to ager and from one individual reign to the 
other, it varied either little or much. Sometimes throu jh 
a change of the course of the Ganges a separate geographical 
entity came into being, uid was given a separate name. 
Sometimes political and diplomatic reasons were accountable 
for diffe ent nones to the p a ticulur parts of Bengal.

_8. ibid. p.116.
?9. Foster: T c nglish F ctories in India. pp.213-1*- .



Dr II.0. RayachafcrdtarL is o opini n that Va*g#
and VangSla were separate countries from he eighth
to the tenth centuries. Vang#, was the present West

• ‘30Bengal and VangSla East Seng al. The same histo ian
maintains elsevhere that Vang# in a loose sense referred 
to Vikramxmr i Dacca and the neighbouring re ions up to 
the Brahmaputra river, but in a wider sense VangGL included 
a large ai*ea from the east of the Brahmaputra to the 
Midnapur district of .test Bengal.^

Thus his two statements are different in identifying 
the location of Vanga and VangSla. Actually there is 
much difficulty in establishing their geographical 
position. uring the s conu half of the tenth century
a King of the Kalachuri dynasty, LakshmaparSj a claimed

. 3u>victory over VangSla. The Aulier inscription of bijjala,
which gives us an account of this invasion apparently
refers to Vanga and VangSla as separate regions."

9The in of Bengal (VangSla) acknowlea£ng this 
defeat may have been Pflrijachandra, the Second ruler of the 
Chandra dynasty, who was then ruling over parts of South

30. MM. B.3. 133^-36. p.566ff.
31. Studies in Indian nilujIties, pp.187-68.
32. EC. V. P.179; IHQ. XII. p.77.
33. Such a structure is 'ilso reflected in the n&mhirfl- 

Mah§j*:Svya of Nayachandra Suri, composed perhaps 
before lh96 >.D. ( . 18/9. p.56).



19.
and ;ast Bengal. VangSla can be safely located in these 
areas. During the rule of rlr^achandra over the South
east parts of Bengal, Kahip&la I had established PSla 
Suzerainty over Magadha and other remaining parts of 
Ben al. The area which he directly controlled may be 
identified with the Vanga, referred to in the Ablur 
inscription. Thus Vanga may have been West Bengal.

In the BSngaJh coppex* plate inscribed in this ninth 
year of &ahipaia#s^reign, and also in the £mgftchhl grant 
of Vigr&hap&la III ^ahiptUa was said to have obtained 
his paternal Kingdom, which had been snatched away by 
people who had no claim to it. This is proof of the loss 
of some territories by his predecessors.

Before the time of Mahipdla there may have been 
independent kin- domo in some parts of Bengal, and so it
is no surprise that the Chandras held away over eas£

* %Bengal, the VangSlla referred to in Gohar&te- copper plate.
gain, in 1155 the Kaiachuris invaded Bengal and their 
powerful ruler <arpa defeated the King of Vanga.^

This Vanga (not Vangfila) is now refe red to east

3h. El. XIV. p.326. V.12•
35. ibid. XV. p.296. V.ll.
36. ibirf. XI. ,.11*2.
37. BherSghSt ins of illhanSdevI. ibid.II. p. 15. V.12.
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20Bengal. The iewfih stone inscription or Kar§aJ em hasises
is victory over the King of Vanga ana indicates its

location in the present Chittagong area. The defeated
King was a ruler of the tote Chandra dynasty. This
inscription goe3 on to say that the ship of the King of
trie eastern country, being driven by the storm of unp ,r lied
arrogance, was submerged in the ocean of Karats forces.

This Vanga King cannot have been ny ruler of the
later 31a dynasty, for the Kingdom of the later P31ae,
as shown by their own inscriptions and thoae of their
contemporaries, was b, now confined to parts of Bihar
and north-west Bengal. This defeated VaiJgar§Ja must have 

/
been Srl-Chanaia or his son Govindichandra, both of whom 
are men I n. d in inscriptions^ and who were su ong the last 
rulers of the Chandra dynasty. We know that the Varmans 
supplanted the Chandras in east Bengal in the eleventh 
century A.D. It may be that Karna, after defeating the 
Chandra ruler, either rmexed Vanga or placed his own 
nomin< e in its charge. This nominee may have been one 
of the Varman rulers, named Vajravarman, and Karr̂ a cemented 
this political friendship by giving his daughter ViragrI 
in marriage with him./4w

38. ibid. XXIV. p.113. v.23.
39. Kedfirpur cj of Crf Chandra. IB.III. p.lOff; Mail ur 

cp of Iri- Chandra. i bio. £$.166-67.
do. Belava cp of hojavarman. ioid. ftlU . 4,* 13.



i e believe that when the Gali rwd co ; er plate and 
the Rewdh stone inscription ue cribe respectively the 
territory occupied by the Kaiach ris as Vang&la and Vanga, 
the term3 represent the identical region. Both names, as 
the tenor of ohe inscriptions shows, can be referred to 
East Bengal. The nomenclature of diffextent portions of 
Bengal therefore varies in the diffe ent inscriptions.
So the su ges ion of RaychatoLihuri, identifying hast Bengal 
at one ; 1 ce with Vanga and elsewhere with Vang&ldU is 
quite feasible.

.my case Van , is th ol l&tloi I VtmgSla
is the later one. 3om times VangSlft was applicable to the 
whole of Bengal except West Bengal. The Chandras established 
their rule first of a 1 In soul =1, which was actuo I
termed VangSla, as has been explained above. It may be 
that in their expansion as far as dhfirpur in the JRajashahi 
district the Chandras extended the name of their home to 
northern Bengal also. e anew that the expire of the Chandra 
e braced Rajshahi and Rangpur in the north, as well as 
Tipperah and Chitta ong in the south. This urea is 
collectively mown as Vang&la.'1 But W st Bengal was 
excluded from It.

The ot er regions of ancient Bengal with which the 
epigraph!c records aeai are , u$dra or fu^dravardhana 
(Horth Bengal), Varendra or VSrendri (part of i u^$ra)

Ul. I.XI. p.98; Hunter: Statistical ccount of Be gal. VII
"p7312 .



and Gan£a ( st Be .1, sometimes including North Bengal). 
According to Cunningham the word Pa,qj$ra is aerived from 
Puftdru. the name of the pale yellow sugarcane which giwsa 
in abundance i North Bengal. Similarly he thinks that 
Gatina is probably connected with Cur. a 1 ter Indian word 
for Biolasseo or raw sugar. St cane grows in plenty 
throughout North Bengal.4^

j Ttn the thr e 6th centur„ inscriptions of DhouiuSditya J 
we find the name of a province known as V&raJc^Tor VSruka4̂
in North Bengal, which is roughly equivalent to the later

L 6VSrendra. VSrendra probably denotes a tract of high 
ground. Since its literary meaning is ‘lord of Vdra*. 
which may mean marshy luncl which is pousibly alluvial.

Gatxda wgs probably a small ^rca in the 3th and 9th 
centuries, since the RSshtraiidta rulers of south India 
described it as Galida-ViahayaDaring this period the 
Pfilas, Chandras and Varmans were ruling over the dixfexent 
portions of Bengal, ana each probably had a different name 
for the region of their own small kingdom.

U2. V 3B V. pp.204-23U.
U3* SI. I. Nos. U3-U5, pp.350-59.
Ill. ibiu. 1.3 of No,U3; 1. 5 of :o.hU.
U5. ibid. 1U of No.U5-
U6. Also the seals att ched to all plat s bear this name.
U7. Kanheri hill inscription of Amoghavarsha I. IA. XIII.

P.3U7.(«7e k ow; bhukti » province, vishaya - district). . .



During the days or 3a5Saka Gau^a covered a large
area* B&na describes hia es *Ga u d e 6 v a r a . I n  Yuan ® •
Chwang*b description he Is referred to as 3he-Sang-Kia 
(SaS&nka), Kin or Kie-1 o-na-su-fa-1 a-na (Karyaauvarna). ^ 
Karnasuvarpa was ext- naive. According to the Chinese 
pilj rli.i it was about h,a50 4i £l9kOQ, or 1,500 miles) 
in circuit, and Gas anka built up a big empire,'C based on 
this region.

Gau^a under Sâ itnka was the general term for his 
empire, coiapidsing western and northern Bengal as well as 
the regions bord ring on Magadlia and Banax*as up to 
Ku^inagara in the Nepal tax aw; for the Chinese description 
marked, JJfo-fcie-to (Madudaa) and Kie-shi-na-kie-lo 
(KuSinag ra) as the boundary of Gau^a.^1 A seal inscribed 
on the 1*0ca at the hill fort of Hohtasgarh in the Ghahabad 
district of U.P. bears an inscription 43ri MahSsSmanta 
oalfinkadevasya*^ and this shows clearly that the boundary 
of Gauda was wider then Bengal proper.

During the 8th cent,ry A.D. the terms Vanga and Gau£a 
were confused. When trie PSlas were rdLing, Gau$a generally

U8. II.C. p.1803.
U9. 3RWW. I. p.210.
50. ibid II. pp.91,118,Idl,201.
51. ibid.
52. GI. pp.283-81*..



referred to north and west Bengal and Vanga to south and 
e :St Bengal. There is definite evidence that Gau$a and 
Vanga were not merged in an inscriptlonal record of the 
RSshtra Kdtas' struggle with Dh&rmapllla. Thus Govinda III, 
the RSshtra KSJa ruler (775-S15) took defensive measures 
to protect dSlava, as an ‘excellent door bar of the co ntry 
. f the lord of Gurjsraa who had become evilly influenced by 
conquering the lor s of Gaudu and of Vanga.9 ( •Gunaen^ra- 
Vanga-pati-nirjjaya*)J^

It seems th t the two geographical entities Gau£u and 
Vanga existed side by side, both had rulers of their own, 
and both were independent. In fact by this time the 
P&las were ruling over Gau^a, and the G andras over Vanga. 
It is therefore clear that Vang * denotes east Bengal ana 
Gau$a the west.

Prom the mid-eighth century the x'dlas ruled over 
Gau$a and its extent during the reigns of dharmapdla and 
DevapUla reached beyond the natural boundary of modern 
Bengal.

GopSladeva (circa. 750-770), the founder of the 
P51a dynasty assumed the title oah<3rgjCi dhir5ja, as he 
estab.ishai his imperial contro: over the chieftains of

53# Beniram pi. It. XII. p.l60.
5U. For a retailed ut sc iption of the Chandras, IHQ.XVI. 

p.225ff; its criticism in Bhdratavarsha, B.S. 13U8 
p.768ff.
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NSlSn&a and the ruler >f Magadha in addition to Gauda*^
His son, DharmapSla (circa•770-810) pushed his power to

i ̂
North Bengal t.ind , est t > Kdayakubja beyond Magadha.^

When evflL'dla (circa. 810-860) inherited the empire
he was known as the ruler of Gau$a and he retained this
title e v e r  when he adaed further conquests, as revealed in

r 7the Bfidal pi lar inscription.*'1 ccording to Tartofl tha
the rest of Vfirendrn (puj^ravaidlhana) and Orissa was

SBannexed to Gau$a by Devapfila.
During the eleven century J'c hip&la I wus iaiown as 

Gau^Sdhtpa, i rpite of the i <ct that the jJlshJraRfl̂ Ss 
the Cholas, the rulers of 0ris3a ana th ;se of Ktaarflpa 
continued to give much trouble to the later ’Slas, and 
eve i snatched ar/ay rich and fertile tracts from them.

On the b eis of this evidence we can conclude that at 
this time Gatina as a general name applicable to t e whole
of Bengal. In the mil-tenth century an ascetic who
i t d to Efo*rw3r (in Bombay) described himself as being

born in the Village T51a,^° and as the illuminator of ,he
V&rendri country; at the same time he took pride in 
being ‘the crest-jewel o> the Gau$a-country.

55. Image ins of aland 1 Bodhigayfi. iLLNII. p.35. Nos.631,6
632.

56. Khaiimpur pi. SI.IV. p.249.
57. ibid. II. p.163.
58. A3R. XV. p.111.
59. Stanftth % a fl. XIV. p.lbo. . , ai. lyQ5-6.

pp.221-22.
60. to be identified with the moder * vi.i.lage T&r£t, lying at a^d^ti.nce jf abo rt 1. mil̂  of DinSJpur in



We have further proof in support of this. It is said
that Vijayasena def ated the Kings of Gauja, KfimarOpa and

• 62Kalinga. ' This King of Gau^ may be one ^f the later Slas
whose rule was then confined to no;th Bengal and south-east
Bengal. Now Gau^a under Vijayaaena, as it stood covered the
major* portion of Bengal.

The*again, when Lakshin atya sen 1 his grandson seized
the Kingdom of Gau^a,^ he assumed the title Qauflegvara

6hor the lord of Gau^a. as has been said above, Vijayasana 
caused ‘Caa^endra* to make a hasty retreat, but it ma., be 
that he v/as not completely successful in bringing about the 
defeat of the Gau$a ruler. The present inscription states 
th vt when a Kumdra (during the reign of hi a father Ba tila) 
L&kshnanasena deprived the Gaud- King of his fortune.

So we can say that the boundary of Gauja was then 
extensive, covering ?/est, east, north and south of Bengal. 
Hence, it was possible for Lakshma^asena at the timeof the 
Mu lim invasion over west Bengal to fly to east Bengal.

Agralh, the general term Guinea was in use when Vî aril 
pSsena, the grandson of Lakshmagasena ruling over a
fragmentary p rt of east Bengal, assumed the title

' 66Gau^esvara.^ The inscriptions of Bengal, though they tell 
a little, a e silent over what hap ened to the last rulers

62. UeopSrr ins.
IB III. p.UB.v.20.

63. KflUiiUlinagar cp. ibid, p.Hi.v.11.
a*, ibid. 0. jfr-3 X * ^

63* MfidanapfidS cp. ibid. p.136. 1.3&• The title Gaudesvara
or (HtujLendra held by the diffe. ent Kings of tne Phi as



of the oena dynasty. south Indian inscription supplies
us with the inf rrs tion that in a battle of 1 5 )  A*D. the Y5U 
ava ruler9 Kauara claimed to be the victor over the ruler of 
Gau^a. 0 Here again Gau^a is a general t^rm inc uding 
Vanga (east Bengal) ulso*

The ubove survey helps us to say som thing about the 
political condition of Bengal. It Coes without sr. 1 nr that 
Bengal in those d ys was not united; each principality had 
a separate name, and was totally different from the 
neighbouring states, t ough the more powerful rul rs of 
the PSlus or th Senas might im ose su&er suzerainty over 

the whole region. The ruler of a particular area, when he 
got the bett r of another State and annexed its territories, 
extended the name of his hone 3tate to the conquered regions. 
The Pfilas and the Senas aid this. Thu u we find the 
extension of thr n unes Vanga and Gauga to regions even 
be onu the lenguli-speaking area. For administrative 
pur oses a big kingdom was parceM e d  out into smu ler regions

66. :,.n ins of t e rei.rji of Xafc.ra. I. XIX. p. 2. 1.14
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II

CASTE

To discuss the neve 1 opine it of caste in Bengal of 
v;hich the component parts have bee discussed above, 
required, first of all its definition.

According to Sir Henry Pdsley the word ‘caste* came
from the r .rtigese adventurers who followed Vasco de Gama
to the west co^st of India, It is derived from the batin

(r 7castus and denotes purity of breed. 1

Emile 3enart defines it in the same way. Th term 
‘caste* originated from the rortugese word ‘casta*. In 
the sixteenth century the .. ortugese carried on trade with

A.

the Hindus of the Malabar coast. Here the noticed 
traditional divisions among the Hindus, - the upper divisions 
not coming closely and intimately in contact with the lower 
ones, and th' former following systems and practices wnich 
were forbiMen to the latter. Thus a gulf of difference 
between the two was noticeable, even to the foreigners.
This custom of division was handed down from generation 
to generation, and this made the system rigid and insur
mountable. These many divisions created so many races 
which had characteristics of their own. Indijn society
seemed -ike a ma y-storied mansion, and reminded the

* 68Portugese of the difference among the Kuropean races.' f ' ' ' ' '     , . # . 1

67• The people of Inaia. p•66
68 ;T. Tagore (tr) 3enart*s Lea Caster dans iftnde. p.lU.



Caste is a foreign term imd the Indian synonymous
word for it is ifltl. which is derived from Sanskrit,
meaning "births. In the Pfill texts caste is denoted by

692 ula. which is ofte used in the sense of caste.
Sometimes, modern Ss>eiologists, us minted out by 

If.K. Hutton, the b st .nov.n and most respected contemporary 
authority o: this subject, have used the term 'caste* to
cover the four classes xrown as Var^a as well a3 jgti.
But Hutton believes that this is a mistake and mentions that 
these tY/o terms, V. r 11a and jflti do not convey the same 
meaning.^

Vir^a means class and the Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vais^a
xl

and Si* dr a i the Vedic times were classes rather than 
castes.^ • *. .Post-Vodic scholars looking for authority
for the caste system In the e&wliest Vedas, have interpreted 
the nature of the Varjja In terms of the c^ste system as they 
know it. vt any rate th: var$n of the present aoy is not a
caste, though it ma, be regarded as a group of castes and
there is tendency among social reformers to advocate the 
$ibstitu icn of four x? .rpas for thr.e thousand or more 
endo,famous grou s of the caste system, a movement, which 
if successful, would tend to fix a hard and fast line of 
social cleavage oetween classes and which probably under
estimates the ,,ovver and misunderstands the significance of
69. *Cattari kuiam, khaitifca kulam, biS/unamikalam, vedSaxula
. . . . Sfllda/: olam * - Vi nay a itaka. II. pp.k39.
70. H.C.I. (3rd ed.) y>. 6h.
71. ibid. p.66.
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the custe-system, its origin and the important function
9 7 ?it still performs in th integration of Indian society. f

If the vi w of Huuton he true, w can say that the
existence of the caste-system is not in fact indicated
in the aha-sCUta of the Veda (X.9-) • This sdkt^
enumerates four clas es, the drain in, .ah.fiifga, Vai^ya 

/
and Sfldra, who are s pposed to have arisen respectively
from the mouth, breast, thighs and feet of Brahma, Their
Inunctions were also different. The Brahmin was to worship
and c ;rry on priestly activities; the Ksh«tri£a was to

/fight; the Vaiiya to run business and the SCdra to 
serve all these three u per classes. ^

It is thus evident that Vary;, already existed when 
this hymn of the gp;Veda was composed, although this 
tradition r suiting from the furusfya-ofoct on the origin 
of the In lien ca te system from th original four varpas 
is still popularly “believed today, in the light of modern 
research it seems to bu baseless. In fact, Indian in 
ancient times had no such a divided society. The icture 
with which we are presented is of a predominantly casteleas 
society (except in case of South India), but divided into 
four broad classes.

72. ibid. pp.6?
73. II. do.



In the opini jh of Weber th^ Purusha-sdkta is one of 
the latest hymns of the ggVedat and there is no good 
evidence that the four var^as existed when the main body 
of the hymns was composed.^ In the later Vedic period and 
that reflected by the fali texts we find that social 
divisions akin to the caste system were not rigid, and 
many sections of the society paid liLtle regard to them.
In fact, though the four divisions, the Br(Jhmin, the

r fKshatriya, the Vaisya and the Sudra, are mentioned in the 
literature of this period, yet no definite line of 
demarcation is laid down for di tinguishing one caste 
from the other and there was no regid formulation of
caste-functior; s.

In the Buddhist literature we find mention of the
75fou Qlass s, Khattiya$, Brahmins, Vesses and Suudas, ^

But their respective functions were not strictly defined.
76The A -salgyana Sutta tries to prove the worthlessness

of the caste system. Although there were then four classes, 
the division was not rigid.

The Mai jhima Nik5ya1 mentions Brahmins and non- 
Brahmins, but emphasises that they are fundamentally all 
the same, k JdKka story tells that, when being asked

lb. Indian Literature. p. 38.
73. Morris and Hardy (ed): Angu 11 ar a Hi ka.v a. 111. p.362ff.
76. Quoted in MFSQNEI. p.13.
77* Quoted in 3fASB. 189U. p.39Uff.
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what caste he belonged to, a minister replied that he 
was neither a ha ti Ja nor a Brahmin, ‘I come of a 
i amily of min sters' (amnccakuln)•(°

Thus it appears that at that time caste had not
stained all its later characteristics. Some of its

79 . *features,  ̂such as the tendency for social status to
be inherited, may have been present. But that did not
3et up an artificial wall between one class and the other.
Individuals within one caste did not shut themselves o;f
from the other social divisions. In short, caste-
consciousness was almost absent, and there was a stronger
sense of community in some circles. If there was any
caste organisation, it had no rigidity, and the position
of the four castes was not finally fixed. The Kohatriyad
at times had pieced nee over the Brahmins notably in

80Buddhist literature.
The Brahmins, who held themselves above the .ther 

castes because of thei r Vedic knowledge, high birth and 
dignified occupation, often founu their position shaky.

73, T. II, 87. 125.
79* Genera-ly oirth-rlscht is the yar stick for determining 

caste a:filiation. The four orig nal caste, Brahmins,
Kshatriyas, Vais^ae and bftiidras, are ther fox*e class
ified according to their respective birth. The children 
born to the Kshatriya families ere always . shatriya, and 
so on. When the multiplication of castes took place 
birth w .js aleo the criterion for specialising the sub
castes.

80. ' Mo ris and Hardy; opcit. p.362ff.



They were not al ays held in reap ct and veneration by the 
other castes* Their priestly functions were greatly
curtailed, and the animal sacrifice, the bloody wor*£ of the 
Brahmin was not approved by the Buadhista, who prohibited

f avoured by the Brahmin was not encouraged by the early
3uadhl8ts, and Vedic Incantations were given no Importance
by the followers of Buddha* These and imuiifold other
circumstancea curbed the strength of the Brahmin. When
the BrahiTi nieul gr up, the 'v>* rhe d of Indian caste system,
was thus side-tracked, the question of rigid caste
orgranlaatlo did not arise and such a caste system as
existed was In a very fluid state#

But thi3 orms nI y one siae of the pictu e. On the
other aide, we find that during this period the caste
system was crystallising to some extent, although in a

Sirudimentary fora. In the fayffakathglo Q;.tt^ Buddha 
mentions the four castes; of these two were prominent, 
namely *the Ohuitlya ana the Brahmana. sojfar as relates
to the salute, the scat to be off red, the xtension of 
the foled hands and the service to be rendered.' This 
picture must not 1 id us to believe that ’afctta a Buuuha 
supported caste, but onl desc.lbed the actual order of 
the society of the times axu who was n*edoainant in it.

61 No. 90 of the Mtddhlao Nlkava in J43B. 1891*. p.39Uff.



Brahmanisim was by no means totally extinguished 
even in those regions and periods in which Buddhism was 
strongest. The social ord.r was not fundamentally altered

op
by the spread of Buddhist doctrines.^ Even among the
Juddhiat monks who were rawn ooth from high and low
castes the conce tion of caste-distxnction was not aosent.

33In the Vinaya Pi taka we read of the six monks who 
played the ,iol*.of cons.; s cnt . i ichief-iiiak: rs i. the early

, and who requisiti U } placed for themselves und
t eir t ackers and offered n> s! el ter to the others. Being 
informed of this Gautama Buddha invited the leading monks 
and isked them, who desei‘veu to get the oest quarters.
Dif ere-t answers came from t o directions:- *Ke who was 
a Khattiya* and 'lie who was a BrShraapa.9

In the Maui?ya age the social picture was apparently 
more or less like the above. The Brahmins had lost their 
predominant hold except that certain privileges were give.;, 
Nominally and formally to them. Yet the vitality of 
Brahmanism was not totally destroyed.

The account left by Magasthenes c uroborated this. 
The division of Indian -Society into caste came into the 
purview of his knowledge either from hearsay or from the

82. Hopkins: The religions of India. p. 38on,
83. Oldenberg: Bu .dxa. p. >l.-ff.



local Brahmins who ha pened to meet im. According to im
there were seven divisions or the Indian society, -
phiioso. he s, far;. crs, soldi rs, herdsmen# artisans,

8Umagistrates ana councillors.
But, it is clear th t phiioso hers, dormers etc,

36 ' k iformed classes rather than castes. Evidently,
Megastbenes* information is garbled In some way, for -is 
seve class s nave n relation to any Indian system. There 
is no need to t;;ke Mepastenes as literally true. He appears 
to have heard vaguely about the four Varpaa and to have 
divided Indian society arbitrarily according to the classes 
which he chiefly noticed. Perhaps Megasthenes was mistaken 
in his statement that the c stc system was absolutely 
ri id and that no inter-dining and inter-barriage were 
allowed. He may have obtained this nformation from some 
orthodox Brahmins v ho told him rat er about the ideal 
of the $T5stras than about things as they xklxk really were.
In the auryan court it is unlikely th t he would obtain 
much opportu ity to investigate so deeply Indian social 
life at first hand.

During the reign of \3o a c-ste e mnot have made any 
headway* His propagation of Buldhis further tended to 
neutralise the superiority of the Brahmins in Indian 
society. I is emphasis on .Jiinus" and prohibition of animal 
sacrifice ran counter to other Bratoanicul principles.

* Indies. XI. c U  d o*. ThOpar: pSoke. p.57.
85. Thapar: ibid. pp.57-53*;
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A J*
M&rftjrasaci Sastri has t led to prove that A Joke

directly op. osed the Brahmin, - he exposed the divinities
of the Brahmin as false gods, and discouraged Brahmanical
festivals and mangala - recitations, while his religious
agents, the Dhafama-mahtoattas carried on unrestricted
activities against the Br&hmsnicol religion,

37U.A. Ghosnalw * supports 3a£tr£ and is of opinion th t
the social and religious order of the Brahmins was very
much disturbed by Adoka's anti-Brahmani cal attitude.
While the Brahmanicai group was losing importance, the
VaiJyas and the Sfldras came to the forefront. BecauseAthe
the development of extensive trade during the Buddhist
period ana the gradua contact with the outside world arising

✓from Anoka's propagation of Buidhi sm the Vaisyas took the 
opportunity of lirow ng off the age-old social yoke of the
Brahmin, Pith the gradual rise of the Vaisyas their 
importance had bee. taken into account by the imperial 
autho ities, as the State was dependent not only on the
political structure but also on the economic o gmisation.
On the whole Mauryan social history does not show any clear- 
cut manifestations of rigidity in the fourt' castes, More
over, whatever m y have actually happened, it is clear 
that it was not the deliberate intention of AdoRa to 
undermine the Brahmin*s position. The evidence indicates
86, JA3B. 1910 . pp.259-62.
37• Studies in Indlan Hi sto ry and gulture, p .253,



th it he asked hi" a ojvcts to ah w them reaped and regard 
Kve in this enrly ir rio f howeverf there are stray 

evidence© of ;?•• rticul:-:•:•!r.tic ■ Jnd in*d viaualistic f' cling 
akin to caste organ!» t on* «t is bo VI that the last hand 
ruler of radha crushed ail the i.*hntriya princes of 
his time and thereby raised the p sitlon of the Sfitdraa.  ̂
The 8rami uahed into tn* background by .̂Soka, tried to 
make headway* /hen the Sung&s, who were Jim Ins* took
control of the Maurya empire,, the strength of drahffunieol 
influence much inerejined. Brahmin* then gave a final
shape to the :.SnHyiJipa and the ^ahguhdr&ta as well a to

903 nakrit gra aer and the e^rly Smfitia.*'
Thus, in general, In e «rly Indian social organ!s tion 

% as barrier tw e classes was far from rigid* In the 
early part o our period B ng 1 Shows us a similar picture 
Castes of dlffex*ent types are mentioned in the land-grunts 
of almost all the ings of Bengal# Bu stxdct ideas of 
pal utlon by cont/ c are h irdly founa, if at all,

The peo >le of ancient Ben ft: ,1 * accoitllng to the 
available epigraphic r* corn© mainly led an &- ricultural 
and pastoral life* The Maury an BrShmf inscription of 
.. ahSsth*’ gives us this i repression of the Ben al of the

d, *.», Tim. c,’- To a* p.Ul. oe h^ict i;o,lV#
O i m  r Text? p*U7* . a. I , Manae-ra Text.

. | £

90. iastri: xxxisxtxtixx Paso ration of the Vratvas* p*3*
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cnthird century B.C. * The inscription states that among 
the people f un^ranagara there was diatx*esB due to 
flood, 1 eoling to f o ’ne; hence come the order of the 
aurya ruler to the fehSmntrns of <^in£ranagara that 
relief easures were t be carried out in the fora of the 
distribution of paddy from the State granary and the 
advance of loans to the people :nowr. as Sair vamgiyas,

$ this b?\tef ineri ti?r there is no eviuenc- 01" 
social discrimination; if any inference can be drawn from 
itf it indicates that the class syato.n was not rigid.

In the PS,a and the Sena land-grant a we find caste- 
names such as Brahmin, I “ /a, Kdyasiha, Kareqya,
CMn^flla etc. At the time of donation to the Brahmins

othey were summoned together with various local officials.
The Ion list of persons called to witness the donations 

in these grants includes not ml. centra1 nni locc 1 officials 
and vl;Inge servants, but caste grou >b from the Brahmin 
at the head f the social hier^phy to the humble Medas 
nd OhSn^alas a" its bottom, together with groups from 
other I ands, such as U^ras ana K&r^&Jas and tribal people 
like the Khasas. This suggests that in the vi lage 
society of the times caste w s already' in existence, but 
that there was still a at ran sense of community and aoci 1 
solidarity an,, even the lowest members of society wer not

91. El. XXI. pp.53-90.
92* dChaliapur plate' of l>harmap§la. ibid. IV. p.2U3f; 1151 md*



without their dignity and significance in the social order.
This picture of* a compact social order was not

discoloured eve. by religious schis . The Chandrae, r/ho
v/ere ruling over Bengal from the tenth to the twelfth
century, were Buddhist in faith. In all their land- rants
they are found to bestow lands o the Brahmins, as indicated
in the Rtapai^ anu the Dhulla^ co per plates of 3ri-Chandra,

It is to be not d that, like those of the irSias and othej
Buuuhist Kings, the giants of the Chanurss are made to the
Brahmanical class. It seems that he fundamental solidarity
of Bengal society at the time extended to the realm of
religion, and that even those who v/ere primarily Buddhists
resp cted and supported thos who were the traditional
religious/ .

The Yarman rulers who came after the Chandrae
patronized tfru Brahmins in a similar 'way. They, like the
former I'ulers, invited to the ceremony of donation all the
officers of the State and people from other regions, as well
as representatives of certain caste-groups, as is evidenced

95by the BelavS copper plate of Bhojavarffion. ^
In fine, v/e can say that down to the enu of our pcxdod, 

in the major land-grants or the roya. authorities. similar 
lists qf cast*-groups occur. Thus from the Guptas to the 
Senas we find the same strong sense of social solidarity 
in Bengal, fostered toy Kings of every dynasty, whether 
orthodox, or .otherwise........... , ......... ...........

93 ~Tb. iTT. p. iff.
9h ibid. pp .lef-b6.
95. ibid. p.lUf.
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CII PTKR II 

THE JOlSORA LEGEND

It is a very fancifu idea st? 1 prevalent among the 
Bengalis that the origin or the caste system In Bengal is 
connected with a King named Auil&ra. He is supposed to 
have brought into nengal Brahmins na K&yasthas from hanafej 9
and thereby h lped by the introduction of these two major 
groups in creating division in the early social structure 
of Bengal.

In fact, ldi|ura was only a legendary King; Brahmins 
and Kflyusthaa were ul eaay there in Bengal before the date 
to which theii c m  :.ng from nannuj is attributed, i.e shall 
show later that this legend is a mere fabrication of the 
Brahmins, who, a or in, the iUslin rule over Beng 1, tried to 
uphold their position amon* the non-Brahmins.

i-et us first of all make a brief survey of the sources 
of this account and tae legend itself.

N©-endra Vasu in his L. tlanxl history of Bengal  ̂has 
elaborately discussed some of the fulapa?f.1lK.~8 on the basis 
of which this legend stanas. The dates o their compos!t nn 
are supposed to be ancient by the supporters of this legend. 
iCCOidin: to their i script!on the oldest authorities on 

f i d ;5dra xre Dhruvunarxdii 'i£ra*8 Oaiy.a Vam^gynli. B h a $ • 
nfir Ayala's (it is said that he w s one of the f. vo Brahmins 
brought by Adisdra from Kan? W-.j) VegJ sanihfra and other

1. VII. Ft.I. BrShma^a K3#da.



subsidiary sources like VaiAl Vidyer tna GhatSka's
~ - /Kulaoaniik?!. rlulopaech"'> ui s Go^frhikatha. Vdchaspati isjtra s

Kulargma Hari *1 lira's ,X thZxc* kul taarxKd. SarvflnSnda MiSra's 
KuIatSttvexpava. Besides these, .vj have other M S U & S l 
like K£y a s th a-Kulak 3 r ik".. K ft .v a 31 h a r.ul adT p i k 8.. VSren dr afcula-
.n;iikfi. KajhIya kulair..n;i irtetc. which are full of

descriptions of both Brahmins and Kfiyasthas a m  their origin. 
Ail these accounts re also reproduced i 1 medieval and
moien so rces like ihavSnl rr^sl 'a : ir<J 1.anrral. Kshiti^
VamIfivall. ’ mes Quota's Ballalamoharoudgur. and Lalmohan 
VidyfitoidhT' dVbaj enayakfir. Modem author 11 i.ea who
have trieu to u hold this legend are Mahima Mozum&.r in 
Gauge Brahmin and y *ri nohan Das in Hindu .jatir Vivaoapa etc.

attempts have been made in some regional histories 
of Ben al to show th it some prominent Brahmins living in 
some r gions ire to be ident led as th descendants of 
the Brahmins and Kdyasthas invited by Adî flra. We find 
such theories in iCumud fallik's HadiS KShini. Jogen Gupta's 
VIkrampurer 11ihas. and Dines halt's lalas Kdfrhir ItlhAs 
(BariSal) etc.

In most cases the accounts, dates, names of five 
Brahmins and five KSyasthas, and their Gotras as revealed 
from the gulauan.l ikls vary greatly al thou gh in rare cases 
unanimity prevails. The only common feature* in the 
descriptl n ar< th t tlie Brahmins ?.oid KSyasthas of Bengal
came from Konattj on,. their nue.ber i each case was five.
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The narration of their accounts is very Interesting. 
When AdisSra sent for the Kam pij Brahains, Kamalayudhu 
Yadovarmadeva, the ing of i-dinafcj rejected the proposal.
The former being thu * insulted declared wax' upon the latter, 
but was defeatua. Then a second expo it ion was launched 
by *di£dra, in which he e erged victorious through sheet 
diplomacy, tie piac d the native Brai trains of Ben al in 
the front of hi;* attaching army. These Brahmins were made 
to ri^e on bulls. The king of kanauj wa3 going to give 
battle. But, he was a liinuu of the orthodox type. He 
WuS afraid oi' killing the Brahmins and the bulls, as the 
Hindus worship the oovine animals and do not kill them, 
do, at last he agr d to send five Brahmins, followed by 
X‘ive Kdyasnas.A

These emigrants were dressed in military manner and 
armed with swords, bows and arrows. As Brahmins shoulu not 
behave like military men, this created a bad impression on 
"diSdra xx-ths who did not come forward to receive them.
Then, they ,/ut tne garland which they had brought for 
blessing Tui&Ira on the w.. den pole in the front of the 
sitting room. In the twinkling of an eye this pole put 
forth blossoms. This news was reported to the a ng wh 
then c ...e forward in ^erson ana Apologised for his unfriendly 
attitude. He aipredated their extraordinary power.
Heartily and sineex̂ ely he welcomed them as well as the 
iCfiyasth&s, their attendants.-
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These Brahmas are s^ia to have beer invited for the 
performance of a ya.ina, and after i cs conclusion they 
wit:, their K&ynstaa followers retain ci to KanattJ; but they
were exco. JBu dcated on the ground that they had gone to the 
forbidden land like Bengal,

Ike native brahmins of Kan dlvj asked them to perform 
exoiation for their sins, saying th t if they wou^d do, 
they would be readmitted into the ^au ̂  society. This 
they refused to do, Go they •..< i- or iered by the KanuRj 
King to leave his country, cco dingly, they came back ,o 
Tdl£ura and told him what had happened.

For their settlement and livelihood £dl$CLra 
offered them five villages, nith regard to the Kfiyasthas
he did the s me thing. It is saiu that the descendants
of these Hr hmins and KSyasthas took up re: si dene e in 
different partB of Bengal ami gave lise to the modem 
Bengal Brahmins and KSyasthas,

In considering this legena w have to furnish answers 
to several questions, such as: How did the people take 
the "diSflra legend in i ch. dulous v. iy‘i How did this 
tradition arise? that was its earliest form? If the story 
is not true, why di-̂  it arise? There is a x&x:ssjmx reason 
for every legend. - what were reasons behind this one?
Wh;:. noes the legend emphasise the origin of the Brahmins
from : or ur inl not fro i e r-
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Vincent Smith doubted the existence or si ng AdilCtra
in the second editi~..fof his rî. ill tor.v of India; but in̂ i- 

athird edition* he c hanged his opinion and wished ua to 
believe that Tdildra was not a mythical King, but ruled 
Gauds and the nei ghbou rhoo u approximately in 700 A.D. or 
a little eer^ier.

s
liaraprasSd Sflstri believ d th t Tdi^lra was neither 

a mythical nor a half-ẑ iythic&l Ki g, but, really invited 
the five Brahmins ffeoft 4... naUJ , not in the eleventh century,

rbut in the eighth century* SSstri maintains on the basis 
of a state ent of Harl MlIra that the PSlas bee ,me the 
rulers of Beng 1 Juat ifter the advent of the Kanattj Brahi ins 
As the PSLlas gained the tscendmicy between 760 amd 770 v.D., 
the coming of the Brahmins and the reign of adilQrt should 
thus be fixed earlier than this period. In the eleventh 
century the descend ints of the five Brahmins were already 
divided into "iflflhXyas and Vlrendras, and had received the 
gift of 156 villages. Modern Rgdhi,/a and B&renara Br dunins 
derive their names from the names of the villages which were 
their oluces of settlement, during Ballalascum's reign 
there were 800 Br bmin fumi ies resu ting from these groups.

5§strX does not oXYer us any reliable evidence in 
support of his theories. Moreover, we hive never found 
any v e tt uains ultimately
became 800 in number.
2.^ SKKl.^p.*36b7~
3. ibid. p.3i?7*
h. JAS3. N.S. VIII. 1112. PP.3U7-U8.
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For the story of ~dilura theie are seven different
authorities, six of whom s ate the religious purpose for

£which the Brahmins were Invited. The Kula.jis and the
native chronic! rs vary in their statements regarding
the events leao ng to their arrival. Among the: reasons
cited are the sitting of a vulture on the roof of Adildra's

6palace, a sign of ill ohten; the po. form an ce of the Vedic
rite of mlreehfrhl :,a.ina in ox\ler to obtain a son, as the

7 —King was childless;' the performance of arhiho,ra ya.ina, as
being a kshatriya he was <-;agcr to perform a v or 
sacrifice befi Ling his kula;1' and the erformance of the
V*,1 apcy a sacrifice, ts his subjects had bee* suffering from

9constant nad exece ive r -ii.. wne.uj Brahmins were then
regarded as ^drer than the Ben .ax Brahmins who hau forgotten
the Vedic rites owing tj the spread of Buddhism in Bengal.

for the Kan: U re IS to teach the e
Brahmins the Hindu 3astrus. 0 Idilflra's wife Chandramutoht,
being religiou ly minded, was eager to perform Vedic rites

11sanctified by pure Brahmins.
!T. rM 7 Y .  p.626. ~  ""
6. Kshitis* Va:nl3v.>di Gha* 1 tarn.
7. DR. 3.3. 1319. falgim *"u sura*.
8. V. GhalSk. wgi^iiya Kulakgrjkg*
9. B. Pras&d. Durgd man.gal. p .27
10. L. Vidjdnidiii: Sumbandha I:irna,/akdr. pp.lu-15.
11. M.h. B.S. 1321. Efigh. ’Middra'.
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The above a .c o u n ts  i ave no confirmation in earlier 
historical s o u rc e s  oil o u r  period. Moreover there is no 
uniformity iu the statements. These ma, he set aside 
outright as mere legendary stories, unsupported by any 
inscriptions of the period.

The dotes cited by different authorities in support 
of Mis3ra*s existence are also conflicting. Some 
Kula&SLstras maintain 1 that Id:Sira brought the Kanafcj
Brahmins and K’yasthas in Vedavgnanka (Veda = 1+, V5n - 5*

1 > *anka : 9) i.e. 95U  ̂SOUa era, and other in Vedavdnanga
i.e. 65*.;. S.E. ( as anffa - 6jj. So there is a gulf of 300
years between these two dates.

13R . J .  B a n e r j i  preferred the first and B.B. Roy the 
second.̂ *4 According to Rajendralal Mitra this date is 
836 saka or 96*4- A.D., according to Mahim Chandra Mozumdar 
i; is 95*4- Saha or 1032 A.D., according to Ldlmohan 
Vidydnidhi1  ̂86U Sake or 3h2, according to Kshitls 
VamSSvali it is 999 or 1077 A.D.17

Just like the reaso s foi the summoning of the 
Brahmins, the dates of their coining are also varied and 
confused. vhe there is no strong historical evidence to

12. According to the Indian mathematical rule ankasya 
vdmdgrati.

13. M.d. B.3. 1320. Ts§£. **di£dra 0 Kuladdstra*.
lb* D.R.  op c i t .
15. Oaacie B ftlmana. p. 123.
16. Saab an ah a Mmayakdr. p . 21.
17. All these dates quoted in h&i asi. B.S. 1320.
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substantiate any of these dates, how can we regard 
AdiSflra as a historical figure?

Attcnps have also been nude to x>rove that Adi£ara 
v;as a historical ,;ing on the basis of archaeologic 1 
evidence. But the,, are fruitless, as there is no 
historical fact in their support, Tov/nras the middle 
of 1927 the Calcutta Kfllldflsu da. itl carried on an 
investigation in R&^ha in order to discover the capital 
of Adi^dra, Its reports wqre published in the Bengali 
journals, Vnngavast,̂ ° Hltavfldi,^ and 3aktl

These reports are not based on archaeological evidence 
at a.l; but merely on local tradition. Nothing had been 
discovered by excavation. Only some existing ouilding 
were pointed out by the local people as AdiSdra's 
palace, castle, temple, treasure-hou3e, guest-house, cow
shed, m rkets etc.

Son ? neighbouring villages such as Tuinagar, /^digram 
and Adisth&n were alleged to have derived their name
from AdiSdra, as the term Ad^ has b en prefixed to then.
The reports were published only in minor journals, and not 
in leading ones, and after their publication no response 
came from established historians in support of this 
investigatioii. On the whole, we can say that local 
tradition does not caj ry any value or weight as historical
18, B.S. 1334. AghrSn, *Adi3urer R&jdhSnT Avishkflr* .
19, B,3, 1334. AdiSdrer Rfijdhanf'..................... . .
20, B,S, 1334. Bhddra. ‘Adisura 0 Tah&iDurga',
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evidence* Of course there I3 not enough to disprove 
the tradition, any more than counter-statements by 
believers in R&i&Hra would prove it.

Modern historians like Akshoy Maitra do not regard 
Adl̂ idra as the originator or the Bengal caste system. 
According to their opinion either his story is a myth 
or legend, or there is doubt about the truth of his
invitation of the five Brahmins and five KSya3thas from

21Kanasd.“ aitra pointed out that there was no clear 
and explicit evidence of the existence of a Bengal
King Adifi&ra either in copper plates and inscriptions

22or in contcm./orar books.'
The author of Gaufta R3.1am5la has expressed the same

o inion; *3o long as there is no discovery of copper
plate or rock inscription in order to prove the
authenticity of the historical evidence on AdidOra,
it will be a farce to attempt to set him u as a
historical peisonage, in view of so many conflicting
proofs caning forth.* ̂

Let us asses the authenticity of the Adi^dra story.
/

We have seen above that, except for H.i ., Sdstri, the
opinions of all the authorities agree in placing the 
coning of the KanattJ Brahmins in the e eventh or the
21. M Ji. B.Sri321. Ilfigh. *
22. Introauction to aufti Rfl.lomdla. p.U.
23. Chandra: GR. p.59
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twelfth century. 3astri has fixed the date of the P&ia 
age or immediately before their rule in Bengal. However, 
we can show on the b^sis of epigraph! c records that there 
was no doxbt dearth of qualified or Vedic Brahmins in 
Bengal before either of these two dot s.

The view that there were no orth.xlox Brahmins in 
Bengal before this legendary importation of tho, e from 
Kananj is on the face of it most improbable. Brahmins 
existed in nearby Magadho from the time of Buadha onwards. 
The MahSsthdn inscription gives certain evidence that in 
Mauryan times North Bengal was within the sphere of 
Aryan c lturc. It is indeed unlikely that there were
no Brahmins in Bengal at the time.

The DSmodarpur copper inscriptions  ̂found in the
Dinajpur district of Rajaehahi diviai n of Bengal 
which cover roughly a century of the Gupta period, from 
UU5-Uh A.I), to 533-3*4 A.D., show the existence of the 
Brahmanical gro.ip in Bengal before the date selected by 
3dstrl for X&ifi&ra.

Tliese sources give us sufficient glimpses of early 
Bengal to show how the Brahmanie il sacrifices like 
agnlhoti'a fitiis (plate no. 1) and the I anehamahdv a.inas 
(plate no. 2) too., place and ho?/ learned Brahmins were 
held in veneration, not only by the village elders and

25. SI. XXI. pp.83ff.
26. SI. I. Nos.13-19, 3U, 36, 39.



administrative officials, but also by the lay Brahmins. 
Lands both cultivated and uncultivated were iven to the 
Brahmin for their life-long maintenance, and teraple- 
management was _,ul in their charge.

The fact that considerable areas of land were given 
to them is evidence enough that they held an honoured 
position, and they were evi ently learned and performed 
their priestly functions adequately.

In this connection we can cite further evidence.
Three copper plate grants from ast Bengal, discovered
in the Faridpur district, - the fi st two referring to
Dharm&dltya, and the last one to Gopachandra, both of

P7whom followed the Guptas in 3on ,al are indicative of 
the presence of Brahmins. Moreover, one of these plates 
(grant no. l) recoiv s a g: ft of three acres of cultivated 
land in the vi lage#Jnri*vilati to an o . thodox Brain; in named 
Gha drasvdmin of the Bhdradvfija gotra. This is the very 
iotra of one of the Brahmins whom Adifi&ra i i aid to 
have imported.

It might be object d that, whatever the situation 
in the Gupta period, by the 8th century the Bengal 
Brahmins had either degenerated or become so corrupt 
that it was necessary to import new oms. But this view 
cannot atand on a fair scrutiny. In the times of Harsha

• 27. ibid. Nos. S3~*+5. PP.350-59. .............. ......



Hitf&n Taa g visited Bengal, His accounts show that 
certain Bengal Brahmins had become rulers. RSJabhata, 
the ruler or SamatalS, whose reign covered the ijeriod 
of the first half of the 7th century A.D. was a Brahmin 

An epigraphic r cord alio shows that apart from 
Samat ±5 there was a Brahmi ruler i E st Bengal. The 
Mahfikula (B&ddnii) pi lar inscription2^ of Bru^avikr&nta, 
the wester: Cholukya King (probably 601-602 A.D.)) says 
that the Brahmanical Kings of SamatTata, Vangu etc. had 
been defeated by Kirtivarman I.

As the theoi'y of SHatrT is not credible, we will 
examine the other theory , that the advent of the Kana&K) 
Brahmins occurred in the eleventh or twelfth century.
Here again, we c in prove the presence of the orthodox 
X?riestly class in Bengal before the prescribed period.

To start with we can mention one copper plate the, 
Ti_;per3h plate of Lokan&tha^ of which the date has 
been tentatively fixed as 650 A.D. This record introduces 
us to a donor Pradosha&ax’man, an orthodox Brahmin with 
many sided virtuous qualifi cation s. He applied to 
his chief, Lokan&tha for a plot of land In the forst 
region where he desired to erect a temple in the n?nne
of Ananta-NSrSyapa. This donated land would also serve
2b. Sen: 1i lstorTcal~ AspelTts oT Ben "~al 1 rise. YptlohsT jT.Sfli.1'
29. ibid. 3.0. XIX. p. 16.
30. El. XV. pp.301-15* The e is a controversy over whether 

Lokandtha ruled over east Bengal after the death of 
Ilarsha, or a vassal chief of JTdltyasena, one of the 
later Gupta dynasty in Magadha or a feudatory of the
PSlno nf i. YT 1 .
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the purpose for the mainte a ce or the daily worship
of this image with ball, ch.-ru. aatra etc. and for the
abode of Brahmins versed in the four Vedas (chaturvidv§).̂
whose number exceeded a hundr d. All of hie fathers and
forefathers ere of orthodox Brahmin who were afx.yahi ta
Brahmin i.e. a Brahmin who constantly maintains and
consecrates the sacred fire in his residence. The relatives
on M s  mother's side were also orthodox.

Furthermore, we have strong reason to believe in
the definite presence of the Brahmins in Ben al even in
the age of the gdlas. The PSla rulers who were primarily
Bi ahists, even went so far as to support the Hindus’

3?holy scriptures and the caste system. ~ Their religious
33endowments went both to the Buddhists and the Brahmins. ^

&ost of the grants of land made by the Pdlas to the Br thmins
were carried out with the performance of orthodox Hindu 
ceremonies, as is evidenced from the Belwd plates, no. 1 of
MahfpSla 1,^ no.2 of VigrahapSla Itl^J and the Bdngion

36plate of Vigrahhp&la I I. Before e: ch of these don tions
the Pfila Kings bathed in the holy river Ganges on the 
occasion of the Vishuvat sankrdnti.^ The Bhflgalpur 
pl • te^ of the P r.'Dasattgata (supreme devot c of the Bu . a),

31. ibid. 1.2k.
32. Mo.ughyr cp. ]51. XVIII. p.3QU.v.5; Amgacchi c .ioib.XV.

p« 2 9 3 . v *13 *
33- Xhfllirapur cp. iaid, IV.P.2U3; Kdlandfl cp. ioid XVII.
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King Ntrfiyajjapdl *, is indicative of his leaning towards
the 3aiv i sect. His land grant was atude for a 3iva
temple at duuSapota, where l b,-. it a S hasra-u.. a tan,.
temple with a thousiind pillars), made arrangements fo; the

performance of pSIS., ball, charu. aatra and navakarayan
(repair or extensions of the temple) and rovided seats,
medicines for the sick, and dwelling sit* s for the
Pdsupata t ichers. The Manahali plate of Muuanapfila"
refers to the royal donation to a Brahmin as OauSzdya (fee)
for his recitation of the Nahdbhdrata before the queen
Chi tramatik&devl.

As far as the Pfila period is concerned we have ample
evidence that though the rulers were primarily Buddhists
they also supported Brahmins, of whom some held high

hOpositions in the Jtate, and the Brahmanic rituals were
regularly performed in Bengal.  ̂ The some statement is
true of the minor kingdoms of the time, such as those of
the Kha^ga dynastythe Chanuras^ and th Vannans.*'^ 

During the period of the Benas we must notice th it 
both orthodox and lay' Bra I ua ins were to be found living 
in the different parts of Ben; al, Brahmanical hermits 
chanting Vedic iiymns had bee seen by the forefathers of 
Vijayaeena on the Gangetie border© of 3engal, as indicated
39^ 01. T.iuaff. ~   ̂ “ ~ ~
UO. BSdal p 1. ins. ibid. p#?0.
11. ĵpgachhj gr. 5.1. XV. pp.293-301.
12. Garvdni im. ins. ibid. XVI I. p.317ff.
U3# • Smpdi cp. I :.I/1. . .>.5-8; Dhu la cp.13. In.pp.163-66. 
hh. Belavd cp. ioid. pp.lU-2hi
k6xxx±k± xx'. xxKxxiximx



40 h 5 k6by the DwpSra inscription,  ̂ The Govindapur pl.ite
of LakBhmaijaaena mentions a Br.ihmin donee versed in Vedic 
lore.

The forego!ng accounts, covering an extensive period 
from the Guptas to the Senas, prove the presence of 
Brahmins throughout Bengal during the whole of the period.
It is mentioned in one kulagrantha^1 that the five KanabJ

iBrahmins each of diffe rent gotra - BhSradvd.iae Sflyjbn.
Sflv rna, ftafidlka. Vats.ya - were allowed to ettle in 
different parts of Bengal by AdiSdra, and it was they who 
for the fi st time introduced the gotra system among the 
Bengal Brahmins. How can such flse anu baseless arguments 
stand when there is such clear evidence that from the 
Gupta period down to the Senas, there ere gbtras amon; 
the Bengal Brahmins?

h.8Epigra hie recorIs mention these same BhSradvflj a, 
S&flgllya,SAvama,^ Kau6ika,vl Vatsya^ * Bra ; ns, in 
each case versed in Vedic learn ng and culture. It was 
evidently from tills forefathers, anu not from Brahmins 
invited by Adi^dra, that they obtained these . otra-names.

U5* ibid. PP.U7-56.
U6. ioid, pp.93-96.
U7. R&flhi.ya KulaxArLwA,
U8. Gr. of DharmSditya. SI,I. Nos.U3-UU| Silimpur ins of Jayapfila. El. XIT.. p.283ff.
U9. Aagachhi gr of V. PSla IIl.H.UCV, pp.293-301; Rtapflla cp. of Sri Chandra.
50. BelavS cp of ^lojnvarman IB.III. pp.IU-*2U.
51. Dhulla cp of £ri Chandra, ibid. pp.l6S-66.
52. Govinda cp of L. Sena, ibid. pp.U7-56.



These overwhelming proofs clearl show the existence 
of Brahman ical strongholds in Bengal and thereby lead us 
to reject the njtth of AdiAGra. In fact, there were 
continuous Brahmanicrd activities 1, jtJengal from the Gu ta 
age awards and almost certainly much earlier, and there is 
no valid evidence of decline or corruption at an, time.

That the Adi&Gru legend is totally false can be 
proved further by reference to another fact. According to 
the traditio the KAyastha caste was non-existent in 
Bengal until in the 10th century Adififlra brought them 
along with the Brahmins fro Kana&j But KAyastha are 
mentioned with the Brahmins in most of the copper plates wc ta 
have noticed.

Though we have rejected the AuiSAra tradition as 
historical fact we can ot neglect it entirely. We must 
seek an explanation of how and why it arose, and why it 
took the form it did.

In furnishing answers to these questions we have to 
go thrau^i some at least of the more important KuIaaanjlkAs 
and to judge what their opinions are.

It appears that the work of DhruvSnanda MiAnr is 
the earli st KulaAAstra; it is said to have been written

53* MiAra: Gaufla Var.AAvali.
5U. ibid.



during the period of the Jenas. But th s claim has been
challenged toy Hama Prasad Chandfa who Relieves that

I fmoat/the gnlauan.ilkas were written after the Muslim
occupation. ..

Much ealier than the above ?;e a
record of a King *di6&ra in neighbouring !&lthil&. This

hris found in VSchaspati Mis$r«Ja Nyfijjtekanik&f a coalmentar 
on fandana lira's VIahviveka. which according to the text 
itself vas composed in BUI A*D., and which refers to a 
local King AdiSClra then ruling, fte may tentatively 
suggest that t some later date certain Bengali ^urohitas 
who served as matchmakers among the better classes 
imported the name of A&iSdra from the tradlti ns of the 
nei hoouring region and by associating themselves and some 
of the higher classes with him gave prestige to their own 
sections of society. It is well known that in pre-Muslim 
times and the Mit Lla Brahmins were very f jroub for their 
learning and sanctity, and it is not surprising that 
legends should pass from them to their followers in Bengal.

Attempts have also beea made by the Kuftlach5ryas to 
identify some Kulin Brahmins as deaaibed in their Ku.i.a- 
j§astr is with s me Bralonins of the historical period.
'he tfftktipur^ (Jfiursr idabad) pi =te of a©xshma^asCn* 
mentions a Brahmin donee named Kuvera, the son of Ananta* 
grandson of rj*i fchvitihara and .. reut Lrands xi of \nl4uddha, 
with their gotra 3finclilya.̂ ^



These n:jnes are more or les identical with those
f, Qfound in the writings of the p a t a k a s , w h e r e  there is the

mention of three oithodox Brahmin brothers named Devala,
V3mana and Xuvera, sons of DharmSmdt** grandsons of fitho
and great 'randsons of Aniruddha.

Thus the names in the grant, Kuvera and Aniruduha,
are the same, and Pitho i eviaently a contracted form of
1rithvfdhara. Ananta is pousibly a cogomen of Dhajsma-
vi§#u (DhannSmsu may be read as such), since the god
Vi$$u has the cognomen An >nt;»ga.yln. The gotra is the same
in ooth cases. Anisuddha of the SJfyd&lya gotra is said by
the Ghataka8, to have been one of the Brahmins brought to
Ben al by Adi^dra.

But the Aniruddha of the 3aktipur grant must have
lived long after the traditional date of Adi^Qra, towards
the end of the PSla period. It would appear that the
creators of the AdiAdra tradition incorporated the names
of the known ancestors of certain Brahmin families,
without regard to their dates, in order to ada prestige
to their patrons'stock*

Furthermore, there are other hints of historical factori
which may have contributed to the development of the
traditional account. Most of the Kulagflstras describe

/AdiSdra as coming of a Sdra dynasty, mentioning all his
7 &  successors with names ending in Sdra. The Barrackpore plate

59• VJI. Br3hma$a K5^da. pp .1U0,11:5#162.
60. IB. III. pp.57-67. 11.119-20.



of Vijayasene states that VilasadevI hi3 queen came of 
/

a SQra family of RS$ha, and gave birth to Bullala.
The expression gflrakula bodhixaurnudi used in regard to 

VilasaaevI mi ht seem to corroborate the Adifidra 3tory, 
connecting him with the Senas of Bengal. But at the same 
time it helps us to refute it. R.D. Banerji quotes an

61extract from a Kula^astra:
Sfl, nafo saotaina-sant&aasya dauhitrobhCd VallalgUnah.

i.e. Bullala was the daughter's son of the eventh 
descendant of Adi^dra. it the same time Barn rji shows in 
another place that Ballala was described as the daughter's 
son of AdiSflra. These contradictory statements,^ he says 
definitely prove *that the majority of the genealogical 
works of Bengal are not reliable sources of listorical 
information'.

There is no doubt that a Sdra-family ruled in R5«Jha
about 1025 A#D., fox* this is prov d by the Tirumalai

63inscription, mentioning the name of the King as i\a$a 
S&ra. The family had matrimonial relations with the Senas 
to whom it, evidently became subordinate• It seems likely

s
that the SQra family survived at least throughout the 
reign of BalLalasena, and probaoly long afterwards. As a 
small line of local chieftains it may well have continued 
after the Muslim conquest. We may sug est that the story 
of Ad1 3lra arose among Brahmins patronised 0y this family,

61. *1. XV. p.279.
62• VSngglar Itihfisa (2nd ed) p. 161.
63. El. IX. d.232: -Afem. 1.0. i. V. no.3 j.7 -73.



They had heard of the Jtdilfltra of Mithila tradition, tind
/

falsely associated him with the Sdras of Bengal as the 
first ancestor of the family. And the., strengthened 
their own ties with it and aaded to their own and ttoir 
patrons' prestige by developing the story about the 
fictitious ancestors of both.

Another garbled historical recollection may have found 
its way into the story of Adi£flra in the name of Kamalayudha 
YaSovarmo&eva, the ling of Kanafcg with whom Adi^dra fought.
It la common knowledge that there was a ijowerful King of 
Kanafitj named Ya^ovannan who ruled in circa 730 and who 
fou ht ana defeated a King of Bengal. His name was
remembered in later centuries through the Prakrit poem 
Gauflavafto of VSkpa^T. It may be suggested that this feature 
of the legend was developed by Brahmins who had read the 
Gaufluvaiio, which, incidentally, states that YaSovarman 
killed the King of Bengal, whos name is not given. The 
Adi£<lra story admitted the Mxfxai of the hero in the 
first instance, but did not allow hia killing. The 
fantastic stor, of Adi Odra's victory by the trick of 
putting Brahmins and cattle in the van of his army, might 
well have been devised by a much later Bengal Pandit who 
knew the Gaujavaho. Ya^ovarman must have defeated the King
of Bengal, bee use the text said so, But there was no
reco d of the la ting control of Bengal by KanahJ. Therefore
Yaeovarman's victory was not permanent, and must have been



followed by a defeat* Hence the Bengal royal family
cannot have been extirpated as the text of Gau^avaho
states* But Yasovarraa . was a great conqueror and the
defeated King of Bengal wouii not have had the strength
to turn the tables except by underhand methods. By some
such semi-conscious reasoning as this the study of AdiS&ra's
victory over Ya£ovarman may have been developed. Kings
with names ending in fiyudha are known to have mled in
Kana/fj later i the 3th century and /nc of them
Chakrdyudha, is mentioned as being the vassal of Dharmap&la 

6bof Bengal. It is possible that this, transmitted in
some garbled form, accounted for Yaeovarman's title
Kamalayudha, which is not elsewhere attributed to him,

A further feature of the story may be accounted for
by the widespread practice in India of the migration of
families and caste groups. Prom ancient times to modern
days the migration of people from one State to another is
a common feature of Indian life. This was not the
exception in the case of ancient Beng 1 at various periods,

c 6s
In the BM:on land grant of Vi^rahapSla III it isA

stated that both the donor and the donee came from
Kolancha or Kro^Sncha, which is perhaps to be identified
with K3nyaicuJ>jn or Kandnj In this land record the _
61*. El. II. p.35Of.
6*>. ibid. XXIX. ,.p.!*3-57.
66. RUB. pp .1*79-30.



donor Ghanaian described himself as the servant of the 
lord of Gau^a.^ Thus an immigrant Brahmin from Kolancha 
or Kanattj took part in the political life of Ben a under 
the Buddhist P51as, and on the other hand he maintained his 
social heritage by donating Ian*, i n  favour of another 
Kanaaj Brahmin, Gh-Tn^ukasarmun, In another plate of

/TO
VigrahapSla IT I ° the brahmin (ton e Khoduludev barman was 
also an immigrant from KrodtodA*.

There are numerous recor* ~s of Brahmins coming to 
Bengal from other places in what is now Uttar Pra<2U sh.
The RfimlanJ plate of iSvaraghosha (a vassal of the alas) 

states that the Brahmin donee BhaJ^a-Nibuoice^arman was an 
immigrant from Chan$av3sa in I).I’. Prom the Belavl plate 
of Bhojavarman we learn an immigrant Brahmin, living in

# "7f jnorth RS£ha, coming originally fi*om MadhyadeSa. The
71Barracxpore plote of Vijayaeena' also mentions a Brahmin
72donee migrating from J»1adhyade:5a.

Thus there was a frequent flow of Brahmins from Upper 
India to Bengal. Whether they came as individuals or in

dgroups cannot be said with cert inty. Whether they exereist 
a considerable influence on the social life of Bengal or 
revitalised or reformed the social outlook of the Bengalis 
cannot be ascertained. In those duys migration was frequent

67. above. 1.50.
68. "mgachhi gr, ill XV. rg . 93-301. 1.39.
69. IB.ITI. iv•1U9-57* 1.28.
70. ibid. p p . I 1 . U 3 ' .  '
71. ibid. pP . 57-6/. 1.33.
72. This Madhyadesa was not a particular area nor a small 

region; it covered a wide region including U.P., C.P.,
nnd BihflP. (*'1. XXT -



and there ia no concrete proof that it "brought about 
radical and wholesale changes of custom.

Migration took place rather for political and 
economic reasons than for social ones. The Dfimod rpur 
plate inscription ^  (plate no.5) describ s the Brahmin 
donor of the lang-granc as Ayouhyaka Ampitadeva; thus 
he was an immi grant from Oudh.

Oudh had been under the imperial Guptas and this man 
was the subject of the Gupta ruler. At the time the 
Guptas were on the decline and losing their outlying 
provinces. By now their empire Was probably confined to 
Mafia&ha and Bengal. In their retreat from the west some 
of their subjects may well have followed them. It was 
probabl due to the declining influence of the Guptas 
beyond Magadha that this Brahmin Amritadeva migrated 
from Upper India to Ben al. Thus it wos probaoly a 
political, and not a social reason that led him to settle 
in North Bengal.

Another instance of migration for a policial reason 
is given by the N&landS inscription^ of VipulaSrlmitra 
dated about the eleventh century, his states that a 
Buddhist ascetic Karcujalfimitra of Somapura^ had to leave 
his home when his house was set on fire by an army of

73. SI. I. No.39. 1.6.
7U. El. XXI. pp.97-99. v.2.
73. Somapura is identified by K.N. Dikshit with PahSrpur in 

north Bengal where he di covered among others some
terriCota sealings with an ascription 3ri Somaoure irT-
DharmapAladeva mah*vlh5r!E (\RASI.19 7-28. pp.105-5)•
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V&ngSla,* pr aunably by the followers of Divya the rCaiv rto.
chief who, it is 3aid, rose in arms against the latex* PSlas
and devastated the several parts of Ju£$ravardhana.

We have another ins a ,nee of political mi gr tion after
the defeat of Lakshma^asena at the hands of t e Muslims in
1200 A * D • The conquerors established their court at
Debkot in Dinajpur (North Bengal) and the orthoaox
Brahmins fled with the fugitive king to cast Bengal from
Vflrendri. The Keor Vishno image inscriptioxi of the
Sena period described the installation of a Vishnu, image
by an immigrant named i&ngaka,^ great grandson of
Saurifiarman, gran son of PitSmaha and offspring of the
couple Sayoga and Anuyfimi. He e the name Vangaka is
significant. Whi e all four members of his family bore
Sanskrit names, hi - name Vangaka mu3t have been given after
the State to which the family migrated, presumably that
migration h d created a deep lm ression on the family, and
hence when the son was born he was named with this
peculiar nomenclature•

Kviaence of the migration of Brahmins over comparatively
shorter distances,from one village to another, is very
widespread anu needs no emphasis.

Such movements were evidently common enough and
gene a ly had little eff ct or 3o c i h i  tory. The
immigrants were apparently soon absorbed among the local 

Keor vlsh#tiL ira. ins. El. XVII. pp.335-36.
77. ibid. 1.2.



people of the region to which they migrated and became 
part of its life and environment. Many passages from the 
epigrayhic records of our period show conclusively that such 
immi ration was always going on from the Uth to 12th 
century A.D., having little impact on social life.

It would thus be quite natural that the reading 
Brahmin families would like to believe that they came f >m 
Ka .atqj, v.hich from the 7th century onwards wa^bulturally 
and intellectually, and often politically also, the most 
important city of Northern India.

Nov/ the question arises, if the TdiSdra account is false, 
w y and how did it arise and become so popular? This story 
is accepted even tod y by almost every family of Bengal.

The social struc ure of Beng 1 was so closely knit 
in ancient times that, though obviously stratified, it 
form d a single social order led by the Brahmanical group. 
There were Brahmanical preceptors over the lay Brahmins as 
well as over n n-Brahmins. What the preceptor (gurte) said 
was binding. In other words, disciples could in no case 
ignore or refuse to follow the advice cf their preceptors 
with impunity.

In religious affairs and in an̂  ceremony, whether 
marriage, birth or srSdha. they were guided by th laws

Jo derived by tneir Brahmin prt cep tors either from
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the Srutis, Smjitis etc , or fro.n other Sanskrit works 
of authority* Cm toms prescribed b the Brahmins obtained 
in every caste, vi lage, society or family. What the 
priest aid down was followed in letter and spirit ay 
every member of the family. All these Brahroanicul lav/s, 
dispensations, and family customs or usaes seemed to 
the ordinary men the repetition or continuation of the 
Vedic laws and they were afraid of violating them.

WkjLiti&t
-rhttt the story of ftdifidra was true o* false was 

not the concern of the Ba&galis of the days when this 
legend developed ana spread; as it was taught by the 
Brahmins they could not but accept it. It was perhaps 
their tacit consent to the £di6dra legend that mode it 
current.

We have no rc co d from earlier tiroes to sho?/ that 
e*'any doubt or critism Y/as ever cast cm this legend. When 

every family of Bengal pinned its faith in the 
suggestions abd arguments of the Brahmin, why should they 
not accept this legend in full faith? Perhfips in this 
way the Bengalis accented this legend and it was due to 
their acceptance that it remains popular today.
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chapter H I

TIIS  ORIGINS OF CA3TB

There are probably many factors involved in the rise 
and development of the caste system. No one of these factors 
is wholly responsible for it, or is more than a contributing
cause.

In the first place it is belefved that the Smpitis are
responsible for the development of caste. They had been
composed in the pre-Mauryan period.1 After the fall of the
Mauryas they were re-written by Brahmins with the

2encouragement of Brahmins. The revival of caste institutions
was the aim of Brahmins, so that they might again have the
leadership of the Hindu society. Hence they induced the
Hindus, it is alleged, to believe in the Smyitis rather than 

3the Vedas. The Vi3hnu Saifibita. Gautama Saihhitfi* Para Sara 
Saithitg. U Salsa s Snrtihita, Atri Safchitg. Vydsa SartihitS. Sgftkha 
Safthitfi etc were named by these clever Brahmins after the 
yishis whose names are found in the gfimgaya^a.Rgmayafra.although
t&WL
sages never propounded the customs and usages embeded in the 
Smritis. These texts are replete with stringent rules 
regarding marriage, dining and the right to Vedic study,

1. D. Datta: Vaidik Varfcs. pp. 3i+-35#
2. H. Sastri: Absorption of the Vrfltyas. p.3#
3. Datta: op eit,p.36
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prescribed for the different castes.
The detailed education of the Smjitis would require

many pages. Here we consider only their ideas of how the
multiplication of castes took place. According to the
Viahpu 3afthita pratlloma marriage, i.e., marriage between a
man of lower caste and a woman of higher caste, must be
condemned;^ but it allows anuloma marriage, i.e., marriage
between a man of higher and a woman of lov/er caste. Thus a
man belonging to the Brahmin^ class can marry a woman coming
from any of the three non-Brahmint castes. But the Sloka

5anulomagu mStpi vappg led to the creation of new castes. Of 
a marriage between a Brahmin male and a Kshatriya female the 
joint issue, according to this Sloka, took the caste of the 
mother, i.e., Kshotriya.

Such a son, though b o m  of a Brahmin father, would not 
be accepted by the Brahmins and moreover would be detested by 
the Kshatriya as the son of a renegade. His chief associates 
would be people of birth similar to himself and these would 
form a new caste.

The TipperSh plott of Lokandtha (?th century A.D.) offers 
us such lvr example of anuloma marriage and the resulting 
issue becoming a member of another caste. Verse 2 describes 
the great-grandfather of Lokar.dtha as a Bhdradvdja Brahmin.

U. XVI.3.
5. XVI.2.
6. El.XV.pp. 301-15.



Similarly verse 6 describes the rrreat-grandfather and
grandfather of his mother as dvi.ia-varaft and dvija-sattamafo
respectively* But his mother’s father KeSava is stated in the
same verse to have been a PSraSava by caste. According to
Manu, PgraSava means a 3Udra. Thus Lokanatha’s father’s
and mother's side were mainly of pure Brahmin descent, but he
could not be classed as a Brahmin, as his maternal grandfather

/
Ke§ava wa3 a Pgrasava, since KeSava*s Brahroin father married a
A
Sfldra lady. Though Lokanatha1s father was apparently a pure 
Brahmin, when he married the Pdrafiava Kefiava’s daughter, 
Gotradevi, the resulting issue must have been other than 
Brahmin. Hence according to the prevailing caste-idea of the 
time, Lokanatha described himself as a Karapa, a man of a 
mixed caste.^

We have another example of a son b o m  of a father of
higher and a mother of lower caste from the Banguoit plate of

9Vigrahapgla III. The dtltaka or executor of the land-grant
referred to in this plate is said to hav^fbeen the mantrin 
PrahssitarSja, who is described as a man son of the king 
Vigrahapgla III. It is thou^rt - provoking that in all the 
epigraphic records of the Pa las the other sons of reigning 
kings mentioned are referred to by names dnding in - pSla.
Here the king’s son was known as ra,1a. Why was the title raja 
used in preference to pSla? Was PrahasitarSja b o m  of a lady

7. IX. 178.
8. V.9.
9. El. XXXX. pp.h8-56. b.U8.
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of lower caste? The tenor of the record suggests this. 
Vigrahap&la perhaps did not wish to undermine the position 
of his son, although he knew very well that society might 
not allow him to declare his son to be his legal successor. 
It may he for this reason that he gave him the post of 
mantrin (minister) and the title rg.ia. and ^ut him in charge 
of carrying out this land-grant, to make the so forget 
of his degraded position in the society. Dr D.C. 31. car has 
raised doubts as to whether this son was the legitimate 
child of VigrahapSla III. He might have been born of a 
concubine of the King.1"*

Thus we see that the issue of an anuloma marriage 
either formed a separate caste or did not hold a high 
social position. Of course the last example is not w .oily 
conclusive. The fact th^t the name of Vigrahapdla's son 
ends in rS.ia suggests that he was locked on as a Kshatriya. 
Moreover, he did not occupy an inferior post, a mantrin's 
social positfon must have been quite high. But in any case 
these examples indicate one probable factor in the growth 
of castes through the application of the Brahmanical law.

The Brahmanical responsibilit for the growth of caste
11is also pointed out by G.S Ghurye. He believes that

10. ibid. p.51.fn.l,
11 • Caste Race in India. pp. V di - Ik7.



with the decline of Buddhism Brahmanism gained ground and 
tightened its hold on the society. It was the Brahmins 
who sto;ped inter-dining and inter-marriage between high 
and low castes. It was they who made the sacrificial 
rituals stricter than before, and made a clear-cut 
distinction between things pure and impure. It was they 
who made society rigid by upholding soci 1 and customary 
etiquette, and the maintenance of such standards became 
the only valid passport for membership of the society.

On the other hand Hutton rejects the view that the 
caste system was the ingenious device f the t.vice-oom 
class. In his view this institution was deeply rooted in 
the social life of India ana no administrative measure or 
religious sanction could change or modify it. ‘It is

1 porganic rather than artificial.
We are inclined to agree with Hutton and find no 

reason to attribute the growth of the caste system to the 
Brahmin only. Of cou se the priestly class had supreme 
authority over the society and to some extent could mould 
it according to their will. But though they may have 
contributed something to the growth of caste, they should 
not be held totally responsible for the permanent uivision 
of Hindu society in this way.

Not only had the Brahmin to aihere firmly to the 
rituals and thereby set examples of the orthodox way of 
social life, but also the Kshatnya kin s usually supported
12. Caste in India (3rd ed.) p. 170.



them. The Sonpajfc copper ee> inscription or I arshavarfifeiana 
(round at Delhi) states that most of the members of the 
Pushyabhdti dynasty were engaged in regulating all the 
castes and stages of religious life. The Asirga^h copper 
seal inscription of Sarvavarman (f;un^ in BuAhanpur in 
;*.?.)1/J similarly states that the Maukhari King Maharaja 
Harivarman observed ahd regulated the rules of the
different castes. The P&las of Bengal too proved

16themselves to be the defenders of caste. We have
already seen that, although they were devout Buudhists, 
they followed the Brahmanical way o life. The dn^s took 
a ritual bath in the river Ganges before making a land- 
grant, and the grants were made on auspiciou . days as 
marked by the Hindu calender; They favoured the Brahmins 
with the b stowal of villages, and obeyed their gods; 
they were eager to listen to the stories of the 5ra£L 
and the I.IahSbhflrata.

In view of this evidence we can agree with Hutton 
so far as to admit that Brahmanical responsibility 
was not the only factor in the rise of the caste system.
The orthodox way of Hindu life was adhered to by the 
Kshatriya Kings and even by the Buddhists.

In fact, Bahmanic ritual and the Hindu social system 
cannot be regarded as something imposed arbitrarily on a
TT. 3i7 p .232 . T3T ~    ~ " ——
11*. . ibid. p,220.,11.1-2 .
15. Vonghyr cp of Jevapfila, El. XVIII. p.30U. v.5-



servile populace who resented it and felt no need for it.
For reasons which it is im ossible to specify with 
certainty in this day and age, the division of castes and 
the hierarchic structure of society met the needs of most 
sections of the papulation of India, giv ng them a sense 
of security and order. India may have been psychologically 
prepared the ca te system, as Hutton has suggested, by 
the age old customs of non-Aryan trl*i.d peoples, and 
su vivals of 3uch customs may well have led the early Hindus 
to divide themselves into cas te s. Th ey  wer certainly 
encouraged to do so by the Brahmins; but it is naive and 
unrealistic to attribute the remarkable social system of 
India, into the framework of which nearly evury Indian of 
earlier generations felt himself to fit natural! , solely 
to the machinations of an ^rrogovfc and designing priesthood 
anxious to perpetuate its influence.

17It has been held by some scholars like Gilbert that 
geographical divisions such as sea-coasts, agricultural 
lands, uncultivated land, pastoral ground, mountainous and 
arid regions helped much in the growth of diverse castes.
In other woris, this ecological reas n led to the 
differentiation of the people into various groups and

formed the b.sis of the caste system. The people 
accustomed to the dim tie of riverine or riparian borders 
took to a life of fishing, a m  they ultimately formed the

16. HCI. op .XII.
3-7. People of India, pp.29,56



fisher and boating caste. Similarly, the people living in 
and around the agricultural lands became the cultivator 
casts and those dwelling i the uplands formed the mountain 
tribes. Also, the distribution of different mineral 
resourc s and ottv r products on the earth helped much in 
forming social divisions among tie people. Thus people 
living in different zones showed the peculiar characteristics 
adaptable to these areas, leading to caste-like organis tion.

The theory is to some extent borne out in Bengal, 
where we find that the Kalvartus or fisher caste who headed 
a revolt against the later fellas lived in the land of 
VSrendra, which is covered by a network of rivers.

Thus geography may be one of the factors in the 
growth of caste insti utions. But this cannot hold pood 
in all cases. If some trading and professional castes arose 
through geographical and ecological factors this can*ot 
be the case with the Br rmiins, who had no local background, 
and the s one * ust be true of many other lower castes, 
traditionally engaged in crafts practised all over the land.

i p
A.M.T. J ckson, ~ basing his view on the wor* of 

Coiebrooke, is of opinion that some sort of internal 
government helped the gradual growth of castes. Direction
or imposition from the higher authorities also tended to 
the formation of the collective caste-customa of inaividual 
castes and sub-castes. Jackson points out that many regions 
or places are called after the name of a caste or sub-caste 
18. JASB. III. 1907; ‘Note on the history of the caste syster



and cites numerous examples from the old Bombay Presidency.
The «T:5to3tos supply us with places mimed after their 

predominant c.ste. - the carpenter village,*^ the potter
JQ

village, etc. From the Belwa plate of Mahlpfila I we 
learn of a KMvarta-gr&ruf (the Kaiv^rta caste living in 
this place), and a Brgiimcuia-grama (an abode of Brahmins i 
Kojlvarsha a division of I'yupgravardhana) is mentioned in the 
ttaAmgSchhi grant of Vigrahapftla III. These may be examples 
of castes naming their permanent abode according to their 
caste-names, as if to form exclusive an^ separate caste 
divisions from the others. Thi seems to be a step towards 
the cryotalisation of caste institutions.

Jackson's view may be p *rtly right, but it does not 
tcco nt for all the p enomena, for it is quite clc. r fro.: 
the many 1 ond-grants from the time of the Guptas to that 
of the Senas that many caste groups would regul .rly live 
together in a single settlement. Thus e cannot wholly 
accept Jacks n#s theory that al the castes unu suo-castas 
developed on the basis of occupationa, groups, settling 
together in a single village .and forming their own loc *1 
gove rnment.

.3Some authorities, including Stanley Rice and 
F.A.H. Blunt, ^ are of the opi -ion that the most important
19. J.IlYp.16~
20. ibid. Ill.p.281.
21. El. XXIX. pp.1-9. 1.29.
22. ibid. XV. p.297- 1.2k.
23. Kindu Customs. p.Uoff.
2U. gaste system of Norther;: India. p.i29ff.



factor in the growth of the caste system was the formation 
of guild;- or corporations which gradually developed over 
the Hindu period down to the time of Muslim domination.
' hen crafts an* trade came into being ^longs de the 
agricultural profession, they led to the division of 
-daoour. In this way Hindu soci ty was formed. Orauua y 
the agricultural and trading classes formed exclusive 
groups to uphold their respective interests. Thus there 
was a steady process of evelopment from classes to 
corporations and from corporations to castes, and in this 
wa^ different castes named af .er their particular crafts 
came into existence. We know that in ancient India the
mercantile and trading community foxmea corporations or

aifguilds on a co-o erative basis. '
Generally those who carried on trading in particular

commodities formed an exclusive guild. The son took up
the rofe3sion of the father and joined the association.
In this way guila membership became hereditary. This
process undoubtedly helped the development of some of
the castes of India.

In the opinion of Slater"^ and N.K. Dutta~^
exclusiveness of occupation was prev .lent among the

dIndians even before the advent of the Aryans. Hereitury 
occupations and the tendency for marriage to be a ranged 
between pe sons of the same occupation and group led to

25* MFSOiEI. p.260f; Bose: Social A, Rural Economy of North 
India, p.283*

26• Dravidian Elements in Indian Culture. p.23ff.
27. Das Adtindl sche Volks turn, referred" to by Hutton. HOI,



the development of caste. It is suggested that marriage 
outsiue the prescribed group was banned even in pre-Aryan 
society. The ryans after entering India left the social 
organisation of pre-Aryan days more or less intact, 
different occupational clisses later formed further castes. 
The common c.aft folio ed by the parents ana predecessors 
was taken by their descendants. In this way, generation 
after generation, a particular occupation and its trade 
secrets were confined to a particular collective group.

But this theory cannot account for all the phenomena 
of caste. We have many examples of members of one caste 
taking the occupation of another and the Smritis made full 
allowance for this change. Moreover similar tendencies 
towards hereditary craft exclusiveness existed in many 
ancient and medieval societies, but diu not result in a 
caste system.

■jO
Dahlmann” suggested that caste is due to the combined 

action of religi us, political, social and economic 
causes. According to this German scholar Indian society 
was originally organised in three natural groups, - the 
priesthood, the nobiity and the bourgeoisie. Kach of them 
had its respective functions and had to stick to them. The 
task of the priesthood was religious, that of the nobility 
political, and that of the bourgeoisie socio-economic. 

Within such classes purticu arj.y castes tended to become

2d. Das Altinaische Volkstum. referred to by Button. HCI. 
P.171.



cut off from other castes.
But” we have all cad,  ̂,ei that absolute craft and 

professional exclusiveness has never , roviled in India, 
and cannot be looked on therefore as an absolutely 
essential fee ture of Ihe caste system* Thus, ire ca say thal 
the factors t,ut forward by Dahlmonn may have contributed 
to the growth of castes, but were not the main reason 
for them*

Hocart suggested that the origin of caste was 
29ritualistic* * He pointed out that the system of the

d,four Varnas which led to the ̂ vision of soci. ty was meant 
primarily for ritualistic pur oses. The four Varans 
are each represented b̂  a colour, - white, red, yellow 
and black r 3pectively.

But the ritual observances of the Hindus have much 
in common for all castes, and though ritual practic s 
may have had some influence in bring a out the institutionA
of the four Vardas they cannot account for the many 
castes of later times* So Hocart's theory of custe 
on the basis of ritual can ot be accepted wholeheartedly.

Racial differences have aee cited by m a w  
authorities, as the springhead of Indian social 
divisions. O’Malley has tried to show that when the 
ryans came to India they set up their uniform social 

29* Les Castes quoted b0 button, p.17b.
30*' (a) 0*Mallv:'India docial Heritage pp*9-10; (b) H* Rao; 

Indian Caste System* p*6>&; (c) Ghiurya: Caste M Race in 
India, ch. VII.
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organ i sett ion as well aB their ooi.it ca machi nery. A 
cleavage between them and the Dravldlaas ensued over 
qu tions of race-auperiority, social status and 
f amily ti^odition, Nevertheless, some ryans married 
Dravidian women. Yet a clear-cut racial dist notion 
sti , i remained and lter-raurriage a. y ravatcd it. The 
Aryans nerejvery anxious to preserve their racial purity, 
dominant position and standard of living. Naturally 
they relegated to a lov»er status the ch.il re i of mixed 
marriages#

51Sir Herbert hisley^ speaks of this hy pcrgamy 
arising out of racial differences# He su geats that 
inter-marrl xge between thf •fair-complexioned Invaders 
and dark-coloured aborigines produced progeny which, 
being shut off from the Aryan folu, forced new social 
divisions. Whet Aryans did in respect of non-Ar, ans 
was followed by Brahmins in respect of non-dr hmins.
The Brahmins wanted to maintain their race-purity, and 
adopted similar practices of social demarcation. This 
policy of the Brahmins was also followed oy the inter
mediate castes against the very lowest groups, and in 
this way the Vany-staxied caste-edifice w s auilt u,,t 
wherein each social division regained aloof from the 
others.

The hypothesis of Risley is ox̂ e or less consistent 
with the traditional account of the origin of lot c istes 
31• The People of India• pp•1/3ff.
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as given b Manu, but it hardly accounts for alx the 
phenomena. It seems hardly likely that racial 
distinctions counted for all caste elements found 
in the historical period and we have no definite evidence 
to substantiate the view that race-consciousne?s 
encouxaged a y caste to look aown on the caste below 
it or that in arty other way racial disparity led to 
the multiplicity of existing castes.

Senart has tried to how family-worship, family- 
meals eaten in com o and belief in ancestral family 
spirits as the basis of caste. These produced a 
particularistic feeling which led to the exclusiveness 
of one group of people in their relations with others.
Such an attitude was developed by the Indian priestly 
class, because they h d their particular family 
traditions and family dignity and developed scruples 
against mixing with others of inferior descent or 
professing other faiths. Such fin exclusive spirit was 
the breeding ground of many restrictions which in turn 
created walls of separation.

Senart rejected raei 1, occupati nal and functional 
theories, but ut emphasis on the family worship which 
hardened the social structure of India. Iiis explanation 
is not wholly sati 'factory. We have already see that 
the Bruh anic 1 cl ass must not be blamed s the sole 
creator of caste institutions. ..........

* Les Castes ^ans 1* In le (t r) . Deni son: P t • 11. Chap s.
ITI A TV.



nother f ctor may be pointed out as contributing 
to the growth of castes, although it can;ot be held as 
the main one. Groups of travelling craftsmen and 
entertainers may have helped considers >ly in the
development of various lower castes. Thus the Jg£TUas

33 3U 3C5mention gonch-olowers, ^ musicians, elephant-tamers,
archers,^' snake-charmers,*^ dancers^ etc. Each scens
to have formed a body, akin to a caste, the sons following
their father's occupation.

39Hutton" points out some characteristics prevalent 
among the hill triof 8 of Assam akin to the caste system.
In the Naga tribal area each village forms a self£ 
contained social and political unit through its exclusive
ness and by the occupation of the respective villagers.

Some villages are engaged in making pots only, some 
in weaving cloth. Thus one particular occ pation mirks 
off a grou of villagers from the others. They also 
barter their finished goods with their neighbouring 
villagers. Sometimes iramigr aits fom one vi lage come 
to the next. Then we find an exclusive spirit developing 
among the hosts. If the hosts carry on some particular 
business, they will now allow the strangers to pursue their
own occupation if it is different from the former's
33. J.I. P.26U. ~ "
3k. ibid. 38U; II. 250.
35. ibid. II. 221.
36. ibid.87. V. 128.
37. ibid. 267.
33. ibid. IV. 32k.
39. IICI• Ch. XII.



ancestral craft. It is the belief of the hosts that 
the atmosphere of their village will be spoiled if 
the strangers are allowed to carry on their own craft.
They will not even allow the strangers to take certain 
foods which are exclusive to themselves. Thus a sort 
of cordon is set up, and fosters an exclusive spirit.
This practice seems to display some features of custe.

We have examined the main theories helu by the 
sociologists on the reasons for the growth of castes.
We are inclined to feel that none of them satisfactorily 
explains the caste system, and the fact rs they cite 
re only symptoms or contributory causes. All of these 
factors contributed to the caste system to xx some extent 
but not to the full. Caste is a complex system, 
involving several conflicting principles. As such, we can
not hold any factor as the main or cardinal reason for 
the growth of caste. The social groupings of the Indian 
peoples cannot be explained by conjectures or plausible 
theories, and many problems co nected with th caste 
ay8tern are stiil insoluble and unexplained.



CHAPTKR IV 

BRAHMIN /vND NON-NEAH&IN CLASSES

In oar discussion of the legend or Adi^ura we 
have shown that Brahmins were settled in Bengal at 
least fro : the Gupta period, and in all probability 
much earlier.

The main centres of Brahmins were VSrendra (North 
Beng 1, extending from the Binajpur district in the rth 
t the Faridpur district in the south), Rfî ha (West Bengal 
from the Murshidabad district in the north to the 
Idnapore district in the south) and Vanga (Hast Bengal 
from the Dacca d strict in the north to the Chittagong 
district in the south). These distributions xex are made 
according to the find-spots of copper plates so far 
discovered. On the smaller scale, the Brahm&nical strong- 
holds in the first division were confined particularly 
to the Bagure* ana Mnajpur districts of North Bcngil; 
in the sec nd division to the Murshldabad and Burd&an 
districts; in the third particularly to the Uacca district.

In a 1 centuries from the period of the Guptas to 
that of the Senas main abodes of Brahmins were in the 
extreme northern districts (e cept Dar^c ling) of Nor h 
Bengal, as the largest number of copper pi .tes has been 
discovered from these regions. All these pittes are 
records of lands granted iri favour of orthodox Brahmins.
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Prom the DSmodarpur collection'1' we have evidence 
or the presence of such Brahmins and of orthouox Brah- 
monical sacrifices such as amihotru rites (plate no.l) and 
the panchamahgyajnas practised in the Dina^ur district, 
the find-spot of these plates. The PfihSrpur copper grant" 
dated 159 Gupta era *U79 A.D.) introduces us to an 
orthodox religious family. The DhanSidaha copper 
inscription*^found in the Natore sub-division of Rajshahi) 
gives Evidence of Brahmanicar strongholus in this area 
where were found di ferent types of Brahmins, both 
priestly and lay. The Khfilimpur plate of Jharapdla^
(found in the Malda district of North Bengal) describes a 
priestly Brahmin worshipping the gods 3iva and Vish$u.
In the BelwS plate (A) of Mahipfila (discovered in the 
Dinajxjur district) we find another Brahmin, liflvadhara- 
deva&arman versed in the Vedic lore The B&ngarh grant ̂ 
of the same king (found in the same district) shows us that 
tern les were erected for the Brahmanical gods and lands 
were granted in favour of an orthodox Brahmin. The BelwS

7plate (3) of Vigrahap&la III' speaks of a well-known 
scholarly Brahmin who was reputed for his command over 
Mlm&msS, grammar and logic. In the Amgfiehhi grant of 
this King (founa in Dinajyur) we also meet these learned 
Brhhmijis.
r rsr: TTnos "  ia-igvyrv3g~.'3?.---------------------------------"2. El.XX. p.61.
3. ibid. XVII. p.3U5ff. .....................
U. ibid. IV. p.3U3t.
5.ibid XXIX. pp.1-9. o. ibid. XV. p.32Uf.
7. ibid. XIX. pp.>13.
3. ibid. XV. p.293ff.
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The Brahmanical certre in West Bengal was more or
less like the former in the north. The VappaghashavSta
gr nt of IJayan&ga^ (founa in Haili* in Marshidahad) of
the ,th centur, A.D. indicates six different small
centres of the Brahmin's abode In the district. The
laihalti plate of Ballalasena10 states that the village
bestowed on the Brahmin donee was in Uttara- d̂ Lha of the
Vardhamto ibhukti ». The Govindapur pi te of Lakshma^asena^^
locates the vi lage donated to a Brahmin in the same

12region, Vardhamfina. The Bhavadeva PrasAsti^ ' shows that
in Hdt̂ ha the family of this scholar orthodox Brahmin
lived for generation after generation. It was for their
fame and name that their village, Siddhfila was known as the
* Ornament of M$ha*.

From the foregoing evidence it is reasonable to say
that the northern and western regions of Bengal were
inf uenced by Brahmanical ideals rather earlier than
the eastern and southern zones of Bengal, The Mihftsthto
Brahmi inscription suggests that the organise io of these
ai’eas preceded the diffusion of Aryan culture in the other
parts of Bengal. This was probaolyj^due to the location
of these areas adjoining the country of Magadha, the centre
of culture and learning fro p re-Maury an timers oawards.

This flow of Brahmanical influence was first
concentx^ated in these zones and the . spread to the other
9 . ibid. XVIII. p.60IT.
10. *3.- III. p.63fi\
11. ibid. pp.92-93.
12. El. VI. pp.203-7.
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13parts, as is indicated by the Farldpur collection,
pointing to the existence of Brahmanical strongholds in
southern Bengal and by the Tipperfih copper plate of
Gkan&tha1*' which gives eviuencc of the location or
orthodox and Chaturvedin Brahmins in Ti^perah.

The other insc iptions, such as the DeulSb&di Sarv&pi 
IBimage inscription dated in the 8th century, the

16BSghaiUra Ndrftyapa image inscription dated 976 A.D.
(issued in the third year of &ahip51a I), the BhSrella

17Nartte^vara imago ins ription 1 dated in the 10th century,
and the Keor Vishpu image inscription1  ̂dated in the 13th
century, give evidence of the flourishing Brahmanical
gods. Some of the epigraohic records of the Chan Iras,
Varmans and Senas show the existence of Brahmanical
centres in East Bengal, as they « ere issued from Vikrampur,
once a cent of learning and the cap tal of these dynasties

Thus we have ample evidence of the existence of
the Brahmins in early Bengal. But, owing to the 1 ck
of authentic recor s as to their ori in it is difficult
or virtually impossible for us to say whether these 
Brahmins were native or immigrants f o the other 
regions of upper India. Although y/e have rejected the

X&iSQra story, there is evidence of the immigration of
the members of the priestly class even before the accepted
date of £di5&ra. Of course, our statements are based on
13. 31. I. Nos. U3-U5. pp.350-39.
lh. KI. XV. pp.301-15.
15. Ibid. XVII. pp.357-59.
16. ibid. efc. 353-55.
17. ibid. p.3U9f.
18. ibid. pp.3 5-56.



slender evidences, and we are not sure whether the 
immigrants came to Bengal either as individuals or in 
groups, or whether the brought with them their wives 
or married the n.tive women of Bengal.

We have already pointed out that Brahmins from 
u per India came to Bengal from time to time. In the 
Gupta period, as shown from a Dainodarpur grant (plate
no. 5)» a Brahmin named Amjitadeva came from Oudh.

2 0In the Bdngaon land grant of Vigrahapdla III" both 
the donor and the donee came fror. Kolancha, which is

21sometimes identified with Kuna»j . The .Tmgachhi grant *
of this King introduces us to a Brahmin donee, an immigrant
from XrodSncha. In the Rtagahj pi *te of I^varajhosha "
we have the Brahmin donee coming from Chan$avdra in U.P.
Both the BelavS plate of Bhojavarman"^ and the Barrackpore

2kgrant of Vijayasena descxvl.be the Brahmin gi anters as 
coming from Madhyadela.

These isolated pictures of mi ration show that it 
has a histoiy running back to the days of antiquity.
There was proba-ly a regular flow of Brahmins from the 
other regions of India to Ben al, Thus Brahmanical 
influence, like Aryan civilisation may have come in 
gradually and the Brahmin gradudly colonised the 
different parts of Bengal.

El. XXIX. pp.U8-57. ~  ~
21. ibid. XV. pp.293-301. 1.39.
22. .IB. III. pp.lU9-57. 1.28.................... .....
23. ibid. pp.lU-2U. 1.1*3.
2k. ibid. pp.57-67. 1.33.
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GOTRA.

The etymology of the term ,,otru is very obscure
uund need not concern us here. Its primary meaning in
our period was, and still is, an exogamous group of
Brahmins clai ing descent from a common ancestor, who
was one of the legendary yishis. Kshatriyas and
Vaisyas generally looked upon themselves as belonging
to the s une gotra as their hereditary family priests. J

well as by his , otra a Britain was also Known
by his oravaras. These were the names of other legendary
ĵ ishis mentioned regularly in family ritual, and believed
to be collateral ancestors of the family. The main
importance of pravaru was in the matter of matrimony.
since common pravaras. even among persons ofl different

2 6gotra, formed a bar to marriage/
A further Brahmanical classification was the

3akh£, the branch or recension of the Vcdas which a
2 7given priestly family traditionally studied. 1 The 

had few social inplications, but it is often 
recorded in inscriptions referring to donations to 
Brahmins, and repx^esented a Brjhmanical school, continuing 
its own special traditions.

'urtherrnorc, these 3akh3s were sub-divided into 
numerous charapas according to divergence in practice 
and codes of Vedic laws. Thus the 3akh5s were larger
W .  FAIL, p.lfof.
36. ibid, pp.167-66.
27. Max M&ller: History of S clent Sanskrit Literature. Pp.!iO-52.



religious groups, whereas the cha raff a 8 were small units.
Gh-1 ray a was a later classification. The growth of 

Chirana meant the break-up of the old system, when the laws 
of the Charayas were put in writing.'

JQGotra, Pravara and Sakh5 traditions were prevalent 
am ng the Bengal Brahmins when our earliest evidence 
appears in Gupta times.

From the list of Gotra-pravaras in the Appendix it 
appears that one gotra, only that of Bh&radv&ja, was 
pre-dominant in all centuries and at all periods from 
the Guptas to the Senas. This gotra of Brahmins was 
round throughout Bengal. The next positio * was held by 
the VStsya Brahmins, but these Brahmins were hardly 
found in the northern parts of Bengal. They were confined 
to some districts of West and East Bengal.

The K5nya-Lau^itya, Kaunjinya, Savarpa and VSrdha- 
Kau^ika Gotras were not found at all in North Bengal.
Their cent es can be located in a few districts of 
Southern Bengal. The first two gotras mentioned 
above, together with K5|yapa and Agostya, ape.ir in the 
6th and the 7th centuries; but in later centuries they 
are hardl. heard of. In modern Bengal, of course, these 
Gotras are to be found.

The Maujgalya^ and Gdrgya gotras seem to be of later 
development, as far as Bengal is concerned, as our early

28. Sen Gupta: Sources of Law Society in Ancient India.
p #45.29. A list is given in Appendix II.
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recor* s do not mention them* Brahmins belonging to the 
Kaetl&Ssa gotra were rarely Pound, and they were 
confined to the Binajpur district of North Bengal. It 
appears also that from the 8th century onwards the number 
of gotras of the priestly class gradually increased*
Before the 8th century only five gotras are attested, 
but after this period we find the number increasing to 
fifteen.

Furthermore* the list gives further evidence that 
the story of 1di£flra inviting Brahmins of five gotras 
from JLana&j is a mere myth. These Gotras, BhdradvSja, 
3;l$£ilya, 6§varpa, Kaudika and VStsya were already 
present in different parts of Bengal fro - ancient times.

Prayaraa mentioned in this list correspond with the 
standard formulae given in the list of Brough, except 
that the pravaras connectioned with the Bhdra&vSja gotra, 
such as VSndana, MStavascasa and 3ainya are not to be 
found in our list.

The distribution of S&khSs and charsujaa in different 
centuries gives us some ivnowledge about the position of 
different branches of Vedic study* The £ig Veda is the 
oldest text, and the Brahmins of Bengal in the 6th 
century A.D• were engaged in its study. But with the 
passage of tin it seems that eagerness to learn the 
dher Vo das and their branches, such a a the Sftma Veda, 
lajur Vocia and the Upaatfl shads, grew among then. Of course
•tf i — TTIH I ir i i~ ii in r " i i i  lj t m  ti—  j-  ---------- 1 IT - -  i—  i n i  j i i ni n  r t i « > h « h i » i i  w i w  hi - -r ■ ...... ............................ i —■■■ . murm w mnm  -  mmm +> t+m»

30. ;.ayly 3rahflianlcal Oyste/a of Ootru_afid • Xayayas. p.30if.



there were c: ses where the priestly class was found to 
put equal emphasis on the §ig, otUna and Yajur Vedas.

Prom the 8th century onwards the different branches
of each of the Vedas were paid heed to. It is specially
not worthy that, as th ihtTrva Ve& is the latest text
and was for lon; not accepted by many orthodox scholars,
the Ben al Brahmins, as the record shows, aid not pay
attention to it t i ll the 12th century * Prom the 8th to
the first two decades of the li:th century the §ig Veda
is not so frequently mentioned. But in the later part
of the 12th century it came into the picture again.
Perhaps the reason for this is that by this time the
Brahmanical class was interestdd in the latest Vedas,

so
the AfctlfTrva, and they wanted/to seak to build a bridge 
between the iig and the Alhurva Vedas by showing their
simultaneous knowledge of both.

The regional distribution of Sakh3s ana Chaiapas 
supplies us with ther interesting information. As the 
BhfiradvSja Brahmins wei’e found in almost all the regions 
of Bengal and in all centuries, so thqy also pursued all 
the branches of VecLic ^tudy. Perhaps their settlement 
in the various regions f Bengal led to the development 
of these places under their direct or indirect patronage.

The copper plates from the 1 th century onwards 
indicate that Brahmins of different gotras appear to have 
studied the Vedas, p ticularly the $ig Veda and SSma Veda,
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especially in the regions of Naihati and the adjacent

place of Barrackpore. This stu^y and Veuic knowledge 
continued, and perhaps it was due to this impetus that 
Naihati becam a flourishing centre of learning, so 
that a particular grou^ of Brahmins arose in one town 
of this region, BhatJS^d. These learned Brahmins were 
known as the Bh5tp§<£& Brahmins from the 16th century 
onY/ards.

We have similar evidence Navadvlpa, about 70 miles 
north of Naihati. Here the study of the Stoa Veda, the 
Yajur Veda and the Upanishads has continued from the 
12th century. There may have be n Influence from 
Naihati upon Navadhlpa IhXslx or vice versa. It was due 
to this reason that Navadvlpa later on became the chief 
centre of Sanskrit learning. Across the Ganges opposite 
Navadvlpa two copper plates (in the district of 
lurshidabad) dated from the 6th and 12th centuries have 
been found. (Appendix). Here the Brahmins studied 
iif erent bimcaes of the Vedas. This wave of learning 
from across the Ganges may have touched Navadvlpa and 
invigorated the cultural and religious outlook of this 
place.

In R£$ha as shown from the ^uilasarfci plate^ , the 
study of the Vedas can be traced from the 6tu century A.D. 
Although no further copper plate of the next four 
centuries has survived from this area we can presume that

31. El. XXIII. p.!55ff.



it continued unchecked until Bhavadeva of the eleventh 
century gives us an account of hi© family tradition of 
Vedic learning going back seven generations, all of whom 
had masterly command over the Vedas, philosophy, grammar etc,

Similarly the Appendix show, that in Dacca, v^ere in 
the l^th century Vikrampur became a flourishing 3eat of 
le rning all Vedic learning was carried on except the 
study of the gig and the AtTT3rva Veda, In North Bengal, 
i\s has been already pointed out, the study of all the 
branches of the Vedas and their sub-branches was pursued 
with vigour much earlier than in other parts of Bengal* 

Brahmanical Beliefs and Customs
Fx*om birth to death the Brahmanical life is moulded 

by regulations and to go beyond them or violate them 
requires Sa:ti3k5ra or purification* The 3myl 11 chaadrlka 
(written in the lUth century) describes how the birt; of 
a baby-boy is welcomed with the -blowing of the conch in a 
jubilant spirit* On the eighth day of his birth there is 
held a ceremony attended by boys under nine years old, who 
are giver good dishes* It is believed that to satisfy 
th se youngsters means to adore God, as He is supposed 
to reside in every boy's he* t, which is always pure. 80 
by this ceremony divine blessing is showered on the new
born baby.

The K£tit.varutngkara^  (written in the lhth century) 
instructs that a new-born baby shoula be given a name

3^. (Bengali tr) B.hukherji* p.171.
33. ( " ^ K. Bose. Chap. III. p.111.
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after the one month of Its birth. But the Sm y i t i chandri- 
kSnibandha states that not ne name, but three names 
should be given, one after the name of a god, the second 
after the family-name which will be expressive all the time, 
and the third the secret name which will be known to none 
except the family-rpriest and the p rents. This n&mu- 
kara$a ceremony should take place not after a month, but 
after six months, simultaneously with the Annaordsana 
ceremony, the rite of feeding the child with solid food 
for the first time.

The next important everttin the life of a Brahmin is 
(j ;:«wan,i» the sacred thread ceremony. All the nibanOhakdra 
such as Raghunandana, V3chaspati Mi£ra, AparSdity Deva 
and deva na Bhat£a agree in their general accounts of this 
ceremony, in spite of variatinn in some places.

Strictly speaking, before the performance of
U.-anavana. which occurs at the age of eleven or twelve
years, the young boy is treated as, or thought to be, a 
/Sddra. With initiation he steps in Brahmanhood.

The time for this ceremony is either morning or
midday. After a sacred bath the boy s ts before his
preceptor ( -urn). facing eastward. The Guru whispers i i
the boy's ear the Ggyatri mautra which the latter is
taught to utter three times a day. He offers the boy a
string made of kuda-^rass to be fastened around the waist, 
o sacrificial thread, mide of cotton (which must be spun

2k • above.



by a Brahmin) of which length is folded in three, and 
a stick of oala^a ( a kind of native plant) whicn is the 
3ymboi of begging alms or the wandering life of the

eat only fruit, and or ink the water of the Ganges,

as a 8 -, cond initiation. He declares th it marriagemust 
be settled before puberty; otherwise the p rents or 
gu irdiuns have to undergo la/laklrfi. Sfllap&pi, one of

tries t prove: by numerous citations from Ydjnavalkyu and 
other Smritis that unless a suitable bride or bridegroom 
has been found as the case may be, and unless the unison 
is found to be suitable on the basis of horoscopes, no 
marriage 3houid be contracted.

Orthodox Brahmins led their lives accessing to 
routine. Their meals should be booked by a Brahmin. The
contr ry practice will lead to defilement, for which

festivals strict orthodoxy is to be maintained. On the 
KkadasI ttill (eleventh day of the lunar month) fasting is

to the poor*, bathing in the Ganges, and constant utterances

35. UdvShatattva MSS No.191 b (1U19) f Ind.01 flee] (tr) K.Bhaltacharyya. p.9 7. fn.1.

jSunzr/dsI. or three nights he iiiuot sleep on ground.

Marriage is described by the nibandh

the judges of I^ikshma^aaena* s court, in his nibandha

OTHKR PUICTICKS

57purification is needed. On all auspiciou days and

38to be practised.*^ On most days of festival fasting, gifts

PSL-tall̂ d . No.1278a (1187) quoted in Manasi ,3.3. 
■ia^h^-SSlAia^a Smritl USS.oJe (13&); quoted internal,toi
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An orthodox Brahmin should rise early in the morning 
between U A. I, and 6 A.I. His first act is to utter the 
name of g da or goddesses. He then bows to the floor with 
the divine name on his lip© and good thought in his mind* 
Then, r.lth ope eyes, he looks at the picture of his 
chosen divinity either in reality or in ima ination.^ 

After this he has to rinse and gargle his mouth ana 
W sh his face, and then perfo m 3attcha (e\ *o.iat.1 on), 
after which he sho icl change hiss dre s. There r̂e 
aifrerent rules about these practices which vary
according to the age of the Brahmin concerned/*1 Penances

hoare prescribed for not practising any of them pro erly.
In bathing and worshiping gods similar prescribed

h xrituals are also maintained.
In a funeral procesr ion no other caste should follow 

the corpse of a Brahmin* The Brahmins themselves were 
not allowed to touch the dead body except the relatives 
of the deceased.^ Before setting fire to the funeral 
pyre, the pri st in charge oi' the burning ghat utters the 
names, % .tras and oravarae of the dead and of his or her

heforefathers with the hope that soul may rest in peace. v

Sdtftta.a SraMtl. op cit.
Ul. I fit Ichu. ;d. "ch.lx- -kTK . falio 113* op cit.
ha. ibid. 4-v&jfiSchi■ttadhydya, folio 1:2. (gg. Veda 1,1.

62 : ) quoted) 
hi. ibid.
hh. ibid.
hi. ibid.



in the eleventh day the Sr&ddha ceremony takes place*
It is generally the eldest son of the dead man who 
pet‘forms the dap1ndakarana ceremony, offering invocation 
to Agni in the names of the lead man and his predecessors; 
also inviting the Brahmins to the feast, and offering 
donations to the poor* ^

Divisions among 3rariimlns 
Functionally Brahmins may be divided into two groups9 

those who follow their religious profession and those who 
do not.

The Brahmins following the religious profession 
maintained the Vedic way of life. Among them were those 
who had complete command over every Branch of the Vc das, 

Vygkayayas (grammar etc* They would interpret
the scriptures to the orthodox people.

In the Faridpur coil' ctian (plate A)?ki the Brahmin
donee Chandraav3min is described as a gjod scholar who

U6
studied six /yigaa. The Bhuvane'vara inscription offers
us ? mother e irned Brahmin named Bhavadevn.

Some of the Bralimln belonging to this group acted
hJas preceptors of other Braimins and of non-Brahmins.

The eddence su gests that they established this preceptor- 
ahip over all the royal f lilies who ruled Bengal from the 
Guptaa to the Senas.
m r  iFiT;  —   ------ ~~— •
U7. SI. I. Nos.
ii3.. fl. VI. pp.203-7* . . . . . . . . ...................
h9. Deac loe i in the nlbandha, mentioned above.
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KAIn discussing the 6 Inga plate ... VigrahapSla II1̂

Dr D.C. Sircar points out that Naraairiha was perhaps the 
preceptor of the Brahmin donee GhajjJukfiarman* Similarly in

*51the BelwS plate of the same King he cites another
example, that the donee, 3uySnanJa^devaHannan v/is the 

✓
disciple of Srt-^nanta. Thus we have evidence that 
during the Pflla *erioa the practice of preceptoship was 
prevalent, as it no doubt was even before this. It is 
through the Gotra system that the name of the precept.ox»s 
or family priest has oeen kept alive.

Some of the Brhunins practised astrology, and were 
well versed in astrological calculation and palmistry.
They claimed to he able to for see the shape of things to 
come, and to foretell events in advance. To check any 
future mishaps or for the appeasement of angry gods the 
service of these Brahmins was called ux>on.

In the Rdmp&la plate of 3ri~Chandro ^ and the
dV,

BelavS plate of dhojav rnurr , as w ,1 as th ISdhSina^ar
a, e-t;pi te“ r ana the Torpanauighi plate of bakshmayasena we 

meet such Brahmins*
The Temple Brahmins wex-e engaged in worship. Ing the 

images installed in the temples. Because of this purity 
only they were entitled to touch the images, bathe them

50. SI. XXIX. pp.ho-56.
51. ibid. ji .9-13.
52* IB. III. p.8.
53. ibid. pp.l4-2lx.
5U. Ibid. pp.106-115.
55* ibid. pp.93-105.
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and dress them. For all these erfo mances they received
fees, which in modern times may be either in cash or in 
kind* In ancient Bengal we have no clear- evidence of cash 
given to these priests, for their services; but they were
regularly given means find materials for their maintenance 
and livelihood, as is shown by many copperplate grants.

p-6
In the D&ao&arpur collection^ (lj,3t two plates) we 

find (plate n,.U) that a businessma, named RibhupSla 
wanted to purchase a large measure of land of which k 
kulvavfoafc were to be devoted to the temple of KokSmukha- 
svSmtn and 7 joil.yav&pas to that of SvetavarSha-svSLmfn.
The first may have been a ***$* of Siva an.: the . econd 
image oC the Boar incarnation of tfishpu. He was further 
in need of some vSstu or builJing ground, presumably/for 
the residences of the temple Brahmins. Thus these two 
temples received sources enough to maintain the officiating 
priests.

Plate no. 5 states that the donor /Unjitadeva was 
eager to purchase one Kul.vavgm of uncultivated (Khila) 
and rent-free land for provision to be made for the 
repair and maintenance of the shrine of Bhagavfin 3vetavar&ha* 
Svdmin. It was presumably to be pi ced in charge of a 
Brahmin whose name is not mentioned. Numerous other 
land grants of our period refer to similar donations.

We also find the priest functioning in a non-religious 
sphere. The Brahmins in ardent times, just in present day

56. 81. I. Nos,°U6,39.
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Bengal, did not confine them elves exclusively to priestly 
work. Of course they ware acquainted with the Vedic 
principles, but they h<*d no wide command over them like 
the Vaidik Brahmin and they appear to have been more 
interested in wordly affairs than in spiritual, though 
they evidently had full faith in the value of Vedic study, 
and in the orthodox religion and ts dispensations. Hence 
various copper plates record land or other gifts made by lay 
Brahmins to orthodox Brahmins. Although they wo iked for 
money, held official post3, and enjoyed dignified positions 
doth in 3ocial and political life, they showed a reverential 
attitude to the priestly Brahmins.

Brahmins belonging to this class were found occupying
high administrative ranks in govern meat or working in a

57private capacity. In the D&Odarpur coxl ction, part
icularly the third plate, lay Brahmins figure among the 
members of the village board of Chuiwfcgrama, to which the 
application for the purchase of land was made by the doncw?, 
MSbhaka. It was mi after the collective decision of this 
board that permission was given for the transfer of the 
land. Here the Brahmins formed one section of the 
collective authority of the village concerned.

The DhanSidaha plate of the time of Kuimdrd Gupta^ 
offers us further evidence of these lay Brahmins. Here 
the donor was a rich Brahmin v/ho could afford to buy and 
donate a considerable area of land. The Brahmins of the

37- Above.
58. El. XVII. pp.3U/-U8.



village formed a sort of council before which all 
petitions anj. problems affecting the village came. Ii nee 
the honor before donating the land ap, reached some of 
the leading Brahmins of the villa e v?ho are named as 
3lva/aarmanf N§gafiarmanf DovaSdrman etc*

In the fariupur collection^ (grant ,) we meet a 
lay Brahmin named ByhaecaJJa who was one of the members 
oi une aistrict bo r<i of ;'u$drav Adh ina. he tenor of 
the grant seems to suggest that his function was to 
co-operate with the other members of the board in making 
collective decisions regarding the a fairs affecting 
this district. Thus when the honor Sfidhanika Vatabhoga 
expressed his desire to purchase land situated within 
this district, he couli not do so without placing his 
application before this board. Obviously, Byhaccajfa 
in collaboration with the other members, gave consent 
to the prayer of the donor. In the second grant we find 
a Brahmin named Gopdia-Sv&mln occupying a high position 
in the local administrative m.chinery. He function d as a 
customs officer in the district of Ifavakffsfka in Pu^ravarduu;

,-n. ee :..uid hi* been ? nie i by the ,provincial g vernor 
( loarika) HSgadm, Whet the Brahmin donor V&su&ev*- 
Svdmfn wished to purchase a plot of land in this district 
he approached this Brahmin custom officer together with the 
other district officers. This Brahmin too like th t of

59* Above.
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the first grant exercised collective authority ana gave
consent to the sale of the required land.

Its third grant is Similar to the second one, the
only difference being th it the Brahmin donor VdtsapSla-
svdmfn purchased the land from another giro up of Brahmins
belonging to the Bhdradvdja gotra. The Bh&radv-cija Brahmins
in those days were generally engaged In priestly activites
and the study and interpretation of the Vedas. But here
this is not the case, for we meet Bhdradvlja Brahmins who
have abandoned their traditional way of life and
become lay. Evidently they found more Interest and gain
in having landed property th n in sacrificial and other
religious activities.

Other Br hmins of this group were engaged in
agriculture, as we find in the Barrackpore plate of 

60Vijayasena, where a distinction is made between Kshetra- 
karSn BiTihraaftdn and Brdhma^ottardn, agriculturist Brahmins 
and priestly Brahmins,

61Other lay’ Brahmins were magicians who lived by 
displaying some strange phenomena by means of tricks, 
and it is said that they could turn water-vessels into
gold.6'

As well as dividing the Sruhi ins according to their 
activities, we may group them ethnically according to the 
pi ce of their traditional origin. Among such groups we 
find SSrasvata, KanattJ, Gau£a, :iai thill, iJtKali, d^kshindtya,
60. »B. III. pp.57-67. 1.30.
61. Edi par cf ioid. p.l20f. v.16.
62. ibid.
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Vaidika, VSrendra, RS$hI, BhaJJnpalli and Nadift. These 
classes are well known *t the present time. It is 
difficult to say how and when these divisions dame int 
being, as there is lack of authentic evidence, since 
they are only refei red to in the liul arrant has and not 
in older inscriptions and literature. Probably the 
concentrated colonis ti n of certain Brahmins in 
particular places gave rise to such divisions in some 
cases. In others traditions concerning their origin in 
other p^rts of India gave them their names.

It is said that the Sdrasvata Brahmins ¥/ere the 
first Brahmins to settle in Ben;al, coming from the 
sacred Saraswati river in the Panjab. Later they become 
known as Sapta£ati or Sfttsatf, because when Adiftura 
invited the Kanattj Brahmins to Bengal there were only 
sever hundred indigenous Brahmins who were regarded as 
degenerate. Prom this number (SaotS ftat&t.) they became 
known as Sftt&atl.

Similarly, Brahmins claiming to have originated 
from Kanahj were known as Kanafejjt or P&5ch&tjta Brahmins,**4 
while those coming from the Jeccan, MIthila and Utkal 
(Orissa) w re known as L&kshindtya Vaidika, Maithill and 
Utkali Brahmins respectively. Gau£a, VSrendra, Rft̂ hl, 
Bha$$apalli and Nadift are apparently of later divisions 
of Brahmins who took their names fro;.: the place from whence
their ancestors are said to have originated.
63. R. Goswami: Vanglya Br&hmajja Vivyiti. pp.1-19*

ibid.
6 5T, -c&? y



Non-Brahmin Classes 
foS.vastha

Thi3 caste is the second largest group among the
non-Brahrains. In our DharmaSSstras both K&.vastha r*nd

66Karaya are used in the rense of cribe or clerk and
the class of Kdyasthas included writers, record-keepers
and accountants. Some K&yasthus of North Bengal described
themselves also as K >rayas. and if »raya and Ag.vastha ti us

6/seem to convey the same me aiing.
To trace the origin of the KSyasthas requires a

stuoy of Dharma^Sstras. It has already been mentioned
that the Smjitis, which were modified and altered by the
Brahmins, speak of this caste. It is said that the
class of KSyasthas included me, who were cruel, greedy

68and given to robbery. Because of these bad character-
« 69isties they were described as ufldra. But it is 

difficult for us to accept the Sddra origin of the 2 Syasthas 
in the light of the facts.

We have already seen that the people of this group 
held a high social jositinn in our period. They became 
governors of provinces, controlled district administrations
and played an important part In the village-bouds. This
/67. KSyastha PatriKd. B.3. 1317. p.111.
68. Kn/ie: °*> cit.

1̂ 69. ibi d •
•H6. Aw> .MW- y  £  ff.



hardly suggests that the KSyasthas in our period 
occupied an inferior position in the society* Nor do we 
find any concrete evidence in our Bengal sources to 
warrant the description of them as greedy, cruel, etc*

We have seen also how Lokandtha, being a Karaya. 
x*uled over TipperSh i the 6th century A.D., and how he 
was loved by the people.

The above survey does not give us any account of the
/
§ddra-theory being attached to the Kdyasthas.

The epigraph!c recor s of Bengal have described this 
caste by such hkxx names as naraya. karayika. lekhaka* 
and KSyastha. Although their full connotation and 
denotation sometimes vary, their meaning is more or less 
the same*

In the Faridpur collection^0 the same man Nayasena 
in two plates (3 and C) is referred to as .1 .vepfrhak&.ya3tha* 
Mis function of record-keeping or writing is implied 
here and he was evidently one of the leading men of the 
province of Pup^ravardhana. The donors in both these 
plates approached him in connection with the purchase of 
land. Apparently the .1 .veg\hak£yastha had to examine the 
records to ensure whether the land was transfe ..able, 
what its revenue was, and whether its sale would affect 
anybody in the neighbouring regions.

71In the KhSlimpur plate of Dharmapiila' we are
11 1 *f~<nniwn~T~rnTTr— mM>~ 11 n r  uTim rinMMwni— irtwrr̂ Wf~iiiiTtMwriig---'— 1— ri#i~rnnirirrf— 1 v  ''i - 'r— it— 1 -rSr*  

70. above.
71. El. IV. p.253. A.U3-U6.



introduced to the same designation .Ivegfrha kg./astha 
and side by side with it to another one, Karapa. Here 
the scene w s the occasion of a royal land-grant where 
all the local dignitaties and heads of castes were 
summoned. As both these officers, the .1 .vê frha-karapa 
and karapa were invited at the same time, it may be that 
their respective functions were slightly different.
K traga here possibly denotes a scribe or clerk and 
:l.yegha-kS./astha. the senior memoer of the caste of 
KSyasthas.

In the same sense we can explain the term prathaiaa-
72kflyastha i the DSmodaivur cod tion,1 meaning the 

chief writer, here the chief secretary of the village 
board of the Kotivarsha district of Pu^lravsruhana 
province. His position was similar to that of the .ivestha 
kSyastha in the Faridpur collection.

igain, we find the mention of a mah£-kSyastha. no 
doubt similar in rank to the .1 yeqtha-KSvastha. together 
with a Lekhaka, or clerk, in the Rfimgunj plate of 
Isvara^hoy^aPa vassal chief of the fSlas. The activities 
of these two officers may have been essentially the same, 
but the former must have been the chief of the latter. 
Hence they were mentioned by different terms.

In this record too, we find another designation of 
chief KSy a s tha, mahSkaraft&hyqkaha. or great sii£jerintendent 
11. Above.
73. SB III. p.ISlff. U. 13-16.

— i j i d-r p .1 llf ■» ■ It* 61 i -



of the secretariat. We have the other wing of KUyastha
being expressive in terms of Karapa or Karanh.a as indicated
in the Sdilpur plate of KeSavasena.^4 Here the Karay* passed
the iand-grant chartex*, acting as the cleric of the Chief
Minister of the Senas. This function is also referred to
in the Mudanapfi^a plate of Vi£varflpdsena. ~fJ

Thus in ancient Bengal people of the KSyastha caste
were differently designated according to their rank and
functions. As far as our sources go their activities were
confined to the record-keeping and secretarial t isks, but
of course some members of this caste raâ already have taken
up other avocations.

Kielhorn has shown that K-.raya primarily denotes
‘a deed, a legal document' and cCarĵ iika ‘the writer of legal 

76documents',' but towards the latter part of our period
76 <1we find that Karaya was frequently used fb r jvj^agdka.

In the ^ena age the two terms, Karaya and K&:. astha seem to
denote the same people with little variation in their
occupation. Later on, the Karayas are heard of no more,

77and they were probably merged in the KSyasthas.
Vaiuyas.
A mythological story describes the origin of this caste. 

Once a VaiSya girl offered a drink to a thirsty sage, Gdlava
by name. The-̂ age was pleased and he bestowed on her the

7k. ibid. p.l21f. M  & -65.
75. loid. pp. 132-39. tb.59-60.
76.S.B8nKr3i. EI-IY- P.105.
76a. Banerji: Vanglar ̂ tihas. VI. (2nd.ed) p.305*
77* Bhattachar^a: Hi Cost os . Beets, pp *108-69
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boon that she would have a son, who when he grww up 
wou.d purify her foully. he replied that she was still 
unmurri d, and asked how she could hive a son. Then the 
-^age took her to his her itage. The other-^gcs, he rint 
of the prophecy of GSlava declared that the words of 
G&lava must be maintained. They in turn prophesied that 
Bhanvantari, the divine .hy si cia; w ula be bom of her.
Then they put a child made of /fudta grass on thi lap of 
the girl, and began to recite Vedic mantras. After a 
little while life was infused into the figure, ana a child 
wa© oorn.

The child was called by different names: Dha vantari 
acco ding to the prophecy of the -Cages, Vai dyu aa he was 
b rn after the recitation of the Veda, irbas.-’frha as he was 
bom on the lap of his mother (ainba). and Amyl Lgchar.y./a or 
Jhishaka. as he was taught nr die d, sciences by the sages.^ 
Although this is a mere myth, the modern VaiJyus refer to 
themselves by these different names.

In the light of modem research this mythica* story 
c mot stand. The Vslayas as a regular caste came into 
prominence after the Buddhist age, and not before.

The Valdya was later thought of us born of the union 
of a B ahmin father with a Vaiiya mother. Epigraphic 
records indicate thdw existence from the eighth century v.i).,

73. U.G. Gupta: ffati-tattva-Vgridhi . I. p.36.
79. MF30NKI. p.6.



when we first find the name Vaidya in some south Indian 
inscriptions specially belonging to a PS$£ya King. The

Vai&vaKa8iKhg-ffiafti. Valdya kula.
Their profession was not that of the physician, but 

they were versed in music, singing, oration and the 
Sdstras. \ Bengal insc iption similarly mentions such 
a caste. The BhSterA co per plate grant of King iSdnadeva 
dated eleventh century refers to one of hi3 ministers, 
the oattanlka Vana. Sli Kara as Vaidya-vamga-’uraaloa. the 
light of the Vaidya stock.

Mflhig.va or Kaivartas.
This is said to be a mixed c iste, born of a niah&da

Ahfather and an &./ogava mother. In the Bu^ohist age the 
Kaivartas formed a class by themselves. It was their 
occupation that led to the nomenclature of this caste, as
they were engaged in the act of fishing. >J

This caste was a low one. It may be that its members
tried at one time to uplift themselves from this humble
condition by violent means. During the reign of Mahip&la II,
under the le dership of their chief Divya they came to the
forefront, when they headed a revolt and defeated the PSla 
ruler.^

Velvikudi grant of Nedunja^aiyan, Madras Huseum plates
0*1

of ̂ atilavarrnan" and TnnSmaiai inscriptions of
Q

M&ranjadaiyan contain such terms as Valdya. Vaia.vakas.

80. El. XVII. pp.291-309 . 84. M.10/34
aste Jyste 9.
: dim a charlta of83. \34.3, ^ ^  p JW1Y.



Other Castes.
Other important castes of Bengal were T&lis. 

duvarpavanlka. Weavers, Carpenters, Potters, Goldsmiths,
B1 cksmiths, 8raziers, 8etel-caste (Tamvuli and B5rQ- 
:iioI belong to this caste, both are betel-growers and 
sellers), gardeners, wood-cutters, washermen, barbers, 
besides some fifty types of ant.va.1as.

A Jxorou h study of ach of these cast s in more 
recent times would reveal that the leading me bers of 
each caste have tried to defend and maintain its traditions, 
connecting it with the legendary and epic periods. Ma y 
of the casts publish journals in Bengali, which record the 
caste traditions, but such traditions have little if any 
historical value, and throw no light on conditions in 
our period.

The Suvar^avanlk caste is first referred to in ̂ nanda
Bha^Jis Ballala-Charitg. It is said that because of a

88personal grudge Ballalasena degraded this caste. Although 
th Baliala-churlta is fanciful and its historical value has 
been doubted by many scholars, yet so far as this caste 
is concerned, the King is said to be an arbiter of the 
caste status.

It is said that the cax*penter caste was formed out of
89the carpenter-gui d, although there is no definite 

evidence for this assertion. .ccoding to the :.akas they
88. Chap. XXII.

BhSrati. B.3. 1319. P.3B1.



lived together in one particular place known as carpenters' 
90

village. This was no doubt a factor in changing the guild
into a caste.

The potters like the carpenters formed the potter
91village according to the T&idkas. Both ci'afts were

employed by the K ngs of Bengal for drawing and making
92of images. The potters sometimes enjoyed royal

93patronage, and hence were called rfljakumbhakflra.
Potters, sculptors and the engiavors of copper plates 

formed an artist and artisan class in the historical period 
and were often collectively known as silolns. In the

QJ.Dtoodarpur collection we meet Dhjdtimitra, the; chief 
artisan (brathama llulika) of the district. It may be 
presumed that under the patronage of the Guptas the artisans 
flourished and had a reputable place in society. That is 
wh, this man Dhjitimitra no doubt occupied a foremost 
position in a local company of artisans. Also he was one 
of the representatives of this class in the district board 
of Fuy^iravardhana. In other inscriptions of the s^me
district we have further reference to such persons - the

95 9 6chief artisans Varadatta ^ and Matidatta. . Evidently the
voice of the leaders of this class carried weight in the
district administration.
iol if 1 n i? ..~ Ir r '91. 7 . ITI. p,281
92. Diksuits PahSrpur Excavation. AHASI. 1928-29. p.90.
93. J.V. p .290•
9b! SI.*1. N03! 13-19, 36, 39, PI. 1 & 2 . 1 .5 .
95. Ib id . Pl.U. 1.1*.
96. ibid. PI.5 . 1.5.
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In the pdla age these artists developed a great
creative genius. Two prominent artists DhTmHn and his

97 d-1”son Blta^Sla* According to the Tibetan source these
98two persons developed the Eastern School of Art. These

two men were born and brought up in V3rendra. Their style
and that of their followers were also .mown as the V&rendra 

99School.
It seems that there were many artists in the land of

100VSrendra. The DeopdrS inscription of Vijayasena 
contains a reference to an important artist of the day* 
RSnaka ScUapd^i* son of Bpihaspati, grandson od llah&d&sa 
and great-grandson of Dharma; he is given the epithet 
‘crest-jewel of the Guild ox* irtisans of Vdrendra'.

The importance of this artist class in the period 
from the Guptas to the Senas testifies to the growth of 
groups of people specialised in the cultivation of design. 
The rulers of the time favoured such people* even to such 
applied arti3ts as gardeners, who forme! a class by 
themselves and when they received royal favours they 
were known as rdjamdlakdra.101

We have other Bengali castes like Qattdha-Vaftifo.

97. Smith: Hlot,of Fine Art. p.305.
98. TSrdn&tha: History of Buadhism in India. (tr)$A.IV.p.10^ ,
99. Maitra: Introduction to Gauj.ar5.1amflla. p.VI.
100. $3. IT I. pp.U7-56. v .36.
101. 3f. V. p.292.



^anivaftik. K&isavaj^ik (brazier) etc. They together v/ith
the Till caste formed the bus ness class. In our period
we do not find these particularistic caste-names. The
only designations of such people attested in our sources
were greshfrhin. sdrthvSha and yySpdra.

In the Firidpur collection^1" the repeated mentions
103of some particular teims, V;/ da dra-Rd r apy u.v a in plate B 

and in pi ite C, Yyg.arapfoat6*4 Vya,>araya. VInl.vukta105 
and praOhgna-vygp^f -ara] seem to suggest that the Guptas 
favoured this business class. They were either the 
officials of the State looking after the interests of 
trade or they were the rep re sen tatives of the business 
class with seats in the local board.

V.v5a5ra is a Sanskrit v̂ ord, meaning occupation or 
business. In Bengali it is modified into Veadrl and 
denotes a merchant class. The various mentions of yy.flodra 
with its variations and derivatives su gest that trading 
class flourished, and that the leadin members of each 
caste or guild were very influential in the local admin
istration with seats on the ul strict board.

107In the Ddmadarpur collection the president of
] aQthe guild of merchants was known as Napcara-§reshthia.

102. Above.
103. ibid. 1.5.
10U. ibid. 1.3.
105. ibid. 1.5.
106. ibid. 1.9.
107. Rbove.
108. ibid. Pl.l. l.U.



In all the plates this me. chant clasQ appears to be in a 
flourishing position.

The point to be noted here is that the Vaidya or 
trading class was divided into many commercial corporations. 
It can be said that it was due to the development of 
trading facilities since the Mauya age, that this class be
came prominent.
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CHAPTER V.

CASTE FROM THE GUPTAS TO THE SENAS

The caste organisation of the Bengalis from the 
period of the Guptas to that of the Senas was in a very 
fluid state. The Bengalis had not then developed such 
social consciousness as was needed for the stratification 
of a rigid social order. But their professions, activities 
and daily movements seem to have moulded their society in 
a caste-wise direction. It will he found from what follows 
that it was not the conscious intention of different groups 
to encourage a rigid exclusiveness, hut the situation waa 
such as to produce a particularistic feeling akin to caste 
system.

Under Gupta rule there v/as a momentous development 
of Brahmanical ideas and an increase in the Influence of 
Brahmin. By the end of the period the Brahmihs appear to 
have heen the arbiters of social life nearly everywhere, 
probably because of the gradual decline of Buddhism and 
the patronage they enjoyed under the Guptas.

In Mauryan Bengal we cannot definitely define the 
position of the Brahmin, as there is no strong evidence 
for arguments about it. Their position was probably like 
that of the Brahmins of other regions in northern India. 
Brahmanical supremacy over Hindu society was temporarily 
checked by the strong current of Buddhism; but they were 
still a vital force in society. That is why, Brahmanism
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revived under Pushyamitra ^iinga.
For a prolonged period, approximately from the third 

century B.C. to the fourth century A.D. Buddhism appealed 
to the Bengalis more than Brahmanism# As Professor D# R. 
Bhandarkar says: 1 Bengal was first Sramanised and then 
Brahmanised*• Tn fact, we have no valid evidence about 
the caste structure of Bengal, if any, before the Gupta 
period# So, it is not far to seek why caste did not make 
its influence felt in Bengal at this time.

Evidently Bengal was not burdened by the rigid caste
system of the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries.
Moreover, the Buddhist idea of Saingha coloured the society
of Bengal. There was no caste in the Salngha at least in
theory# Buddhia accepted monks from all varpaff. The
Brahmins are in many places referred to in the gfgtakas.
Tney are depicted as holding their position through their
virtue and not through their social status. * It was the
Brahmin’s wisdom, knowledge of various cults and the spirit
of renunciation which in reality maintained his supremacy
in society rather than his arrogant desire for domination

2over other castes*•
The absence of sectarian hatred can be gathered from a

?3hdrpur copper grunt,^ dated Gupta era 159 (479 A.D.).

1. ARA3I• Xll.p.lil f.
2. Gal Review# 1931 Oct % ’afStaka-glea&ings bearing on ancient

Indian culture & civilisation” .
3* El.XX.pp. 59-64.



This shows t i&t although there was predominant 
rshaanical influence in Bengal under the Guptas the force 
of Buddhism end cfeinlsm was not lost. It states that on 
orthodox Braiimin Nffthaftarman and his wife RffrnI approached 
the didtrict Officer, the city-Councll, the district Board 
and the lecord-Keepers for permission to purchase land in 
North Sengal for the purpose of maintaining the worship of 
the Arhata («7ain TiAthafikara ■) ch was the fluid state of 
religion in Bengal. It was not irreligious for the ' uddhist 
to favour v ruhmanism, and it was not felt to be a violation 
of Brahmanical principals to lend some support to other 
faiths such as jainism as revealed in this record.

On the otto r side there was in some places the idea 
of Brahmanical predominance. The five DSmodarpur plate3 of 
the Gupta age^ show that some of the Brahmins regularly 
performed agnihotra rites and daily Vedic sacrifices, that tto 
they encouraged the erection of temples for installation of 
Brahmanical gods and that every officer from the rank of 
Governor (uparikgO to that of village-elders was expected to
pay respect to this priestly class.

5The Faridpur collection also furnishes similar 
information. Thanks to royal patronage the Brahmins were

4. Above 
5# Above



respectful to the government. Whenever they embarked
on a new religious project they first of all sought royal
sanction. Presumably one of their main motives for doing
so was to get financial support for it. A good mutual
relationship apparently existed between the government
and Brahmins, and the latter enjoyed many advantages in
return for their allegiance.

Kalidasa states that King Pjithu removed all
obstacles in the way of the Brahmin, and protected the
priests and aeceties from the robbers and thus set an6
example to his contemporaries. The Brahmins paid no toll

7at river-crossing. It was laid down that the discovery 
of any mines or hidden treasure should be immediately 
notified to the King, who would normally take their 
possession, but if Brahmins were the discoverers, the

g
treasure would go to them. After the death of a man
his property, if a legitimate heir was not discovered for
three years, would be transferred to the royal Treasury.
But in similar cases the King could bestow the whole

9wealth of a dead Brahmin on other Brahmins. All castes
except the Brahmin could sell meat, boiled rice, precious
stones, garments and s i l k s . T h e  King was the master of e]

Raghu vainSa. XVll.p.65.
7* Nffrada. XVlll.p.38.
8. ib id.Vll•pp•6-7*
9« Byihaspati.Xlll.pp.13-18.

10. LRBK.p.W.
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lands except those of the Brahmin.11 The King very often
12made gifts of milch cows or bulls to Brahmins, The

Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudra Gupta mentions the
King* s reverence for the Brahmin.1^ The 3anchi stone
inscription of Chandra Gupta II declares that the murder
of a Brahmin was a great offence.1** The Erdp pillar

15inscription of Budha Gupta proclaims that the Gupta Kings
v/anted the prosperity of the Brahmins together with that
of their other subjects. The King gave orders to his

16Officers to buy some land to be given to a Brahmin.
These references indicate the importance of the

Brahmins and the revival of Brahmanism under the auspices
of the Guptas. But it appears that such Brahmins came
into prominence not merely through# their caste, but through
their virtuous way of life and their learning, and some of
the characteristics of modern caste were absent in the
Brahmin groups of this period*

The Gupta records, especially those of Bengal show that
people of many classes supported the Brahmins by providing
for their settlement and life-long maintenance.

On the other hand the Brahmins did not always adhere
to their priestly calling, and they frequently changed their

17profession. In the DSTmodaspur collection, particularly

11. Gautama DharmafiSstra.Xl.l.
12. BrihatsaifthitQ.Xll.pp.15-16.
13. CII.p.8.
11*. ibid.p.32.
15. ibid.p.90.
16. EI.XXlll.p.52ff•
17. Above
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in the third and fifth grants people of this caste are 
mentioned as occupying a high position on the district 
"board, and they evidently acquired riches hy other means 
than the priestly profession.

The DhanSidaha plate of the time of Kum5ra Gupta
18I. shows that the Brahmin donee referred to was a rich

man, who bought with his accumulated wealth land with which
to endow another Brahmin belonging to the priestly class.
Thus the record indicates that everal persons with names sue]
as 3ivafiarman, NSgaSman and Deva^anpan who were obviously
Brahmins were members of the district board.

19Prom the Faridpur collection it appears that
8j*ihacca££a was a Brahmin member of district administration
(1st grant) , and another Brahmin, Gopalasv5min was in
charge of custom-duties (2nd grant). In the third grant
Bh5radv5j& Brahmins are referred to as the owners of both
cultivated and uncultivated lands.

In the GhugrahSti copper plate inscription of 
20SamScharadeva the Brahmins donor, SupratlkasvSmln is 

evidently a rich man having money enough to offer donation 
to another Brahmin.

The above picture is an indication to us that the 
Brahmin should be thought of as a class rather than a caste 
they returned the nomen&kture, Brahmin, but did not firmly

18. El. XVlll. pp. 3If5-U8.
19. above
20. EI.XVlll.pp.71+-86.
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-  21retain their vocation. The TipperSh plate of Ldkanatha

states that the Brahmins were given plots of land in a
region close to a dense forest where ferocious animals
walked at large. Thus it may be presumed that the Brahmins
lived in that dangerous district in order to make their
livings, and we may believe that as far as their day to day
activities were concerned they acted like the Kshatriya.
Brahmins were even sometimes found to descend to the position

22of leather merchant or shoe-maker. Narada prescribes that
a Brahmin should take up the profession of a VaiSya in time 

23of emergency, and the rules of apaddharma gave scope to the 
Brahmin to follow many professions.

On the other hand some castes regularly adhered to their 
functions. The copper plates mentioned above show that the 
KSyasthas, merchants, (Sresfrhin), and traders (sgrthavgha) 
etc carried on their respective professions over several 
generations.

Secretarial and clerical tasks were entrusted to the
KSyasthas. We were not s u re  v/hether by the Oupta age the
KSyasthas had become a caste, but their attachment to a
particular family profession hints at their development as a
caste, although perhaps in a rebeMous form.

2iiIn the Damodarpur collection ^ we are told that the 
officer in charge of records of VSr&ndra was known as 
?rathama-Xgyastha. We have the names of Sambapdla |plates 
I d  2), ViprapSla (plate !*) , and SkandapSla (plate 5) as
sue cesslve holders of this post. The fact that all these
21. ibid.XV.pp.301-15 ~~ 2h. above
22. NSradd- Smfiti.I.pp.60-63.
23. NSrada Smpiti.pp. 56.61.
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names end in pSlas. which is the typical surname of modem 
Kgyasthas, suggests that this profession was confined to a 
hereditary group.

25In the Faridpur collection Nayasena, who was in
charge of the district administration, is styled ffyeshfrha-
Kffyastha (plat©3 B A C )• The terms Prathama and flyeshtha
prefixed to KSyastha are indicative that they occupied a
high position in the local society.

The mercantile class during the Gupta period had also
26some status. In the Ddmodarpur plates (Nos.1,2,4,4 5)

such a business magnate or President of the guilds is known
as Nagara-Sreshfrhln probably represented i® the various
guilds or corporations in the town or the rich urban
population. The board also contained another member of the
trading class, known as the 3grthav5ha, the chief merchant
representing various trading communities. As there were
thus two representatives from the business class, it may be
presumed that their functions were separate, and that this
class had a strong voice on the local board.

27In the Faridpur collection we meet other men from 
business circles, probably occupying a lower position than 
the former group. They were Vyapgraya~Kgrap<feiya (plate B ) 
and Vygpgrapfara. Vygpgraya vlniyukta and ^radhdna vydp
(Plate C) • The network of rivers throughout Bengal and the
25* above
26. above
27. above
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proximity of the Bay of Bengal perhaps encouraged trade 
in diverse commodities.

In any case the evidence indicates the development of 
a merchant classnore or less under the patronage of Guptas. 
But there is no evidence of any clear-cut development of a 
merchant caste. Nor do we find that the guilds were taking 
on the character of castes at this time. It is therefore 
fair to say that Bengal of this period had a definite 
class-struct&idrf, but that there is no evidence of the 
development of caste or castes in the stricter sense^ at 
this time.

Relating to intermediate and lower castes and classes 
we have few records in the Gupta period. From the 
Dgmotkirpur plates (Nos. 1 A 2) it appears that the 
government recognised the importance of the artisan class 
which was represented on the local board of the district 
administration. There may have been representatives of this 
class on other boards also. IN any case it is evident that 
the ?r a t ha r. a -Infill ika or chief of the artisans, was a 
significant figure in local society.

The Ssstra-literature of our period helps to elucidate
the class-structure, rather than the caste-stratifieation,
of the society. Only the four Varpas, Brahmins, Kohatriyas,
VaiSyas and StwL&ras are mentioned with occasional references
to ajfew occupational groups like cobblers, gold-smiths,
silversmiths, etc. The four classes are referred to in

    .28  ;
many contexts, such as the formation of guilds: - which class

28. B£ihaspati. X111.13.
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would have a place in a joint guild, what would the final
position of a partners death if he be a Brahmin, Kshatriya,

29VaiSya etc., what could be the prodedure to be followed
in Requisition of property according to the four traditional

30class-wise system; what would be the fate of any
issueless person in case of his death and ownership of his
property^ and what would be the royal share over a dead man* s
property and its variation according to the grades of the

/ 32Brahmin, Kshatriya, VaiSya and Sddra.
These texts refer to 'raufcerous types of craftsmen, such

as goldsmiths, silversmiths, blacksmiths, weavers, stone-
carvers, wood-cutters and leather-workers who must have their

33respective equal share in their craftship.
A fully developed caste system is nowhere evident from 

the Gupta records, as we have seen. Only picture we have 
is the rise of Brahmanism* The Guptas did not bother much 
for the social development on a sound basis, as there is no 
strong evidence.

The Pglas and the other Social groups
The pglas„though Buddhists maintained the precepts of

/
the Hindu SSstras and, as we have seen, claimed to be 
supporters of the system of the four varpas. During their 
rule the Brahmins enjoyed their patronage, as they did 
during that of the Guptas. The post of Chief Minister
29. ibid.lh-17.
30. Nffrada I.51-5U#
31. ibid.X111.51.
32. Gautama. XI.I.
33. Byihaspati. XIII.33-37.
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aeoignated as âc.n.ivg. or !.iantrl. was generally confined to 
the Brahmanical group. Ultimately it became practically 
hereditary. The family of the BraJutin Oargo-occupied it

* <»l
from the days of Dharaapdla to those of NGrSy^papala#

. , Brahxin author ofAccording to Chaturbhija, the
Harlc.harl.tfit his ancestors hid received from Dharoapala
special favour and giants of lands for the performance of \
Vedic Sacrifices, for the construction of temples and for
the study of the HinciU scriptures.^-"

The KMliapur copper pi »te of Bharmapaia^^ records
the gift of a piece of land for setting up the image of
Bhagavdn Now^i-Mrfiya^a in the temple at 3ubhaatha^i and
for entertaining Brahmin worshippers. The konghyr plate
of Devapfila^ records that a whole village, lesika by
name, was donated to u Brahmin named Vihekarata ^i$sa.

■2
The 3adalf.pillar inscription of N&rSyagapftla"' goes on 
to say that the Pflla emperor Surap&la (Vigrahap&lal) t ok 
his seat, just as the disciple does before his preceptor, 
beneath the scat of Kedara MlSra of a Vdrendra Brahmin 
famil , and lowered his royal head in order to receive 
his blessing and to be sprinkled with sanctified water.
In the Jihfigalpur copper plate*^ of this King we find that 
Ndrfiyapap&la don ted the village of «fuku$ika in Tix̂ obhulrti

34. Kamauti cp of Vaidyadeva. El. II. p.350; BSngarh cp 
of Mahipala I. J\SB. r,XI. p.77.

35. Sastri: .MZSEL* 
Nepal. I. p.134.

36. KI. IV. p.243.
37. ^a . XXI. p p .253-57*
36. El. II. pp.160-67.
39. d . XV. p.304.
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(modern Tirhut) to Gurava Mi^ra, a member or the 
same family, for the management of a 3iva temple and 
the study of the 5aiva doctrine. The 3elwa plate of 
Mal&p&la states that the King offered three localities 
in ^up^ravardhana to a Brahmin named SflvadhSradevaSarman. 
This plate (no.B) of Vigrahapala III*'1 records the gift 
of a village in Pupdravardhana in favour of a Brahmin 
^aySnandadev^arman. In the Amgachi grant of this 
King we notice another P&la grant in favour of a 
Brahmin, Khod&ladevaSarm an.

These tire enough to show that the personal religious 
views of the P&las did not exercise much influence, 
except in rare cases, over their State policy. The 
rise of Brahmanism from the time of the Guptas onwards 
went on unchecked, and the Brahmins'religious doctrines 
were in most cases accepted by t:ie i-£ la rulers.
Moreover, their supremacy, as in the d ys of the Guptas 
was due to their religious mode of living, and not 
to their top-ranking position in the caste-hierachy•
In general, the supremacy of the Brahmins must have been 
due, as it is today in orthodox circles, partly to 
the weight of tradition, and partly to the fact that 
only the Brahmins could perform essential xn&xxxixitxxi 
magico-religious rituals which were essential for the 
social and spiritual welfare of the ordinary Hindu#.
They were supreme in this sense and not because of their
piety exactly. _______  __  _______
Ul. ibid. pp.9-13.
U2. ibid. XV. p.293.



During this period the Brahmin did not exercise 
overlordship over the other castes. Perhaps the reason 
was that the Buddhist idhaa of the Pdlas did not 
encourage the development of strong caste feelings.
Of course, there was mild influence oX’ the £U£u, 
ourohita and anna;;5si over their subordinates; 
but it was now so expressive as it is today*

hxIn such inscriptions as the Kh&limpur plate, ^ 
the Belwa plate (no B ) ^  and the Smgachhi plate of

hRVigrahap&la ^ we find reference to different classes 
such as Brahmin and Kshatriya, modem caste names 
such as KSyastha, Mdhisya and reference to low castes 
such as Medas and Ch&j$fiias* The Kshatriyas generally

jV-H dkc vî Uyî Ko
were put in charge of high posts like muh&~pratih&ra 
(minister in c arge of peace and war) ma.h3-oratihar^
(keeper of the frontiers) and / ahdsen&pati (Oo..,;najridcr-in
chief of the array).

The engravers of the plates of the PSlaa* land
1,6grants are often mentioned by name which indicates 

that they enjoyed a respectable place in society.
Other artisans included carpenters,4^ stone-masons,*4̂

ho 50potters, and woou-catters etc.

43. ibid. IV. p.243.
44. ibid. XXIX. pp.9-13.
45. ibid. XV. p.293ff.
46. Bfingarh plate. XIV. pp.324-330.1.62; .Tmgachhi pi. 

ibid. XV. p.293ff.47. Badal ins. ibid. II. p.l60f.
48. JASB. IV. pp.101-102.
49. Smgachhi pi. above.
50. MahShfili cp. JASB. LXIX. p.68.



The mention of the Brahmin* Kshatriya* KSyaetha, 
and some minor castes may be taken as the indication 
of a well-developed caste system under the Pal&s.
But a thorough scrutiny of the sources reveals that

yjL
cast* hierarchy was in a veryAb<£ulous form. There 
is no d&ar proof or authentic eci~enee that men of 
any specific caste received special favour or 
appiintments fi om the Pfilas. Had the Pdlas h rboured
the rigid caste prejudices of later days, they might

/

not have appointed a SGdra like Divyn in high 
administrative rank. This Kaivurta chief was a high 
official under the Pfilas.

Sipnif icance of the Kaiyarta revolt.
The revolt of Ifivya has been interpreted wrongly.

It is generally said that it was due to the social 
injustice done to fche Kaivartas that they rose in arms. 
But our only authority, SrmdhyS Karonaadr*s .dmaciiarlta. 
says nothing of this sort. It is through a mis
statement of Hml~ • 3astri on Rfimacharita that later 
students have gathered this false idea. Sastri accuses 
Mahfpfila II of misconduct towards his subjects in 
general and the Kaivartas in particular. His 
statement runs thAsj

*&ffahipala by his impolitic acts incurred the 
displeasure of his subjects.... The Kaivartas were

51. Sastri (.U): Sandl ya^ara Nandi's Kflmachar ita. V.3&.
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smarting under agression of the King. Bhimu, the son
of Rudoka, taking advantage of the popular discontent

52led his Kaivurta subjects to rebellion.'-'
The Rdm.-,..charita makes no mention of the discontent 

of the sub ects, nor do we find that this revolution had 
a popular character, Sastri is also mi taken when he 
says that Bhfma was the leader of the revolution. Divya 
became the King of VSrendra after the overthrow of Mahfpdla 
After him his brother Rudoka became King, and he was 
succeeded by his son Bhffima. So Bhima was the third in 
succession and ca not be described as the leader of 
the revolution at all. Moreover, Sastri has no basis for 
the statement that the Kaivartas, led by Bhfma rose in 
arms against the oppression of the King. But the 
RtoaCharita*6 statement and its commentator's elucidation 
do not tally with Sastri'b remarks. The former refers 
to an winf11 karambha." an impolitic act of Mahlp&la II
and the commentator explains this as millt-ananta-s&mant^-

»*chakram. implying that the revolt as due to the intrigue 
of a large number of his vassals, and the ning obsessed 
with the traditional valour of the f&las maue a dash 
attack on the rebels, disregarding the advice of his 
ministers. This was the anXtikarafnbha of the King.

* 4-Why VSrendra was lost to Hahlp&la is also explained 
in the R3macharita. This was due to the King's dumnava
or wrong policy and his (yuddha-)v.v asana or passion for

g|.................    Vwar." This evidence does not indicate that Mahlpfila II527 1
53. RC. C.I. V.37.5k. ibid. V.22.



ill-treated his K ivarta subjects or gave them any 
justifiable occasion for their rising.

Under the P§las# rule thex»e lived all ainds 
of peoples, belonging to different classes and castes. 
The Kaivartas only constituted a email fraction of 
the subjects of the £lilas. If the ding ill-treated 
his subjects, why did this particular sectio revolt 
and not the whole population?

Thus it appears that this revolt had no social 
significance, and should in no way be characterised 
as a Kaivu ta revolt. There is no proof to show that 
the Kaivartas formed a discontented cla s a*:on,, 
the subjects of the Pdlas. Secondly, it was not a 
popular and widespread movement. There is no real 
indication th t the people or a particular caste 
liAe the Kacvartas actively p& ticipated in it. It 
was a mov ment led by a eonfeder tion of vassals, as 
revealed in the statement uillt-ananta-a&nanta-cha^ra. 
Thirdly, Divya was not a o ular leader. Thers, is 
no evidence in the Rtoacharlta that he was elected 
King by the people. Because of his high position 
in the State and his thorough inowledge with the inner 
politics of the PSla©*empire, he took advantage of 
this revolt headed by factitious vassals. He 
forcibly occupied the throne of VS re d a and it was
not offered to hi by the people. He Is described
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as an enemy who too.: away ‘RSmapSla's beautiful
fatherland' Two adjectives are attached to his
name: dasyew, ('bandit') and upfidhivrati(*one
whose vows are mere pretexts') which may imply that
he snatched away the throne from the victorious vassals
by false pretences. Finally, revolt is not an
unco mon feature of history. Sue 1 revolts have
occurred in the history of every state. The Hdmacharito
has desc ibed Divya's revolt as a ire calamity qhich

57wrapped the State in darkness.-" It was anlka clharna- 
viplava^ (complete destruction of the laws of war and 
the military code'). It was bhavas.ya daa-oa^“"fta 
calamity to the world').

From the time of the Guptas we have noticed the 
gradual rise of Brahmanie influence. With the rule 
of the Chandras, Varmans and Sen s orthodox Brahmanism 
obtained full state support from the Kings nd there 
v/as a fur trier inci’ease in rise of Bî ahma ical 
influence over the i*elig!ous and social aspects of 
imperial administration. In the Sena records v;e find 
that the designation purohita changed into mahg-ourshlta 
fi st occasionally and then regularly; priests under 
the various names - 3gntig-:3rlka. gflnti arearddhi I ta.

55* ibid. V.31 59* ibid. V,27* Ths*t such revolts
56. ibid. V.38- or occasional outbursts happens
57* ibid. V.22. in some states of North India h
58. ibid. V.2U. been vivedly described in the

Dacca University,Jltudlea I.Mo P-
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Sgntivarlka and r3-1a-~>andita - were appointed for
60performance of various religious rites.

We find also some evidence of the conditi n of
61other classes. The DeopdrS inscription mentions

the silol-class, the chief of which was RSLyaka. There 
was a good understanding between them and the royal 
auth rlties.

With the passage of ~ime we find that the social
itiaosphere of Bengal was gr-aduaxly being surcharged

62with the orthodox system. The Ballala Chari ta ““ tells
how the King Ballalasena dealt very badly with the
fevarpavapik caste and excommunicated its members

63from respectable society. We find that in the 
society of the times there was a division between 
higher and lower castes, ana the latter did not 
occupy an important position either socially or
oiitically.

Bhctvadeva also sh ws the rigid society of Bengal 
during the Senas1 regime. He gives us a lisv® of low 
castes with whom the Brahmins of the age did not 
maintain close relationships, never inter-dining, 
mixing with them fr ely or inter-marrying, and whose
profession was disliked by the Brahmanlcal society*
6 0 I RUB. I. p.231 ~
61. SB III. p.U2ff.
62. (ed) Sastri: Ch. XXIII.
63* Ch. VII. of this thesis.
6h. PrSyalchitta Prakaraga. p.60ff; 3ava-s3takSdaftca

I3 r  aka 1
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These we re mainly members or the artisan class 
including the nafra. nartaka. tihiSxiakn. chitra^allvl. 
raxL,o,>aJIvl ■ svaî ftukSlra. karmakgra. and other castes 
like the ĵ oua (milkmen), and narasundara (barber) 
including the Sh&£$&las and nedas.

Not all of these were to be Kept completely 1\ om 
contact with the upper classes of society. The 
artisan classes were employed by the so-called caste 
Hindus. But Bhavadeva points out that urdyaScnitta 
purification) must be carrlecj^n by them after the lower 
classes left the room or pa ce. Of coû  se inter
dining and inter-marriage w e forbidden between higher 
and lower castes. Men of the upper castes could
follow the funeral procession of one of inferior social

(u'status, but should not touch with dead, and if they 
did so, the,/ should bathe in the Ganges for purification. 
If there be no close relatives of a dead person of a 
lower caste, men of a higher caste could carry the 
funeral bier or help in carrying it. But this was a 
rare case ox* emergency. In such circumstances the 
bearer was to be purified after three days. The 
Chu$££ilas and me das were totally outcast. No question 
of inter-dining^ social contact or inter-marria e with 
them could therefore arise at all.

Thus the social order was gradually becoming 
hardened during the rule of the Senas.. Clear-cut
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divisions were arising between one c_;Ste and another 
and society was moving towards the rigid orthodoxy 
of later centuries.

The castes of the aoya,! fa: i ui; 3 of Bengal 
If it be accepted that caste ideas were gradually 

being formed during our period, it s likelt that the 
ruling dynasties exhibited some favour towards certain 
castes or caste-like divisions. From this and other 
evidence we can suggest the caste to which they 
belonged, although our arguments may not always be 
definite and conclusive.

(a) Caste of the ?31as 
The PSlaB were Buddhists. Buddhism did not 

theoretically suy/port caste. But religion is one 
thing and the social order another. A VaiiSya might 
be Bu .dhist, Saiva or Vaish$ava. Change of religious 
views did not necessarily always change the caste of 
the person concerned. Even 1 the copper grants it 
is stated that the PSlas defended the caste system 
as it was in those days. It may be that they
inherited or unconsciously adopted ideas ;f their 
predecessors, who were Hindus and who were accustome d 
to the Hindus* caste institutions.

Our sources of information inuieate that the 
i'31as* caste showed a gradual evolution. T§r5nfltha

w i i | i m ii« i »  ■  . M O m  ii      ii '« i .  - i in ' . - . . M i * — m m  ■ n n i »i . i i i i i  » - ■  ' i w — » ■ r* .mum

65. Monghyr cp. El. XVIII. p.304. v.5.



says that Gopftla was born at Pu$$ravardhana of a
beautiful Kshatriya woman who was in liason with a 

66tree-god* according to the o thodox caste theory,
from the marriage of Kshat,iya with a member of another

ofcaste or anybo y^unknown orig n other than a Brahmin
the resulting i sue is to be considered as Sddra,

Further evidence to strengthen this conclusion
is that the KMlimpur plate of Dhunnapfila^ tells us
that the Pdla family spra g from Dayitavish#u who
was known as $arva-vidy5vad5ta (sanctified by all
sorts of knowledge)* It appears thar Dayitavishnu
belonged to an educated plebian family, whic was
neither Brahmin nor Kshatriya, and which might well
have been Sfl&ra.

Further, it may be argued in support of this
theory that the P&las went so far as to appoint a
3fldra like Divya in au. important administrative post.
Moat administrative officers were generally confined
to the Brahmins• We have seen already th.it the post
of Chief Minister was practically the monopoly of the
Brahmins. Why were the PSlas so well disposed to this
oGdra? Divya belonged to a low caste, the Kaivartas.
He was described as a D&syu ° only, presumably because
6 6 . Schiefner"Ctr)~Qeschichte aes Buddhl sinus in India. 

P.195.
67. El. iv. p.21*7.
68. Sastri (ed): R&macharlta. v.3S.
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he revolted, ferhaps the tradition of the PSlas*
3ddra origin had led them to offer a responsible
t,ost to this mn.

This identification is not certain, "but only
speculative, and in the absence of definite evidence
we c nnot rely on this argument.

69In the Kh&llmpus plate we have three mines of 
Dharmap&la's ancestors - GopSla, his father;
Vapyfia, his grandfather and Dayitavishju, his great
grandfather. Vishnu the name-ending of Da„itavishnu, 
was a Brahmin title found among the ancient Bengalis. 
In the Dhan&idaha plate of KumSrd Gupta I we meet 
a Ben all Brahmin donor whose name ends in - vishiju.^ 

The probable reason for Brahmins having i.aiaes 
ending in Vishnu is that Vishnu is the name o a Hinuu 
god. N turally a Brahmin may take such a name, 
since he regards himself as the incarnation of god.

Thi evidence rather suggests the Brahmin origin 
of the P&las. Another argument also ^oints to such 
an origin. \\

So$$haia, the Gujardti poet of the eleventh 
century A.D. states thxt Dha.;mabelonged to the 
family of liand̂ djfd (Mfindh&tf Vamf da). ̂  Some
Brahmin rincescf Broach belonged to this vaml&a. ~̂
69. above.
70. E l .XVII. pp.3U5-U8. ln this pi *te too, we find 

another person with a name ending in - vishnu who 
was a village-chief.

71 El. XII. p.197.
12. ibid.



In verse Li of the KhSiimpur plate DharmapSla 
described himself as Mdndhfita. So the Brahmanical 
origin of the P&las is also suggested by these 
ar.uments.

Against the theories of the 3ddra and the 
Brahmanical origin of the P&las there is ample 
testimony to identify them with the Kshatriyas.

Firstly, we have seen that according to Tdr&n3tha 
Gopdla was born of a Kshatriya lady who was supposed 
to have been in union with a tree-god. In Hindu 
tradition the Kshatriyas because of their valour were 
loved by the gods themselves* It is wê .1 known th t 
the gods have no caste. So, if we are to determine 
the caste of Gopdla, the founder of tho r&la dynasty, 
it should be judged acco ding to the c iste of his 
mother. Secondly, tie Kava^i grant of Vaiayadeva,^ 
a feudatory of KumfirapSIa, speaks of Vigrahapala III 
as Varise mlhiras.va .iStavdn* implying born in the 
solar race and in the commentary of the Rfimacharita.^® 
DharmapSla was said to have come from the s a, samuclra- 
kuia-dloa. In the light of these two traditions the 
Kshatriya origin of the PQlus can be suggested.

73. El. II.p.350.
lh. Memoirs of JASB.III. No.l. pp.20-21.
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75P.Sen has tried to show th.̂ t samadrakula denotes

also 3Qr.ya-kula* the solar race, as 3ar:.udra was born
out of Sflrya. He back a this with a quotation from
the :Hifen3.yafta. that the S^aadra was the kinsman
of RSnachan-.ra, who also belonged to the solar race
of Kshatriyas# Furthermore, he says that SSUcura
(r Samudra) is one of the 108 names of Sdrya, the 

77sun.' ' Therefore, samuura-Kula means sdr.va-kala and 
vice versa. Hence the Pfllas were the Kshatriyas.

Finally, the commentar, or a HkjQl manuscript 
of the A^JasShaarika Ppa.ln&p&r&ffli ta» written by 
Haribhadra in the reign of DharmapSla, speaks of 
the latter as .Rfl.1 abi.at-Sdi~Varai&a-oatita. ̂  being 
descended from a family of which R&jabhaja was the 
first. There are some difficulties in saying that
MJabhaJa was the founder of the family, as the

79Khdlimpur plate states otherwise, that Da.,itavishiju
was its originator# Attempts have been made to i dent if;
RSjabhaJa with RSjardja bhata, son of DevaK.ha$ga of

80the Khadga dynasty of Bengal. Thl3 identification 
may not be correct. It implies thdt the Khadga rulers
73. PracjLin Vdn^alir Vurpaveda. p.19.
76. LankS kfî da. Ch. XIX W . 30-31.
77. Mahdbhdrata. Ch. Ill# p#152.
78. VI. I. p . lii.02.
79. above.
80. JASB. 1923. XIX. pp.378-9.
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were warlike and the Pfllas were their worthy followers,
and were Kshatriyas.

All the above arguments concerning the orig ns 
of the PSlas are largely based on surmise and none 
of them is strong enou$i to be conclusive. In the 
same way as efforts have been made to show that the 
rSlas were Brahmins or Kshatriyas, on the basis of

Qi
*dn-i-rtkbarl we can pronounce that the PSlas 
belongs to a KSyeth family, thit is, that they were 
Kdyasthas. But this cannot stand without any sound 
proof*

(fc) Caste of the Senas 
The ienas came t Bengal fxom Kamflja in South 

India* The Deopdrd insc iption of Vijayasena^ 
connects the Sena family with Vlrasena and others, who 
were inhabitants of Dhfirw&r.^ We have the same

8kaccount in the MddhSinagak grant of Lakshmayasena.
‘In the family of Vlrasena, which had become 

illustrious through the legends recorded in the 
Purdy as was born d&nantasena» the head-garland of the 
clan of the KamaJa-Kshatriyas.9

(Df the connection between the Senas of Bengal 
and other Senas of KarnSJa be proved in this way on 
the basis of original records we can say with precision 
that the former Senas had changed their religious views.

81. (ed) Blochmann db Jarrett: II. p.lkS.
82. #B. III. pp.U6,50. n
83. Dharwar is located in Lat 15 30* Long 7k 39 of

Bombay (El.XVII. p.117).
QI. r r t    i /-\ i-irr
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Originally they 'belonged to the 3ain, then to the 
3aivaf and at las. to the Vaiahnava sect.

is-Jn the Mulsund inscription of South India we have 
such Semi-names as Kanakasena, who was described as 
TainSchSryya# Similar references to Jaina leaders 
such as Ajltarcna and Brahmasena are derived respect
ively from the grfivan Belgola0  ̂and Invar insciiptioSZ. 
Ail these places :re near DMrwSr. So we can draw 
the conclusion that most of the loca Sena families 
were ZTain. It has already been  ̂roved thofvirusena, 
the predecessor of the Senas, come from this region. 
Therefore it is probable that the first of the Senas 
of Bengal were #ain in faith. Later on, they became 
3aiva. The epithet , - a r a tea - m She &v a r a among the 
official titles of both Vijayasena and Ballajsena 
points to their gaivu faith and the other titles 
paramo-vai shpava or oarama-iiHrasimhu adopted by 
Lakshmanasena are indications of his Vaiahnarlam.0

Similarly, with the changes of their religious 
devotion the Senas of Bengal underwent modification 
in their caste. These changes make it difficult to 
determine the actual caste of the Senas.

The most popular view as to the Senas' caste
was that they were Brahma-KsUatrlyas. This term
f?.Tr:Tn; , <rw3--------------------- ------- --------
86. ibid. V. p.171.
87. 3 u XIX. p*272.
88. Govindapur cp. SB. III. p.92; Bhowal cp. h i . XXVI. 

p • If •
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implies that the. were both Brahmin and Kshatriya. In

89the Jeopdra inscription Stoantasena is described as
such. Yet, it seems strange to us how one person
cou~d belong simultaneously to two ca3tes. A ruler
3hould be either Brahmin or Kshatriya.

The term .ray be interpreted as implying that
they at first were Brahmin and then changed to a

90martial caste.
That they were originally Brahmins is also 

su j ested by tlt*4£ Brahma-vfidl. adopted by SSmantasena 
It is applicable to one who interprets the Vedas,

91In this respect the MfldhSinagar plate is helpful.
It states that frequently the Sena princes 4made 
preparations for sacrifices (kratu) befetting a 
conquest of the three worlds and thereby checked 
the priests serving in the Sfssional sona sacrifices 
of the gods.9

Here both the functions of the Brahmin and the 
Kshatriya are evident. The word Brahmavaul probably 
indicates that Stoantasena was as much Brahmin as 
Kshatriya.^2

Thus the Senas began as Brahmins by caste and 
then due to taking up military activities were known 
as Kshatriyas.

In the MScihSinagar grant Sflmantasena is
TST.— aEove.---------------- -------------------------
90* JB. III. op.hh fn.3* Appendix p. 192.
91. ibid. pp.109-110,113. v.3.
92. ibid. p.51. fn.l.
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described as belonging to the •Karnaja-Kshatriyas*
Reference to one of his military exploits is found

94in the DeopdrS inscription, which states that in
the battle-field be brought about the killing of the
wicked destroyer of the Lakshml (wealth) of Karndtd.
This ruling capacity and conquering zebi bespeak the
Kshatriya caste, 3&mantasena#s forefathers were
3aid to oc so many lords who established paramount
supremacy over parts of the earth, Particularly,
tho KajmdJa Sena prince Vikramdditya (probably of
the Chdlukyas) led frequent Kshatriya-like campaigns
against the princes and chieftains of Bengal and

96Assam about 1063 A.D. The crossing of the
Narmada and the Vindhyas by Vikramaditya was a

97memorable feat. It is enough for putting the
Senas within the fold of the Kshatriyas,

Attempts have been made to show that the Senas
98v/ere either K8yasthas or Vaidyas. But these are

mere speculative theories based, not on the original
records, but on the Kula.i Is. later Sanskrit books
which have no historical value in their accounts.
a ,.,- .   ■ ----------------------------------------       — -------- ----------
93* ibid. pp.110,113, v.4.
94. above, v.8,
95. Barr^ackpore cp of Vijayasena. Ibid. pp.61-62,

64. V.3.96. Devanagore Ta$la ins. SC. nos. 2 & 3; Sudi ins. 
El. XV. p .86, 97-99. 104; Kelawadi ins. El.IV.
p.262.

97. Bombay Gazetteer. I. pt.II. p.45^.
98. SfidhflrapT. B.3. 1280. p.56. VI.II. Introduction.
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Si ^ iL3&

Our knowledge about the Hindu marriage system and 
rituals connected with it can he derived from the 
*aavalayana Gytoasfltra.1 Pro. ancient to modern times
the system underwent a gradual evolution, giving rise to 
the eight forms of marriage: (l) Brflhma, (a) Daiva,
(3) Ir$a# (b) PrSJSpatya, (5) R&kjasa (6) Ssura (7)
GSndharva ( i ) Pal &Scha.
1* Br&hma:

It is said that the god Brdhma introduced this 
practice. The father of the girl was aaiced to offer the 
hand of his daughter to a meritorious and noble-charactered 
young man, versed in the Vedas.

.aiva:
In this marriage the daughter was offered by her 

father to a priest who acted as the performer of a 
sacrifice on the father's behalf.
3. "I’fa:

Here the bridegroom offered two bullocks to the 
lady's father for religious purposes. 
k. PraJtautya:

In this marriage the bridegroom himself asked the 
girl's father for the hand of his daughter. The father 
Judged the efficiency anu fitness of his would-be son-in-law,

1. 1,6.
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and if he was satisfied he settled the marriage.
5 • R3kgasa:

In this type of marriage the girl was forcibly 
carried aw a,; against her will from the custody of her 
father or guardian.
6 . ffsura;

This was purely marriage by purch .se. The father 
or the guardian of the girl was given a certain amount 
of money as a reward for hia consent.
7* OfLdharva:

In this form of marriage bridegroom and bride settled 
the marriage between themselves, on their own Initiative 
without waiting for the parents1 permission. There ax*e 
many' examples of such marriages in the Bdaflyaya and 
the i-ahdbhgrata. The Sva.vamvara max*riage was another form 
of the cifindharva. In this ceremony there was an assembly 
of suitors for a single beautiful girl. The latter with a 
garland in her hand proceeded towards th menfolk and 
placed it around th^neck of the suitor of her own choice. 
Sometimes an adventurous task was performed by a suitor 
in the resence of many Kshatriya spectators, and the 
girl offered the garland to the victor and selected him as 
her husband.

s. 4LU£SSM:
This Is a forrj of marriage in which women were 

ravished while* they were aal ;g , intoxicated or senseless.
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Such practice must have prevailed among the people who 
had not developed a social consciousness, when there was 
the chaotic order in the State.

Among the SmyitikSras or our historical period 
Gautama and Vishnu are worthy of mention. N.C. Sen Gupta 
points out that Gautama recognised the first four forms 
of marriage, hut of the others did not mention RSl§asa, 
Pai&3cha only referring to G&ndhai'va and Asura. This
shows that G&n&harva and jtsura were at the time fighting

2lor their recognition in the society.”
3Viahju on the other hand gave all the eight forms 

of marriage in the following order, presumably according 
to his doice:-
(i) Br&hma, (2) Duiva, (3) ftrga, (U) Prdjdpatya, (5) 
G&ndharva, (6) Asura, (7) R&kgasa, (8) Pais&cha. Of these 
the first six he describes Pharma or legitimate and the 
last two kdharma or illegitimate.

The £r§a form of marriage has been interpreted 
by many scholars as marriage by purchase.^ But actually 
this is Asura marriage. Whatever controversy and 
alternative interpretations of these two forms there may 
be, we have a> example of marriage by purchase in our period.

cThe gr&j stone pillar inscription of Samudra Gupta" 
states that he married DattadevI, his virtuous wife and

2 • FAIL. p.85.
3. ibid. p.86. .......................
U. ibid. p.83.
5. GI. p.21.
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the price (datta-^ulka) paid for her was his manliness, 
bravery and chivalry. In other words, but for his
adventurous career he might not have won her as a wife,

6In the Udayagiri cave inscription of Chandra Oupta II
we r aci: J... bought with money of (whose) prowess (the
earth), in which (all other) .princes were humiliated by
the slavery (imposed on them by )'.

On whether the RSkgasa and the Pai33cha forms of
marriage were actually practised in Bengal we have no
evidence except scattered references in legal texts and

7nibandhas. It is laid down in Byihaspati that a man who 
has intercourse with a woman in secret against her will, 
when she is asleep, disordered in her intellect, or does 
not notice his approach, has to pay the highest fine.

Q
One nibandha of 17th century prescribed the excommunication 
of those who practise the^e marriages,

Gotxa and carriage 
Gotra has to be taken into account at time of 

marriage negotiations. In ancient times the Hindus 
imposed restrictions within which marriage was considered 
inva id and illegal. The most important of these was 
that marri ge must not be contracted between persons 
belonging to the same Gotra,

There may be sensible reasons for prohibiting

. 6. . ibid. p ,35. .... -...... .................... .....
7. XXIV, 2.
8. Smdrta: VyavasthSrya. MSS, 638b(lU91) Ch.VII r)

B. Ghoshal. p .290,
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sapretra (endogamous) marriage. Firstly, the attraction \ 
of* tie unfamiliar persons may lend romance to a marriage.^\\
Secondly, matrimonial relationships established between 
far-distant families would lead to less likelihood of 
conf .ict between persona of the s me tribe.Thirdly, 
the doctors have often pointed out the evil affects of 
in-breeding. In their opinion marriage between two 
strangers is likely to produce better progeny.^
Although modern genetic science does not wholly agree 
about the evils of in-breeding, and some peoples such 
as the ancient Egyptians practised it regularly, without 
o viously harm to the race, there is no douot that in 
most societies of the past it has been much disapproved 
of. Fourthly, there //ere intercine conflicts between 
tribe and tribe, sect and sect, class and class.
Friendship with groups or tribes living far from the 
neighbourhood was felt to be a useful and effective defence 
in the blood-feud. Exogamous marriage widely practised 
by many primitive peoples may have h id the conscious
or unconscious motive of attacking and repelling opponent

1*̂groups. Finally, ethical and moral consider itions
must have played a part. From marriage within the same

9. Vinogradoff: Historical Jurisprudence. I p.186.
10. Panchepushpa. 3.3. 1338. p.lG3f.
11. Vinagradoff. op cit. p.181.
12. FAIL. p.32.
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family it is but a short step to wedlock between the

brother and sister, and that rilall mahip has been
looked on as immoral, repulsive and objectionable by

ply all societies down to the present ciuy. That is
why, iaii.ihSyana says: *He who inadvertently married a
girl sprung from the same original stock as himself

1?must support her as a mother.'
As there are r < atrlctions on marriage within the 

otra marriage, so also prohibitions are imposed on 
inter-cast© wedlock, 3o it seems strange that Sdstric 
injunctions allowed marriage between persons of the same 
caste, but did not permit sa;?otra marriage.

By the time of the 3 "taka5 marriage between high and 
low castes was already forbidden. The 3î :dla fffitaka3̂' 
tolls how a barber's son (nah3, itasutta) living in Valsdli 
fell in love with a Kshatriya princess of the Liechavls.
He was so absorbed in this love affair that he felt it 
necessary to tell his father the whole story in order to 
3eek his permission. On day, he told his father that fee 
would die unless he could get her for life. The father's 
reply was: *My son, don't fix your desires upon impossible 
things; you are the son of a barbery and of low caste Cjftna- 
dacca)» the Licchavi .prince s is of high birth (jgtlsaa- 
.anna) as the daughter of a Khattiya, and no possible 
party for you. I will seex another girl for you who will 
suit you in caste and family.' ...............
13* Colebrook's Digest.Bk,V. 
lb. 3r. II. p.5.
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Although thi3 is only a tale, it evidently alludes 
to the social order of a period wei.i. before the Christian 
era, and even at thia early time when marriage oetween
high and low c stes was virtually impossible. asthenss

/stated that marriages between the separate castes m re 
15not allowed. Rules were even framed by orthodox 

Brahmins prohibiting inter-marriages with oth- r Brahmins
(Owho served as prl< sts to low castes such as &uvaryavayika. 

ro£la3 (milkmen), roJ ..>.kas (washermen, kaivartas (fisnermen) 
to.16

17Our nlbandiuds&ras state that if such a marriage
takes place, no orthodox Brahmin should y irticipate in 
the marriage procession, marriage-feast or talk with 
either part on a social occasion.

Thus purity of individual c »3te was maintained and 
persons of one caste were prevented by social custom and 
usage fro i marrying those of another. If there was 
delioerate violation of these long-standing Brahmanical 
dispensations, excom uni cation was the p nishment^f the 
law-breakers.

This was one* aspect of the picture, but another was 
of free association and friendship between persons of 
higher and lower ranks. Inter-m rriage occurred 
frequently among all castes in our period. Such marriage

15* . fcegasthanes; Indioa quoted by &,C. Crindle., Chap. ill., 
biodorus TI. UO. quoted by R. Thap ,r, , * iift* p.5Q.

16. Bhottacharyya: Hindu J^stcs d Sects. p.1̂ 5.
17. SmSrtha Vyavas th3inavu ASS (tr) 3.Ghoshs!. p.291.

Ra ghunandana 9 a >•. uvaha ta 11 va. A3 a. quoted in a r avast.
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was consider d legitimate in many circumstances, and was
not an unusual phenomenon eve up to the last days of
Hindu period.^

The writings of ihavadevi and 5?tmdtavahana are
replete w±tli examples of marriage between members of
different castes. The only matter in question was the
status of th< parties and their issue, and these
authorities devoted much time and thought to such problems
os the succession and law of inheritance in the case of
the union of a Brahmin father and a o&dra mother.

CrimiitcJV̂ hana recognises the legality of a marriage
between a male of hi her caste and a female of a lower 

19one, v while even marriage between an orthodox 3rahmin 
and a SCtdra is not included the list of forbidden

......  pQmarriages in the r£i adchi tta Prajcaraaa of Bhavaueva.
If i e begin our survey from idanu we find that Xh& he 

recognised this practice of inter-marriage, but apparently 
disapproved of it, as the offspring of such unions were
not generally given a respectable social status.^1. . v  *

31 mdtavdlxana gives seniority to the highest caste 
in ali. activites, both secular and religious. lie says 
that If a man has wives of different castes the Br dunin

18. Xane: History of Dharma&istra. II. pp.f>2ff. UU7ff.
19* CoIebrooITXtr): pp. 159-61. D&yabhdga Cha , .IX. pp.1-11.
20. (ea) Girish Ch. Vidyaratna. p.90.
21. M. X. 12-30.
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wife must be iven preference to the Kshatriya, the 
Kshatriya should be given the second position and she 
should even take the first one in the event of the early 
death of his Braiunin wife. Similarly, if the man 
marries a Brahmin lady after his marriage with a 
Kshatriya, the Brahmin wife would take the uppermost 
position. If the first wife If a Brahmin and dies 
earlier than his other Kshatriya, Vai^ya find Sddra wives, 
and f the man later marries another Brahmin girl, this 
youngest wife should be counted as senior to his other 
wives. In this connection Jtraatavahana*s pithy sentence 
runs: *The rank of wife belongs in the first place to 
the woman of the highest j5ti.*~^

Similarly preference should be given in inheritance
/

to the sons of Brahmin, Kshatriya, VaiiSya and Sfldra wives
in that order. In religious functions or performances

2"5only the wife of the firs- rank should participate. ^
If the husband does otherwise, and rejects the claim of 
a Brahmin wife in favour of a favourite non-Brahmin lady, 
such an act should be counted as unsocial and Immoral.

<Tfmdtav§hana quotes Morax who says: ‘To fill such 
married men, the wives of the some class only (not wives 
of a different class by any means) must perform the tfuty of 
attendance, and the daily business relating to acts of
22. B&yabhdga. XI. I. U7.
23. ibid.
2U. IX. 86-87.
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religion. For he who foolishly causes those duties to
be performed by any other than his wife of the s ,me class,
when she is ne r at hand, has oee imznemorially
considered as a mere Ohfl̂ ĴLLa begotten on a Br&hina$l*.

Vishjpta's opinion is si Har, but he adds: ‘If there 
be no wife belonging to the suae class, he may execute 
the business relating to acts of religion with one of 
the class immediately following in c se of distress. But
a regenerate man must r:-&£ not do so with a woman of the
< > .2l Scfyldra class.

^TlmdtavShana recognised the right of inheritance
/

of sons bom of the SQdra wife of a Brahmin husband, but
he excluded her fro . religious functions.

There are a few examples of inter-saste marriage 
from the historical period. The Tipperdh copper plate

f)"7of LokaTndthâ * (7th century A.D.) is one such. In verse 
9 Loi<an5th& is described as a Kar »na. a mixed caste 
according to Manu, Verse 2 uescribes the great-granfl(f ither 
of his father as sprung from the family of the Sage 
Bhftrndvftja. The great-grandfather and grandfather of 
his mother are in Verse 6 referred to as dvi.1 avarah and 
dvijasattamah respectively. But his mother's father, 
ke&ava, is described in the same verse as a •5i>a^ava by 
caste. The term PAragova means 3Cdra.~ Thus the first

25. XXVI. 3.
26. XI. 1. U7.
27.. El.. XV. .pp.301-15.................
28. M. IX. 178; Gautama IV. 16 & 21.
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few ancestors, both paternal and maternal, of Lo arxdtha 
were Brahmins. But his maternal g ra ndf a the r was not a 
pure Brahmin, as Kesava's Brahr. n father married a 3ddra 
woman. Thus Xelava is described as LSra^ava. and hence 
Lokan&tha was a KaraJja. In view of the evidence we 
conclude that anuloma marriage was at least occasionally 
practised in the 7th century.

Marriage between a woman of a higher caste and a 
man of a lower caste is known as oratiloma marriage. 
Tdrdndtha mentions the name of a Bengali AbhaySLkara 
Gupta, a vastly le jmed man of the 11th century A.D., 
living in ifibet. He was well acquainted with the Hindu 
3&stras. It is said that his father was a Kshatriya and 
his mother was a Brahmin.

Not only do we find int^tcaste, but also inter
regional marriage in the historic^ period. Matrimonial 
alliance between States was rather of political 
significance than of social importance. It aimed at the 
formation of some sort of confederacy among the Hindu 
Kings.

In the Pfila dynasty we come across nun eroua instances
of political marriage. Vtgrahapdla, the son of Devap31a^Q
married a princess of the Haihaya family, ruling in
Goraxhapur in modern U.P. This family was one of the
branches of the Kalachuris. Vdien the RSsh$rakCt±5s formed
several matrimonial alliances with the Kalachuris, why- 
W .  -3A3B7”llfe. LI. pp.16-13. '
30. Bhagalyur cp. dh.XV. p.30k. V.9.



should the PSlas lag behind in gaining the friendship
*1of these powerful rulers?^

Sometim s the cessation of hostilities was followed
by marriage between the families of the victor and
vanquished. The RSshJrakdta King Krishjjall was a
con temporary of N 3 rSy apap Qd a of Bengal. The former made
great headway in his campaign against the PSla King, and
the war continued even after the death of the two rivals.
RSJyap&la, the son of HfirSyaiyapSla, grew tired of this
long-drawn out strife ana terminated it by marrying
BhfigyadevI, the daughter of the RdahJrakCLts King Tunga,

32the son of Krishpa.
Even when the later P51as#power was on the wane, 

such diplomacy was still working. From the days of 
Matjripaia 1 to those of RSmapfila their empire was 
g iv e n  much tr ouble by the Kanvarta revolt. To find a 
way out VigrahapSla III married a R3sh$rak3J,a princess, 
and its consequence was fruitful. Mathana, properly 
known as Mahana, the R£sh£rak3£a chief who was the 
maternal uncle of RSmapSia, helped this PSla ruler by 
sending his two sons and a nephew to stana by the decadent 
PSla empire. The growing po er of the Gaha^avSlas 
i n  ladhyaaesa was al30 a menace to the aSIas. It was

31. Raychandhuris Dynastic Hist, of Northern India. II.
pp.760-61.

32. bdngarh cp. HI. XIV. p.32U* 3A3B. LXI. p.77.



through the agency or Mahana that R&nep&la’s 
granddaughter was given in marriage to Go vindachandra 
of the Gaha$avdlas. Such a marriage alliance was meant 
to cement av diplomatic tie between the Gaha^avfilas and 
the PSlas.^

The history of Ben al is replete with records of 
other royal marriages of Bengali families with those
of distant Hindu Kingdoms, In these there was no

Jiquestion of bars or restrictions based on Sastidc
injunctions. It may be presumed that the SSstric laws
were applied chiefly to commoners and could not be
enforced upon ruling authorities.

The Varmans who ruled over East Bengal in the
second half of the eleventh century followed the PS'las’
tradition of cementing.f iiendship between two distant
States by ma riage. We are told, according to the Lokhd-
ma$£al ;jra£astl^ that the Queen of JTalandharu in the
anjab came from Bengal, and belonged to the same

family from which the Varmans orig nated, the YSLlava
royal line of Simhapura in S$ha. J£tavarman, the
second ruler of the Varman dynasty set a similar
example by marrying VTra£ri, the daughter of Kar^a,

35the Kalac! uri King. The same source states that
—  i —  — ... .    -■ . — I i i .ii. —  mmm-nm,- »
33. RHB.I. pp.159,165-66.
3b. El. I. pp.10-15.
35. Beiuw-cp. ibid. XII. p.37.



SaraalaVc rman* another ruler, had many queens coming 
from distant kingdoms*

Sometimes such a matrimonial relationship led 
the outsider to identify himself wit . the people of 
the State to whi c . (he queen be Ion t;d. It is well-known
th t the Senas of Bengal came from Karnd$a. The

36DeopSrS araSasti says that VIrasena, * the great
grandfather of Vijayasena, married Somata, the 
daughter of a Dauja Brahmin* It may be that this was 
the begi nlng of the settlement of the KamAfa 
people in Bengal* Thenceforward the Sena rulers are 
aesc ibed as the rulers of Bengal with the epithets 
Vanfladhlua* OaiKjie&vura etc, 3i ilarly Vijayasena 
followed the footsteps of his predecessors in marrying
Vilasadevl of the 3dra family of bakshi^u RA^ha, as

37rev< aled in the Barrackpore grant.
The fates cited above show that inter-easue and 

Inter-State marriages were not wholly impossible in 
ancient Bengal. But this evidence hardly applies to 
the ordinary people. From the beiaviour of Kings we 
camot generalise for the subjects.

36. ul’B, III. p.h2ff; SAstri (&d): Inanda Bha^fa's 
Ballala Churlta. Ch. XII. p.35.

37. ibid. P.57IT. V.7.



Int:r-relij..ious marriage 
No restriction was put in the way of such 

marriages. Members of different x̂ eligious sects 
suchjtie the Buddhists, Hindus, and the halvas inter
married freely and the leaders of society did not 
frame any regulations or enforce any injunctions 
prohibiting such marriages. Dhanadatta, a Buddhist 
who lived during the reign of Dharoapflls, married a 
3aiv princess.""'0

Other evidence of such marriages is not lacking. 
Taking advantage of the later Pfilaa weakness there 
was a mushroom growth of small kingdoms in Bengal.
\mong the rulers we find a Bu dhist King Mah3rdja 
Kdntideva, whose date lias been tentatively fixed 
between 850 and 950 A.D. It is said, as revealed from
an incomplete draft of a copper plate found in an old

39 ~temple at Chittagong,  ̂that he married Bindurati, the
daughter of a great Hindu King, and this helped him
in establishing and stabilising £ small principality
in Hartkeia in Bengal«

Saraha or Sarahauada (770-810 A.D.), one of the 
8h Buddhist Slddhas, according to the description of 
Sampa Mkhan-fo , did much to bring about the con
version of many Brahmins, and y ter on, became the 
High Priest of )4&.£an<lBi. It is said that when he

38. RHB~ l7 P.U26. ~ ~
39• p. 1922. p .6ld; Hemachandra'8 Aahldhana Chlntamanl.
i+0. (edj S. Das. pp.XXVII, 8U-85.



visited Mah irashtra he married a Hindu archer's
daughter.

 and
V/e have seen that no ba was imposed on inter-

marriage between two religisius groups and such
marriages were not challenged by society. Similarly
there was no restriction on big ous or polygamous
marriage. Suvari (or oaoaru)~P<da, on*? or the Buuohist
SiddhdchSryas 1 < ving during Dh&rmapdla's x*eign had
two wives, Lokt and Gû tl. 1 Sfirrala Varman of the
Varman dynasty had more than one wife." Bhavadevu,
a renowned Brahmin -cl -ait living in Sena times

U 3states that his father had two wives.
Chila Marriage 

There is every reaso to believe that child 
marriage was unusual or non-existent in the Vedic 
period, and indeed much later. The earliest reference 
indicating this practice is found in some of the 
gjhyasQtras, ^ where the term narrhî a is found. It 
is said that at the time of choosing a bride a 
na>;nikA should be taken into cons 1 aeration. This term 
has been variously interpreted. Literally it would
me m  a girl of tender age.'f̂ According to AltekWL4̂
hi • Schieftler; T&rtodtha'a* Geschi ch te~ deVIJuddiTismus~ 

in Indien. pp.CXXI, 90.
U2. SB. III. p.23.
43. ibid. p.37. , ^uh. - trj • Qluenbarg: 3,-B.K. XXX. ft. III.46.
45. K ’ilL. p.99.
46. Position o. women in Hindu Civilisation, p.52.
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napnikd denot s a little girl placing in the dust,
without being clothed adequately.

But we Cc.in take the ter. in two senses. Na/uiikd
may mean a little girl who does not feei ashamed or
going nerved. But the commentator on HirapyakeSin* s
Gyhyasfltra, where this word i3 used, comments that a
nao;jqik5 practice ly means a ma. iiageable girl who can
embi’ace her husband in privacy immediately after
marriage. In any Case from this term we must admit
the possibility of the existence of pre-pubertal
marriages in the period b fore the Christian era.

Manu^ makes reference to child-marriage, since
it Is iuentioned that a man of thirty years should
marry a girl of eight years of age. The legal texts
of our period fully recognise such marriage. The
practice may have arisen through fear of untimely
death without producing children. Our jurists also
entertain this fear ana encourage every couple to
produce^bhildren, particularly a sen. Vish$u^° and 

hQJlmdtavShana  ̂and their commentators give a false
etymology of utraf as the so delivers (trijyate) his 
father from hell ( -at) he is known as .-utra.

£fIniCttav£hana quotes Harlt who observes, *A
hi. IX. 9U. 2. 
U8. XV, H3. 
k9> XI.1.6.
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father is exonerated in his life time from debt to
his own ancestors, u^on seeing the eountcn uxce of a
living son; he becomes entitled to heaven by the birth
of his son and devolves ud him his ovn i.ebt.

O ther reasons for child marriage ore suggested by 
P1N.G. Sen Gupta. Firstly, it has been lain down in

the 3&stras that if a girl should menstruate in her
father's house, the father must suffer the consequences
of heinous sin. Secondly, the father may lose his
guardians ip over his daughter, if she remains unmarried
after puberty. Finally, parents should promptly give 

*

their daughters in marriage lest they should go 
astray or be seduced by the others.

iilfê rema; ria^e 
In ancient India during the period of the Sdtras 

in certain circunstances widow remarriage was permitted, 
as we fin reference to it in the iharamSdstras. This 
sort of wedlock is known as Niyop-a. i.e. marriage by 
appointment or agreement. I? i.yoga is not widow remarriage
in gen ral, out only a vtr, specialized form of it.

5 2Gautama' lâ  s down that the inheritance of a 
sunless man normally goes to his agnates. But there 
are two alternatives: the widow may inherit the
property of her husband or she may seek to raise issue
50. IX. 133.
51. - R XL. pp. 100-101.
52. XXVIII. 21. 22.
a
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in his name. In fulfilment of the latter alternative
53she may raise offspring to her brother-in-law, ^ or

she may have offspring by a 8>.,in<̂ a, a sarotra. a
5Us amfinn p r a va ra, ̂

The Vasightha Dhanraa&tra 'J prescribes Ni.vorgx.
but with a somewhat rigid restriction which runs as
fol.ov Ik t h a I obhflnn* s 11 niy o nnfr, ‘There can be no
niyopra out of greea for the inheritance*. The same

56restriction is also found in Gautama, who also 
prescribes that the widow can raise issue for a sonless 
man, b..t th t no more than twc ch Idren should be
be.* t thus.

K 7Vish$u scinetions the remarriage of a widow as 
akshstS, a virgin. This nl.vor.a marriage is in his text
dese ibed as . umirbhft after the widow being purified
(aamelcrlta).

4

runarbhCf is norma ly the widow herself, not a 
kind of marriage. The auriurbhfl is a widow who has, so 
to speak, i©turned to the world. Hence the punarbhd 
hus nothing to do with niyoga. Perhaps the meaning 
in the connection with ni.yopia is that such a girl, 
after purification, is known as a aunarfrfctl.

53.
54. ibid. 5.
5b. XVII, bo-57.
56. XXVIir.8.
57. IX. 10.
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NSrada>0 recognises ni.vopa and states that a 

sonless widow may murry her brother-in-law, the latter 
may onl„ have intercourse with the widow in order to 
produce a chi d and not from carnal desire. If he 
does so, the child bom is illegitimate and incapable 
of inheritance. In another pice Karada is more
lioeral when he says that widows who a m  mothers can

59wed, although this does not surely imply that all 
widov/3 without exception may remarry.

Inheritance of widowf.
On this there is considerable controversy.
60 r~ ■Menu never recognises the right o_f widow to 

inherit. At one place*^ he gives the order of 
inheritance as- (1) mother (2) father's mother, while 
in another verse" he gives it as - (1) father, (2) 
brother.

^ImdtavShana,^ on the other hand, recognises the
widow's right and says: *The widow of a childless man,
keeping unsullied her husband's bed and persevering
in religious observances, shall present his funeral
oblation and obtain (his) entire share.' But the
commentators Sanklia Hi hi ta and Paithfnaai take the

copposite view: ¥The wealth of a man who departs for

5a. Jcii. aU-— , _
59. XXVIII. -8. *il ■
60. IX. 217•
61. ibid.
62. ibid. 135.
63. XI. 1.7.
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heaven leaving no male issue goes to his brothers.
If there be none, his father and mother take it or
his eldest wife, or a kinsman (sa^otra). a pupil or

6ha fellow student.'
6P> . ffiipdtavdhana  ̂insists on thi widow's right,

quoting drihaspati's opinion that the whole wealtht
of the sonless man, whether movable and immovable, 
including gold and other effects shall belong to 
his w6dow, although there be brothers of the whole 
blood, paternal dncljies, daughter's sons and other 
heirs. Any of those who contests with her for the 
inheritance, or who seises the property, shall be 
punished as robbers.

Thus the jurists of Bengal by their rules and 
prescriptions recognised the widow's right of 
succession. As the widow has none to look after 
her or support her, the late jurists sanctioned 
ht r right to her husband's property. IHmdtavShana 
makes it clear that the widow's claim is not merely 
to wealth sufficient for subsistence, but the whole 
estate which belonged to her husoand before his aeath. 

If the widow's right of inheritance be recognised,

6ft. Colebrook V P. 1$3. para .lfT.
66. XI.1.3.
6c. XI.1.6.
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the question then arises who among the wives will 
inherit the property, if the husband has a number 
of them. On this point there is much controversy. 
Colebrooke citing the views of texts such as 
K.iloataru. Ratn&kara ana VIramitroaa.va. confirms 
eFfmdvdhana's *Patnt v& jyeshJhS', the patnl (real 
wife) or the first wife. The legal or first wife 
must have the property, setting aside the claims 
of other wives. 1

683?ImCltavtfhana interprets patnl as a real and 
legal wife, and gives her all responsibilities 
ani the right of inheritance. lie distinguishes the 
Patnl from the other wives who are known by the terms 
strl. nflrl (women), and bharyd (spouse).

^Imdtavahana gives a special meaning to the term 
atnl. Any woman married to a man by orthodox rites 
is a patnl. This refers to the :i.veshtlia among the

presumably here the senior first married wife 
Another problem that naturally arose in conceding 

the widow's right of succession was the distribution 
of the deceased man's wealth, if he had wives of 
different castes. tJImdtSVhana,^0 quo ing the views 
of Vishjju and Yajnavalkya, adds that in the bsance 
of a wife of the same varpa the right of inheritance

67. XI. 1.U9.
68. ibid.
69. XI. 1.U7. 
70. ibid.
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shouLd go to a wife of the next following frax .pa.
In the absence of these two the brothers and the rest 
of the husband's family should inherit the estate, 
giv ng only maintenance to surviving wives of lower
clues.

Society thus recognised the rights of Brahmin
and Kshatriya wives, but made only a little provision

/
for Vai&ya and SGara wives. It is to be noted that
in all di cub a ions on this topic it is assumed that
the deceased is either a Brahmin or a Kshatriya,
Hence it follows that the provisions of the jurists
give no recognition of the Vai^ya or Sftdra wife's
right to inheritance on the death of her husband,
even whe ; he is of the same class as herself.

Widow-burning
We find reference to the burning of widows in

India in the Greek accounts, which show that it was
71practised among the tribal people of the Panjab.

In Taxila particularly it was regarded as a sacred 
custom. The cla sical sources give examples of widows' 
accepting death in this manner both willingly and other
wise, and state that those widows who were unwilling 
to die on their husband's pyres were socially degraded.

Our jurists also give directions for the Sati. 
Vish$u7j and 3rihaspati7U prescribe that widows may
71. Diodorus. XVII. 9; XIX, 33.
72. 3trabo. XV.62.
73. XXV.1U.7U. xxiv. 11.



either live the rest of their dys in austerity or 
embi'ace self-immolation. The rite was therefore in 
theory voluntary.

The work of BhaJJa Bhuvadeva, who was the chief
75minister of Laashmeqjtasena,  ̂shows the existence of

widow-burning in Bengal during the Pfila and Sena peri ds.
He makes a distinction be ween s iirftnaraiya, the burning
of the widow with her husband's corpse, and anumaraya
when the widow ends her own life after her husband's
cremation. Bhavadeva prescribes the first for
Brahmins and both types for non-Brahmins. In his

76oava-Sfltakfl&a&caprak .rapa he prescribes sahamar.iû a
and not anumaraya for Brahmins.

77In another work of Bhavadeva* * he suggests that
at the cremation of a dead Brahmin husband the corpse
should be accompanied in the flames by his Brahmin
wife only. In the case of the three other castes
cremation should be done with their wives al30.

Other nibandhakflras agreed with him. Govin&Snanda
7Sin his Suddhl -kaumudl prescribes only sahamurarm 

and not anumaraya or anuRamana.
Another authority Raghunandana in his Suddhitattva^

75. Bhavadeva Pra^asti. $B, Ill. p.3 ff.
76. (ed) R.C. Ilazra. p*33.
77. Taut^tila-matdtilaka. p.100.
79. p.236.



prescribes similarly that sahamaraya onl;y Is to 
be performed by a Brahmin wife, but both aahamarapa 
and anmnarana may be carried out by others.

Thus we see that widow-burning was not confined 
to the Brahmin, but was also practised by the other 
c stes. It can be presumed that this practice was 
often follow d by widows in order to fulfil the social 
custom of the day*
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sila m m

The original sources of our period hardly dwell 
Oia this subject. Hence, it is strictly speaking 
outside our jurisdiction. But, we c mot ignore the 
working of the system of Kulinisn, 3lnce it is very 
probable that similar practices, less thoroughly 
formalised were not unknown in our period.

tn the 18th and 19th centuries Kulinisn was the 
strongest force among the Bengali Brahmins. There 
were three main <11 v 3 ions - (a) Kulinas (b) 3rotriyasf 
(c) Bangajas. A Kulina 3rahmin was always eager to 
marry the daughter of a Srotriya Brahmin. Ilis main 
aim was to secure social status, as well as money in 
the shape of the uowry, because the Srotriya© wex*e 
genera ly opulent. Similarly, the. 3rotriya found 
his social position upgraded by the marriage of hia 
daughter to a Kulin.

A Kulina would lose his Kulinisn if he married 
the daughter of a Bangaja. The aiip of the Srotxalyas 
was to rise in the social scale. 3o marriage between 
the ^Srotriya3 and the Bangajas hardly took place.

A Kulina could marry the laughter of a Kulina.
But, there was serious obstacle to hia freedom of 
c oiee. \mong the Kulinas there ?/ere thirty six melftft.
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A Kulina of one mela must marry the daughter of the 
same mela, otherwise he lost his Kuiini3ia. These 
melas were in fact sub-castes and marriages between 
two different melas were forbidden. It was therefore 
the general inclination of the jaulinas to scgk the 
hands of the daughters of the 3r&triya Brahmins 
r.tther than those of the Kulinas in ord r to avoid 
complications, and for fear of losing Kuli ism. 
Sometimes marriage between the diffe ent mela3
depended on the decision of the Ghatakas* In this

  -
decision party interests played their important 
role. The question of dowry was also connected with 
the selection and the more its amount the better from 
the oint of view of maintaining Kulinism.

Kulinas could maintain their Kulinism by marrying 
their sons to girls from other Kulina families or from 
those of Srotriya Brahmins. But they found greatest 
difficulty in finding suitable bridegrooms for their 
daughters* They could marry their sons to the 
daughters of 3rotriya families* A daughter's marriage 
might be settled with a Kulina Brahmin only* A man's 
Kulinism ther fore depended not only on the marriage 
of his sons, but also on that of his daughters.
The Ghatakas put special emphasis on this. It was an 
oft-quoted statement of the Ghatakus that Kulinism was 
■dAtnydgdta, that is, it was to be judged from the
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raarria&e of the Kaav3 or daughter. The mela-system 
also staod In the way of the marriage of Kulina girls* 

It would follow that, owing to the keen desire 
to maintain Kulinism and to difficulty in finding a 
pure Kulin husband for a girl, several Kulin parents 
were compelled to marry their daughters to the same 
man* So Kulinism encouraged polygamy*

A similar marriage system was prevalent among 
the Kulina K§yristhas and Vaidyas. These castes 
borrowed such rules find practices as were current 
among the Kulina Brahmins.

Thus Kulinism had certain evil effects. Being 
unable to find a suitable bridegroom, guardians had 
often to k< ep their daughters rind sisters unmarried 
even up to the advanced age of thirty or thirty-five 
years. It brought about polygamy on a large scale.
If an aged husband uied, his many wives became widows 
at the same time; among them there were girls of 
different ages. When 3ati was practised all were 
expected to follow the husband to the funeral pyre*
To obtain a Kulina Brahmin bri^degroom required a 
very large dowry* Only wealthy parents of laughters 
could meet the high demands of a Kulina. Parents 
or guardians, unable to find eligible Kulin husbands 
would often settle the marriage of their daughters 
with bridegrooms selected from near relations. There
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is a common Bengali saying, Kullner e.-Di Ohara bone 
svasuri bhagina sala« *a si ater sometimes becomes a 
mother-in-law, and a sister's son a brother-in-law,'

The Brahmin Ghatakas thus made the social life 
of Bengal even more complicated than before. They 
became in effect the fathers of the society and in the 
name of its purification brought a multituae of evils 
upon it. The more benign asp cts of Hinduism vanished 
from the land with the introduction of this practice. 
Sastric marriage was replaced by Kulina marriage, which, 
with rill the practices connected with it was derided 
by the outside world. Polygamy became a regular 
profession among the educated Kulinas of Bengal.

This pattern of wedlock can be called hypergamoue 
marriage, as the Kulina bridegrooms in most cases married 
brides from other Kulin sub-castes with lower standing 
than their own; but Kulina girls could not be given 
marriage to men of higher sub-castes. Thus hypergamoua 
marriage was allowed between members of Kulina groups 
which definitely differed in social status.

The working of this system was baneful to social 
life. As the number of suitable Kulina bridegrooms 
was limited, many Kulina girls remained unmarried.
In order to balance this inequality polygamy was 
practised or female infanticide had been resorted to.
Both these practices were connected with hypergamy.



Moreover when women of a given Kulina 3ub-caste 
were married to men of higher Kulina f ami ies, the 
men of this sub-caste tended to remain unmarried, 
finding no girls of their own rank*. Owin; to this 
artificial dearth of women the met) of this group 
often practised polyandry. In such circiunst nces 
infanticide of the male-babics might have been 
expected, but, we have no evidence of it, V ry 
often men of higher rank married women of lower rank, 
or were forced to form unofficial alliances with the 
aboriginal women like gdlvSslS.

This system of Kulinism is generally connected 
with the name of BHalasena. It is said that Ballala 
introduced it in order to ^rify the society cf Bengal* 
Bengal at that time was supposed to be socially 
currupt in the extreme. The Brahmins forgot their 
Vedic rites and abandoned their Brahmanic d duties.
They encouraged intor-marriage between the Brahmins
of high birth and those of lower rank. The other

1 - castes followed suit. In the Ballala Chari to. a work
-

by Ananda Bha£$a (1510)," it is said that owing to the 
prevalence of T&ntric Buddhism many obscure rites
were practised and Ballalssena became a devotee of them,

\

He is alleged to have come into contact with
\

an ac res i of low family, who jfte intendeu even to \
■ i , . . —  ■ . . h. m . m. , . —  m i , i n -  ■  ■ . ■n w i . - w . r '  I'w n iwr r  w i w w w . . . . - —  i

1. waPJyabhdrata. B*S, 1297* P*3 -5ff * Boui'ces of this; 
tradition are di, cuased in this Bengali journal. y

2, Prod, of JASB. 1902. January ,No. 1.
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marry. But a hermit from Badarikfisrama exercised some 
r iigious influence, on him and converted him to 
3aivism. With his new religious seal Eillala tried 
to persecute the people of his old faith, who had 
tempted him to perform an unsocial act. To show hi3 
radical change of character to his subjects he proposed 
to perform tx great s nrifice. But who wou~d inaugurate 
it? All the Brahmins were found to have degenerated.
He could not tolerate sucu a state of affairs, so he 
determined to bring about the thorough reorganisation 
of the social system through the introduction of the 
system known as uatU.in.va by which those who possessed 
and showed seme of the best qualities of brain and
wind would be raised to form a sort of nobility, and

3be known as Kalina.
Most of our knowledge of t is theoretical basis 

and early hi story of Kulinism is obtained from texts 
known as Kula-gran-thas or Kula.1I -SSst. as. which were 
composed in order to classify the Bengalis as Kulina 
and non-Kulina.

But, it appears that these Kulaiis have little 
sound historical basis. They were not composed during 
the reign of Ballalasena, and so their statements 
cannot be regarded as the contemporary evidence. All 
were written five or six centuries after Ballala's 
death. Even today they exist only in manuscript form.

3* uawabhSra-.a. B.3. 1308. p.!2$ff.
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It is believed by those historians, such as R.f.
Chanda and A.C. .iaSunlar, who have studied them that 
with the ussage or time many alterations and modif-\

I \
i cations have oeei.. ... le in these ,vUla££stras. s eve rail\

\
irrc ularlties regarding the actual time or the
introduction or lull i3̂  and many conflicting issues

hhave crept into them, h.ex S&nakrit Panuits such 
as Nugen Vaau have written book3 on the socia. history 
of Bang 1 n the oasis of these so-called original 
documents and some modem authors attempt!ng to throw 
light on Kulinism have shown no hesitation in following 
those 'audits.

One :>uld have expected that the rise of Kulinism 
would have bee reflected in contem o ury literature 
and the inscriptions of the Senas; but the fact is 
otherwise. In these sources there is no hint of it at 
all, not to spea# of its explicit mention. As it is 
said th t ■.:aLui,Y:. was a t  fir-t ap lied only to the 
Brahmin jurists who flourished during the time of the 
Senas wou.d have , rlt en of it. But curiously enough 
famous Pandi s like hhavudeva Bha$$a* Hala-y&dha 
and Aniruddha, as well as several less well-known 
Brahmins of this pe. lo^, wrote of many other things but 
not of Kfclinisc,

R.D. Banerji xpressed doubt on the genuineness 
of iulinism, whe- he. has Got#±*iea:. ‘In the copper plate

U. Chanda: Indo-Arya Races. Ch.V; liojumdar in 
BhdratavarsAa. &.3. 13I1G. Kartik. pp.6^3-3^4.
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of ifr&llala iena there is mention of the Brahmin 
donees, but no mention of Kaulinva introduced by 
Vallala Sena, Had Vallala Sena paved the way for 
revolutionising the soci ty of Bengal, t ere must 
have been in its reference in the copper plates of the 
period. Perhaps, after Vallala Sena's reign this 
noble c o d  unity came into being; but if that be, 
why is there no mention of it in the four co >er plates 
of Lakshmaj^a Sena and those of KeSavasena and 
VievarClp§seva? No authentic proof has hitherto 
been discovered as to whether Vallala Sena is really 
the author of Kfoulinya. Probably Kulinism was 
intioduced by Brahmins long after the Muslim conquest 
of Bengal#••• •

Whatever may be the merits and demerits of 
Kaulinya let us examine what the hula£5stilus and their 
su porters aay, ana then pronounce our own Judgement 
on whether it was really introduced by Ballalasena 
or not.

Although accord! ng to the tradition Ballala did 
not find any pure Brahmiw for the perforamce of ya.lna« 
he did not show any disregard for the degenerate 
Brahmins of his realm. According to 3arv3nanda Midra’s 
rvuiatattvSrpava he invited them, and after 
3♦ ^Lakshmapaselaer SamSLJ' PravdsT B.3.1319. Sravana•



consultation expressed his desire to introduce the 
Order of Mefcit among them. He then declared that 
nine merits would he the yardstick: for determining 
Kaulinya:- Achdra vinaya vidya proXish^hd tirtha- 
dajbianam; Nishthd vyittistapoddnam navadhg kulakaha.ff.am.

A*

‘Nine virtues - good conduct, humility, 
learning, noble works, pilgrimage, faith, profession, 
religious austerity and charity are the si.̂ ns of a 
Kulina.9

In other words with the introduction of Kulinisra 
attempts were made to create artificial barriers 
between the Kulina and the non-Kulina, so-called pure 
and impure persons, even of the same varna.

Curiously enough the possession of these 
fundamental virtues is mentioned uniformly in all 
Kula-sastras. If these be needed by the Brahmin, so 
also they must be possessed by the K&yast^ias, the 
second group of Bengali castes. It is surprising 
that the relevent siokas in the K&yastha ja£ikd 
seem to be echoes of similar ones in the Kula^5stras 
of the Brahmins.

The KSyasthas were divided into two sections, 
Kulina-Kayastha and Maulika-Kayastha on the basis 
of their possession of these virtues. Good conduct, 
humility, learning, noble works, pilgrimage, faith, 
a (good) profession, religious austerity and charity,
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art: the nine qualificatii ns or the Kalina-KSyasthas. 
Beingie med, jure in heart and bohy, of a scene temper 
charitable, doing good t. others, serving the King, 
and oeing kind to all are the seven qualifications 
of the .Ouilka K§yasthas.

In this way, if we are to believe the tradition, 
during Baxla a's reign the society of Begal was

a

divided on the basis of its character. Apart from 
the gro pings of caste further divisions within the 
individual castes were inaugurated and kept alive 
through this Kulinism.

It was also beli ved that purity of blood 
could be maintained only by marriag between persons 
of the same group to the exclusion of others. Those 
who lost their hula would naturally lose their former 
rank. They would not in future be allowed to vitiate 
the blooa of other higher ranks by marriage into 
the kulina class. Once they were deprived of the 
dignity of Kaulinya they became outcastes, so to 
say, in the eyes of the Kulina.

In the Ku- atathv&ftnava there is an analysis of 
each of these nine virtues:- 
1. fchgrft:-
Kull̂ ur.r-airiato.lush^ah aviya var^glramochltab.
Dharmaft liHztismyitlproktafr su ev3ch3ra Irl tah.

*?hat is the good conduct where Dharma is
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"being served according to Kahlinya in accordance with the
Vnrpg&rama syste and 'rati and dmfiti ruo.68.#

The po ini seems to he th a v u.inisa i3 the e uence or 
the V&rpSsramadharma; aruti an^jbu^iti defend on it. ;s 
the Vedle 1ms r̂e i .violable and mandatory, so also was 
this/iew a,;stern, KaUlinya; as the V.uua'srama moulded the 
life of ancient/lndia, so also Kuhlinya would lead to the 
stratification ana urination of ie^uli society.
2. Vlnuyot-
gjirafr- jygshthe Kiaachjryyq,
.' qrY fadliur-aia charad r „,y he: ^ X; aâ /o aatafr•

‘To show humility to the preceptor, the aged and 
the KulachSryaa, and to s^eax in all pi»ces sweet accept ffele 
ana true woras are kn:wn as Vinuye.#

The verse is Significant, Whatever the Kulaji-pandits 
say on Kulinism must be obeyed. \& Kulinism was their 
introduction, n aturally they propagated the view that the 
Kula-scholurs must be held in regard. Veneration for 
Kul5ch"ryas is the test of humility. In other wor a a they 
impose injunctions of KafeGLinya and ^oople are expect a to 
accept them without protest.

• anv:agha^â j.idashadi sacuaat s u v i c i ;
Dh 'r^asastreshu primal t.y am aS viq> 1 aumuudayltas

*The ower of maJfcng distinction between vice and.
virtue, merits and demerits,, honesty .and dishonestyas. . . .
. ell as scholarship in the Dhur&ue&atrus are known as le rninf
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The conception Is here th t Kalin s mast distinguish 
betv.ee * the high and low qu liti a or a person, for these 
Torn the criterion to judge who ore Kuiinaa and who non- 
Kulinas. The acquisition of le aning vdll lead to such 
Knowledge, ifetux'&lly, Kulinism is meant for the higher 
castes: its peop-fc have reaou c s enough to gather know
ledge and learning through teachers.
^ • patiahfrha: -
pdradeae ingat5 Kirtint poyop&disambhava,

4Fame spreading to a distant country, arising from 
asceticism, meditatl )n etc. and praised by the chief 
Ku - a-., an&i ts is calleu celebri ty.9

Here also the aim of the KulacMrvas is to intensify
the iaea of the meri s of Kulinism.
5. Tlrthadar*<«n«»»‘-

M & £ >

bimclttalchai-.shu^ o s$£g}i& v.jj£&££& .
Seeing with faith holy places like Pshkaraf GangS, 

(Sri.) Kahetra (Purl) and Guy§ mcans^il grim age •'
In ancient times only religiously minded persons 

vent on pilgrimage. Such religious attitudes and practices 
are supposed to be maintained in Kulinism. That Is why 
the Kulaeh&ryas included this merit in Kaulinya and 
created grides accordingly.
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6 „ dishtlxa: -
r

l)harma;in ~ ib :d -iCy >.p;a- dy.,rra,tr r, , sc tn.

i)han;e yo ,vi^u»-y: i'v5a; »lahj.M s5 ^jQiidhî te...
‘Constant engagement in religi as Knowledge with 

deep concentration, a mind fixed on pharma and firm faith 
in religion are known as dishthd'.

A religious mentality la thus ne of the main y -rd- 
sticks of Kfiifelinya#
7• ¥yltui:-

ya ■ ■ • ■.'.•"at',.. .. .'i' ...

Uhha.) ostul.y a-flha«aatv<u;i. _3g. y^.; j?ai-lA.il±qtft.
‘The m..n x i-xge (of erlng s.a.hters to aid t King them 

from equal lineage) between the two ersons of equ 1 virtue 
on the same Yarn 3 a (family) le as to t eir equal religl .us 
grade which s called Vritti. *

This pi*t cept is of the es sence of daftlinya. 1 rria e 
between tv/o Kulinas is essential and on!,* this, it is 
belix ved, produces a pure breed.
8. Taoas:-
IS&ij£teL.smwmniv q.Osran tK,uyhShint^ *0
j&imiii -^^P.Yps.ya L3.,.tat

•Subduing all sensual forms, always thinking on 
philosophical truths worshipping the family-god is 
T a o o s . ’

This declares indirectly that the family tradition 
must be ke£L and .there must not be any deviatlo from it, .



Marriage must always be between Kalinas ana the system 
must be hanied down from generation to generation.
9* PSna: -
Paroijkyityai yas tyarah aarflnuarahakSmyay £,
3at,.>5ti,ebh.vaa cha data wain tad d3nam iha kathyate.

‘Giving (things) up for the good of others ana from
a desire to please others, os well as a gift to the
distinguished recipient are known us D£na.9

I?i this verse we find nothing specially relating to
ma riage, bat it may be implied in the exphasia on gifts
to a Satufitra. The offer of the hand of the daughter to
a well-qualified man is the main idea behind Kullniâ a.

Thus the flqlacharvas or Ghafefkas in the name of 
Ballalasena set up a system under the banner of which
restrictions on marriage were tightened even further.
In short, marriage between t’AO noble families is the theme
of Kulinism. Thus in the Kulatattv&rffava we reacij-
ui ailni-; </n oulinas.vu Kanv&yam cha soi.5sthitah.
■Tddnaia cha .oradanam cha soj ar.jye cha pra&astakafr.

‘The Kula-dharma (noble rank) devolves on the
daughters of those of equal succession of descent.9

Then again
ITdtidgre sa^Ipc cha yyaaraslc cha darjane.
VygdhiytLcte cha rnurkhe cha shatsu kanyfl no diyate.

‘Daughters should not be given in marriage in six 
cases - to those who live in a distant place, or too "



near, or >vho are involved in debt, or to wicked, or to 
diseased, or to ignorant ^  rsons/

In the fax a tat tv?; rna v * it is also stated that a 
matrimonial *6el <ti aiship between a dui u bridegroom *nd 
a bride i\ ving equal succession o descent shoal a be 
considered the best bond. The aula or nooility of a 
Kulina may also be maint dned, if he, in the absence of 
a real living daughter give a daughter in the form of a 
doll m -de of Ivusa-gra s to a kulma ox- oinds himself with 
a promise uo nu ry his daughter if oorn hereafter to him.
The four attributes of .-ulu or nobility are in the actual 
giving an , taking (of a daughter), the < ift of a feoy- 
daughter made of uaa-gra3S, when there is no iving 
dau hter and the promise made before the Qhatftka to m.a ry 
one's daughter when 3he is born.

After examining the in exits of the 1 eng all Brahmins 
Ballala is said to have divided them in two gimps, .ukn./u 
Kulina (principal) and Gauya Kalina (secondary).

Apart from this account derived from the ful of at tv dr ia v; 
the Rft̂ lhi/a Kulajis tell us something of the G5r:.i. It is 
said that the five Brahmins brought oy IdiSdra became in 
cours of time fifty nine during the reign or his grandson, 
Kshiti£flra. To each of these descendants this King 
offered a vi lage for his abode. From this village the

v>term g3mi came into being. Each Brahmin who was offered
settlement took their surname from the name of his village.
6. RUB.I. p.629. Soie sources of Kulinism are referred to 

in this book.



During the reign of anoth r king, Dhar&llra, the
Brahmins wt re divi led into fifty nine g&nig, and /ere sub
divided into three ranks, fakhfa Kalina. Gauna Kul. na and 
5rotrl:/a. According to the V5renJx-a Kula/j 1 s the Brahmins 
7/ere divided into four grades. Those who possessed nine,
eight or seven virtues were nown respectively as Kulina,

?5iddha-3rotrXya and 3puhya-Irotaiya, The rest of the
8Jr iiunins were nown as Kaahta-Srotriya,

Bal ala, it is said, made similar classifications 
among hia Kdyaatha subjects. Divisions among them were four- 
Kulina, llldha, Maulika and 3/akhya aulika.̂

It la also so id that he inte referred with the social 
order of other c .stes. Gop&la 3hatta#s Beliala Ch .rlta 
indicat s that it was the Suvarna Vanik caste who was

~ rmostly affected with Ballala*s Kulinism, The people belong
ing to this caste was very rich. One VallabhSnanda Adhya, 
its Is ding member, lent money twice to Ballala. On a
certain occasion the merchant refused to pay (make a fulather 
loan) when the arrears of the last one were still out
standing, B illalasena was tĥ  n in great jeopardy, being 
attacked simultaneously by the FSlas of Magadha and the 
ruler of Manipur, He was immediately in n ed of money. But., 
when Vallabha remained adamant in his refusal to lend any 
more, Ballala through his special agents began to plunder
the propert of this merchant community,

"ibid ,• • -1 • " ' '• r ;r T<r ' T :r "" . 7*. * ' ” T
8, ibid, 0,630.
9. KSyustha Samdj. B.3. 1328. p.36?f; 3.3. 1330. pp.2jl4.d-Uh.
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Oven then the oostinate merchant did not give in
to the king. 3 ill ala then tried diplomacy, and summoned
the Vaniks to a royal feast. On reachin* the palace they

/
found their seats arranged oesi^e those of the Sddras.
Thus insulted by the King they left the pi ce with a 
strong protest.

Ballala b came \ r. angry with this merchant class.
He divested its people of their scored thread, and gave 
peremptory orders that any Brahmins officiating as priests 
anong these Vanik t were to be exco munlcated. By way of 
retaliation he raised the status of the Kaivartas, the 
socially degraded class, as well as that of Mdfakdrus 
(gardener), Kumbha: ;Sras (potters) and barbers.1*1*

However Ballala*s Kulinism was not fixed. No one could 
enjoy Kulina status purely on a hereditary basis. He 
allowed a sort of .selection, judgement to be pronounced 
by the Kulachlryas as to ho were Kulina and who non- 
ûlii.u on the basis of their merits every thrirty-sixth ye rj 
particul rly among the Brahmins, Thus many Kalinas were 
degraded tcjfiikulikas andji^uli.e s raised to the tatus 
of Kulinas. Jomotion and Promotion depended respectively 
on the loss of any one or more of the nine virtues and on 
the acquirement or recovery of a lost virtue or virtues.
It is said that Ballala introduced this system so. that 
his subjects might try to follow virtuous ways. ~

10. Ballala Charito. p.lbO. • 
u . ibid#
12. K&yastha SeuuS j, op cit.



Lak3hmanasena continued this system of appointment to4

Kulina status But it £ s found that most of the old Kulinas 
had lost their Kaulinya and hud bee replaced by the j¥auiikas, 
;t this audder change there .rose symptoms of revolt on the 
p?-rt of these defeated roups. In ora- r to check this state 
of things the King stopped the system 6f promotion and 
demotion, and declared that those who were already Kulina
would remain so from generation to generation. No new

* i 13;ulinya would be offered to anybody. Another important
step tfiken by him was Samikarapa - he raised seven Kulina
ro ps, taking than from the different divisions of the

Brahmin, to equa. rani; 7/ith the lh groups of Kulina
Brahmins and allowed marriage betw en thein.̂ 4

The history of Kulinis is also connected with the
S  •»names of Kdum'sra, DattakhSsa and Jevivara Ghataka. It is 

said that during the reign of Kesavasena, the son of Laksh- 
uanasena, there was further chaos in both the social and

•f

political life of the Bengalis owing to the Muslim invasion.
he invited the noted Ohutuka Kdemisra to reorganise society
on the basis of the existing Kulinism. dumisra examine!
the Virtues of th- Sen.ali Brahmins and made }h divisions

" IBof Kalina Brahmins on the basis of an ikarana. '
After a century Dajtakhdsi, another Ghataka divided

the Kulinas into only 8 groups. He cliu not increase the 
number, as it wa found that many i.r are persons had secretly 
entered the so-called Kalina groups and also, because of
the Muslim penetration, many Kulinas had fled their original
13* ^SngSlar, Lnyer oIhaT N£rdy ana. B.3\.1322dMagh. hxxsaxjutk lit. ibid.
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homes and scattered In different pi ,ct. s, thereoy rendering 
the- Oh C lv  : i i no rant of their kaulinya.~^

Oradua .1,/, the uslins overshadowed every aspect of 
the Bengalis* life. There we re y 1 rge -lumber of conversioaj 
and destructions of Hindu temple b, palaces and buildings.
In the course of this large seal devastation many Kula.il8 
ad been lost. One day in 1U76 uus&fh 3hah, the Muslim 

ruler of Bengal, himself invited the Kulaclyar\yu devivara 
Ghataka. On eelng the pitiable social condition of the 
Bengali Hindus the Sultan asked him io reintroduce Kuli .ism. 
:rn er royal atronage this Ghataka devoted himself to the 
task. But, when he found that most of the Kulasastras had 
b en burnt btf the Muslims he himself introduced new Kaulinya 
of his own choice. His system v/as known as Melbandhana - 
he inc. ided within his Kalinya persona who had Kulina 
status, but also I ncluaed those with both merits and demerit 
In other words he nixed the most virtuous with those who wer 
leaa so and ordered the m .rriage Z& between them to take 
place, H nee this v;as known as Milan or union. FromV---
;_ijLon helbPiidhana came into being. Ho thu created the 36

17he Is or separate Kuli-: groups.
These are the traditional accounts of the different

si
St aces of Kulinism. But a stuuy of the Kulasastras in the 
light of original sources such as contemporary literature
ana eptgraphic records woulu reveal that these are nothing
16. ibid.
17. ibid.
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but stories. It is3 doubtful whether this practice
actually introduced at the time of the Bftllalaseba.

It was probably introduced during the Mughal period* 
and not during Ballala*s. In the sixteenth century 
a noted Br hmin Pandit Raghunand na did much for the 
reform of society. It was he who, by re writing t~ne 
Smritis, offered the Bengills new directions fcr the

i

reorganisation of their then troubled society. Thence
forward the class consciousness of the Bengalis increased 

1 8greatly. It may be suggested that the society of
Bengal was then t king a new turn.

Let us try to define Kulinism and see its connot
ations ♦ If such features can be traced in the l?th 
century Bengal, we may find confirmation that Ballala 
was the actual author of Kaulinya.

The literal connotation of Kulina is 1 having a
(good) family*. Nowadays it implies a member of a high
caste family of good ancestry and by tradition high
religious int llectual and moral qualifications.

This Kulin system brings about a good relationship
with the noble fami ies through marriage. Marriage
contracts for the selecti n of good and pure brides 
and bridegrooms, which was the basis of aulinya, were
customary in Indian family life long before the advent
of Ballal.
In the Jatakis many stories show how the social life 
of India was moulded through the m rriage-tie among 
persons of equal standing. Nobody of high social rank 
would normally propose marriage with a family of lower 
class. .Parents looked on such marriages as causing
IB. Nihar Roy: Tangilir Itihas (Adiparva) p.
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the degeneration and degradation of their family.
The s me caste, the same rank and the s'me family 
traditi n became the rule in marriage-negotiations.
We have many facts in support of this statement.

’Take a girl out of a family who belongs to the
* ^ ' - same family as we* (ekam samajat&kakula kumarikani

iqjanha). A Brahmin agriculturist gives his son in
onm rriage with a daughter of similar caste.

(Brahmano puttassa vayappattasse samanakulata kum ri- 
kamanesi). If the parents are unable to go to select 
a husban«l for their d ughter, they send for agents 
and ask them to carry on negoti tions with other parents

PIof the same rank. Similarly, an aristocratic Brahmin 
wishes to marry his son (kulaputta/ to the daughter of
an aristocrat belonging to an equal family. (fttf&amat-
_ _ ^ - 1 *■ - opapitaro 3amanajatiyam kulato derikam anayimsu).

Similarly the selection of a bride or bridegroom
from a suitable family is thebasis of Kulinism. If
either husband and wife be found to be of impure stock,
he or she must be abandoned for ever. We can f̂rrd
We can find sentiments similar to those of Kaulinya 
even in an e- rly tesrt such as the Bharmasutra of Baud-
hayana who says the husband is of another caste,
outcaste, impotent, addicted to sin, of the same gotra, 
a slave or affected with a chronic disease, the girl
T57TT. TiT7p.4'22--------------------------------------
20. ibid. p.162; IV. p.22.
21. ibid. III. p.93.
22. ibid. I. p 199.
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even if she had been married9 should be given to

For the improvement of the Kula the Pharmasa.3-
tras give injunctions to offer girls to men with the 
right qualifications. If the Brahmin carries on all 
his activities with men of noble pedigree, on their 
account he attains greatness, and if the reverse be 
done he becomes degraded. ^

This evidence is enough to prove that the ideas
associ ted in Bengal with Kulinism were already
influential in the Indian life, both in theory and 
and practice long before the time of Ballalasena, It
is therefore fallacious to say that Ballala was the
real author of Katelinya.

Besides, there is a certain vagueness of our
sources on this tonic. The Kulajis on which this
story stands contain many conflicting statements.
They differ on the actual number of gamis created
with Kaulinya, some mentioning a hundred and others 
fifty. The Kula.lis are silent on the question
why important Brahmins such as AnirucMha Bhatta,

by Ballala when he did not show the le st hesitation^** 
kaulinya to other less known Brahmin/ They are 
evidently based rfn later traditions which have

2*1. Coiebrook: Bigest. Bk*. V. 
m . 4/224/?2.

25. RH3. I. p.629.
26. ibid. p.612.
27. Pal: -Early Hist, of-Bengal. II. p. .12

21another, decked with clothes and ornaments1. J

/Bhavadeva, and Kedara Misra were not dubbed

hardly any histccLcal value
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connected with highly esteemed rjersons is more or
?oless inherent in human nature, and in one form or 

another it manifests itself in all societies at '̂ 11 
times. ‘or such sentiments to apae cr in Bengali 
sDciety wou scarcely require the positive intervention 
of a particular ruler. Finally, the main story of all 
the ;<ua. 1 is has nov/ urport in either the ins riot ions

pqor the literature of the period.
The Ballala Chari to which is the main source of t e

tradition of the found tim  of Kaulinya has been
proved to be spurious and unauthentic by H.P. lastri.^
It exists in six versions, er'Ch attributed to a
different author (strictly speaking only 5 authors), 
the subject matter of the six being the same, with
slight variations at places. The six are: (1) Aranda 
Bhatta, (2) Oopala Bhatta, (3) Oopati Bhatta, (4) Hatha

* ^  *  *  i

Babul (1) Gopala Bhatta* s appendix to Ananda Bhatta*s
* *  '

version (6) Suren Fatta.
H.?. Sastri, who himself translated Ananda Bhatta*s

^ >

text, expresses doubt on the soundness of Ballala Charite 
as a source of history. He states in his Introduction:
* I was not without doubts as to its authority ^nd 
genuineness. A Sanskrit work of that name was Tpublished 
some ye -rs ago by the Hathas, the well known booksellers 
of Chinabasar in Calcutta. I pronouced it to be spuriom 
and unreliable, and I have had since no reasons to 
change my opinion. The Charita which I was request* d 
to translate, might, I th night turn out to be equally

a: Indo-Aryan Races. Ch. V.
30. Introduction to Ballala Charita.



spurious and unreliable.^ *
The tradition on Kiiinisn arose and the people accepted 
it so credulously ±i much the s- me way as did the Adi sura 
legend which we have already discussed; these two tonics 
are based on the same sources, such as the Kulassstras 
written by the Kulapandits.

From these <rguments it is cle r that neither 
/idisure nor $allala and his successors introduced 
Kaulinya. It is of uch later origin. It is the formal 
elaboration by the Brahmins who are always ready to come 
forward for the regulation of the social and also some
times the polit cal structure of India, of deep-seated 
tendencies already long in existence in the upper classe* 
of Bengal society.

31# Introduction to Ballala Charita.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCU?sirN

Until^the/pala period the caste system was in a very- 
rudimentary form. It did not then form the basis of 
the social structure, 's it does in modern times.
■I obody w.̂ s rigidly confined to following his caste- 
functions. Artifical divisions between man and man, or 
anong men of higher and lower birth were f r less 
rigid th&n they later -became. Simplicity, brotherhood, 
and fellow-feeling were the characteristics of the 
period. oO

From th Mauryaftd the lupta period we find social
p rity, at least toa a certain extent. We meet the

/tr ditional divisions, Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vsisyas and
/  _

Sudras. But they were classes rather than c stes, 
and one class did not seriously over-shadow the other. 
We have no direct evidence that the Brahmins and the 
higher classes generally assumed the attitude of 
arrogance towards the lower, which later became tynical 
of Indian social relationships. But after the f 11 of the 
Ifeuryas the influence and pretensions of the Brahmins 
increased.

From the Guptas to the Senna scattered references 
give us hints of the existence of cert in c stes. But
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the four classes and not castes are always in the I
forefront. During this period particular castes 
often c rried on functions which were not prescribed I

I
for th-m. We have seen that the Brahmins abandoned 
their priestly activities, became the owners of land, 
occupied administrative posts, held ministerships ]
and even took up the sword and sceptre as Kings. We 
ILnd the s*me in the case of the Kayasthas.

-  / 1Even the Buddhist Palas defended Varnasrama which!—  i
implies the class-system, but not necessarily the I
institution of caste. In this period the emphasis I 
is strong y pi ced on class, and not on caste. Social I 
life was moulded in this way, and it had its re- J
lection in the imperial policy. Royal families paid t 
little r gard to the caste system, as distinct I
from the system of the four classes. They were above 
this parochial feeling. That is wiry, in every land- 1 
grant people of all social ranks were sum noned to I 
grace the occasion in ordrr to ensure th t no inju ticl 
should be done to arrflbbody. Kings entered into 
matrimonial relationships with other royal or semi- 
fcoyal f mi ies, without paying any heed to C'ste.

There is evidence, however, that castes existed j 
if only in a rudimentary form. Peoile of a particular! 
occupation grouped themselves together, living in the ]
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same pl^ce in order to maint in their homogeneity* 
and they even sometimes gave their caste name to a
particular village, such as Brahmangrama* taivarta- 
grama etc. The functions of record keepers* engrav%*s 
of land-grant plates, artists, etc. were trans
mitted from father to son.

Each of these rudimentary c stes had some ^
status in society. Hence in royal land-grants the
kings invited them separately by name. If there
has been no c ste at all, royal authorities would
not have mentioned them. But even the lowest castes
Hke the Chandalas and Meda8 were recognised in such 
d ocuments.

That the Br hmanical grouos occupied a high 
position is proved by the royal patronage they enjoyed 
The kings and com loners alike donated lands to 
Brahmins, but not to other castes. In every land- 
grant it ia explicitly states that the d nor was 
giving land to Brahmins to augment his merit. The 
idea that adoring the Brahmins was the same as worship
ping the godr gained the ground in the society of the 
t imes.

—  ^The Mahasthan Brahmi inscription indicates that
/Bengal was already organised by the time of JBsoka, 

and even ossibly before that. So it is foolish
t) believe that the Brahmins were mainly brought' by'

—  £the mythical King Adisura, or that any sound and pure
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marriage system was introduced by Adisura or 
Ballalasena*

Certain f ctors such as the guild-system were 
already working unconsciously to give shape to later 
caste institutions. It was not a sudden growth but 
on the contrary it was a very slow process that grad
ually led to the stratific tion of the social divisions 
of Bengal.

If we go beyond our period we shall find that 
society gradually hardened by Brahmanical Injunctions.
We have alrady seen in the accounts of 3imutavahana and 
Bhavadeva how society gave different social status to 
Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaisya and Sudra wives in case of 
marriage * inheritance or property etc. But this again 
is rather connected with the class-structure than with 
tie present caste system.

Prom the 13th century onwards society become rigid.
- 1The Danasamara emphasises the import nee of donations 

made by the Sudras to the Brahmins on all auspicious days 
and ceremonies, to wipe off pre-birth Sudra defects. The 
Brahmanasarvasva' of Halayudha, the chief justice of 
Hsclayudhaxxx Lakdhmanasena, extols the Brahmins to the 
skies, and stat s tbnt their injunctions and dispensations 
must be followed by the other c stes.

The Smriti-Kaumudi," written in 1550, differentiates
   — — —  . . ./   . . .  : .

the religious duties of the Sudra castes In ord--*t» tn tem<
B &l?e$'in the Bengali Journal Manasi B.S.1119. p.119.



a v i r t u o u s  l i f e .  The jjtetiviveka^, written in 1600, 
d is c u s s e s  th e  g ra d u a l development of castes and sub

c a s te s ,  t h e i r  d i f f e r e n t  functions and endr>gamous
5 _

m a r r ia g e .  The Sam kalpa ^ a u m u d i,^ vritten in the loth
century treats o f  the Samkalpas (religious oaths) 
o f  different cates in ord£r to discharge their 
religious functions. The Acharachandrika, written in 
1788 prescribes thdf different functions and duties 
of Sudra cites, states that they were degenerate and 
suggests means whereby they may obtain rebirth in 
higher classes.

This rigid caste divisions in 3engal appear to be 
the products ofalater period than ours. Also we 
believe that the society of Hindu Bengal was much 
sounder, healthier and more natural in the days of 
the Palao and Senas than it later became.

4. MSS. No. 19.69 (1638) cited in Sahitya. B.S.1^47. 
pp.17,17,19. "

5. MSS. No. 838 (1703) cited in Manasi. 00 cit.
61 MSS. No. 554 (1648) ibid.
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(relevant Vols consu ted).
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1PPNDIX. I.

Alphabetical tabul ted list of all c stes of Bengal
with th&ir occupation.

( covering our and post-Sena Periods).

Caste

1. Abhir
2. Aguri
3. Ambashtha
4. Andhra
5 . Bagdi
6 . Barui or Baru.libi 
7• Bauri 
8. Bhar 
9 . Bhuinmali

10. Brahmin
11. Chamar or Charmakar 
1?. ChancKl
13. Chasa
1 4. Chitrakar
15. Chunari or Churnkar
16. Bhang ir
17. Dili bar 
1 8. Dhobi
20. . Bom or Dombi

Occupation

r-aring of cows, 
cultivation, 
medical service, 
hunting with arrows, 
fishing, field-work, 
growing of betel, 
field-labour, 
fish-selling, 
cultivation, palanquin-bearing 
priesthood.
skinning, tanning. 
fishing, cultivation.
cultivation.
painting.
lime-making.
scavengers 
fishing 
w shermen.
working in the burning ghat, 

scavengers.



AP'ENTIX I (CONTD) 
C aste
21. (Jangaputra
$2. Grharami

r  ^
?3. Groala
?4. Gopa
?5 • Hadi
26. Haliya Kaibartta
27. Jalik Kaibartta

*X) 00 • Jola
29. Jugi
30. Kaibartta
31. Kapali
3?. Kalu
33. Karmakar
34. Kansakar
35. Kayastha or Karana
36. Kumbhakar
37. Xewat
38. Let
39. Mahishya
40. Manikar
41. Malla
4?. Malak^r
4 3. Meda

■ - .....................44. Namasudra
45. Nata

Occupation
dead body-c rriers.
hut-makers.
milkmen.

n , cattle-breeders, 
pig-breeders. 
cultivation, 
fishing, 
weaving.

M

Fishing, cultlvation.
rope & sack-mak ng.
oil-pressing.
blacksmiths.
braziers.
writing.
potters.
fishing, cu11 iv■t i on. 
fishing, 
cultivation. 
goldsmiths, 
fishing.
garland-makers or g rdeners
huntin^ wild animals.
cultivators, boatmen, 
dancers.



appsitoix i ( -oittt) )
Caste
46. Napit
47. Nishad

•00"3- Pattikar
49. Pode
50. Ra.laka
51. Ra.lbansi
5?. xSadgopex _ _

53. Saraka
54. Sakhari
55. Sudi
56. Sutra dh'tr
57. Svarnakar
58. Tantuvaya
59. Tambuli
60. Teli
61. Tili
62. Ugra Kahatriya
63. Vai dya

?13.
Occupyti n 
"barbers•
hunters.
image-makers.
f isherraen.
washermen.
fishermen*
cultivators.
fisherman.
conch-sellers.
wine-makers.
carpenters.
goldsmiths.
weavers.
betel-sellers.
oil-pressmen.
merchants in oil St sesamum. 
fishermen & cultivators, 
physicians.
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APPENDIX II,
/ _

Alphabetical tabul ted list of all gotras, sakhas,
Qh&ranas in Bengal inscriptions.

Ootra Date Location Pravaras Sakha Charana
&

Stounce
-h -f~ +-1. Agastya. C.650. Tipnerah

A.D. SI. XV.PP.301-15.

?. h- 5th century Natore Samaveda. ■+
in Ra.jsahi.
El. XVII. PP.345-48.

3. Bh radvaja. 6th F- ridpur. Vajasaneya.
century. SI. Nos.43>45.

, 4~ +4. Do. C.650. Tipperah.
A.D. El. XVI. PP.301-15.

5. Do. C.104P. Binajpur. Angirasa? Pippalada. r
El. XXIX (?) Barhaspaty*.
P.9ff (3) Bharadva.ja.

6. Do. l?th Naihati. Do. Knuthuma sakha Samaveda.
cent. IBIII.68f. of Samaveda.

7. Do. Do. Dina.lpur. Do. Do. Do.
IB.III.P.lOPff.

8. Bhargava. 11th. Dina j pur. (I) Apnuvan: Tamadagnya •+■ 
   cent . IB.III . (2) Aurwa; ......

?. 149f. -,( 3) Bhargava;
{*] pssm*.
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Gotra Pate Loc tion Pravaras Sakha Charana
«ource

9* Qargya. l?th ?4Pargs. (I) Angirasa; Asvalayana 
cent. 13. III. (P)Bharadva;}a* sakha of 

P.l69f. (3) Brahaspati; Rgveda.
(4) Gargya*
(5) Usanas.

10. Hastidasa.lOth Pina,1 pur. (I) Ambnrina: *
cent. El.XXIX. P.If.(2)Angirasa;

(3)Yauvnasva.

11. Kanva- 6th F^ridpur. ^ Va.j^saneya +
Lauhitya. cent.SI. No.44. sakha.

12. Po. Po. Do. SI. No.45. ^ Do. ^
-  /

13- Kasyfipa. Bo. Mursidab^d. Chhandoga. "+
M.XTIII.P.60f.

14. Kaundinya. Do. Burdwan. +• 3ahvrcha sakha ■+■
El.mil of Rgveda.

*

P.15 5f f •
/

15. Kausika. 1t h  Nadia. (I)Bandhala; Kanva-
cent. IB.III.(P) 'ausika? sakha of

/
P.37f.(3)Ku3ika; Yajurveda.

(4) Visvamitra.
/

16. Po Po. Pabna. + Paippalada sakha 1~

IB.Ill.P.106f. of Atharv veda.

f-
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Grotra Date location Pravar&s Sakha Charana
A

Source

•+17. Maudgalya. Do. Dcca. (I)Apnuvan? Kauthuma
  yp. —El. XXVI. (^)Aurwa; sakha of

P•I• ff. (3) Bhargava; Samave da.
(4) Chyavana:
(5) J madagnya.

18. Par&sara. 10th Dinajpur. (I) Paras^ra: Vajasane^a +
cent. El. XIV. (P)Sakti? branch of 

P.3^4 ff. (3) Vasi3htha. Ya.lurVeda.

19. Sandilya. 11th Dinalpur.(I)ksita? authumi sakha
*  >

cent. El. XV.P«P93f(?)Daivala; of Saaaved
(3) Sandilya.

PO. Do. lPth cent. Dacca. Pravaras of +
13. III.P.6f3 riahis(not mentioned).

21. Sandilya.1'th Murghidabad. (I) Devala. Kauthumi +•
cent. El. XXI.P.211 f. sakha of Samaveda.

22. Savarna. Do. Dacca (I)Apnuvana ? Kanva Va .1asaheya
* 1 ..S'

IB. III. P.14f.(P) Aurwa; Sakha ch^rana.
(3)Bhrigu? of Ya.iurveda.
(4 ) Chyavana;
(5) Jamadagnya.

A
23. Do. 11th Bhuvanesv ra. +- + 4-

cent. El. VI. P.203 ff.
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Ootra Bate Loc ti n Privaras Sakha C h a m
k
Source

_  —24. V rdha- 12th Dacca. Pravara of Kanvasakha. +
s\

Kausika. eent.IBJII. 3 rishis.
P.165 f• (not mentioned).

▼—»

25. Vatsya 11th 74 P^rgs, (I)Apnuvana; ^avalayana -e
cent.IB III. (2) Aurwa; Sakha of 

P.63f. (3) Bhrigu; Rgveda.
(4) Chyavana;

— \

(5 ) Ifaiaa dagnya.

26. Do. l^th 24th P-rgs. Do. Kauthama sakha Samaveda 
IB. III.96ff. except B^rigu of

which is replaced by Samaveda.
Vatsya.

27# Vatsya 13th F*oridpur (I) Apnuvana;
cent. IB. III. (7)Aurwa;

P.137 ff. (3) Bhargava;
(4) Chyavana;
(5) Jamadagnya.

/—28. Po. Do. Dacca. Do. Kanva sakha of 
IB. Ill,P.140ff. Yajurveda.

29. Do. Do. Faridpur. Do.
IB. III. 
P.121f.


